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On 14 June 2017, 72 people lost their lives in the fire at Grenfell Tower. Mr Nabil
Choucair tragically lost six members of his family in the fire.
On 19 September 2017, his solicitors made a formal police complaint. This stated
that there was a widely shared view that the deployment of National Police Air
Service (NPAS) helicopters to Grenfell Tower caused or significantly contributed to
serious injuries and/or the loss of lives for two main reasons:
1. Residents believed that the NPAS helicopter was a rescue helicopter, deployed
to rescue them from the top of the building.
2. The operation of a helicopter in close proximity to the 25-storey building would
have created a rotor wash, which worsened the fire.
The first complaint required an investigation into whether the deployment of NPAS
helicopters encouraged some residents to remain in or move to the top of the
building for helicopter rescue, and whether emergency call centre staff made any
statements or comments that encouraged some residents to remain in or move to
the top of the building for helicopter rescue. The second complaint required an
investigation into the decisions to deploy NPAS helicopters, and consideration of
their operation during these deployments.
NPAS is overseen by West Yorkshire Police (WYP). NPAS helicopters are police
helicopters and are not intended to be rescue helicopters. Apart from in specific
circumstances (for example, where there is sufficient space and where conditions
would allow the helicopter to safely land), they cannot and do not conduct rescues.
On the 14 June 2017, there were 11 NPAS deployments to Grenfell Tower (carried
out by six different aircraft). The fire was first reported at 12:54am and the first
helicopter arrived at 1:44am. The last deployment left the scene at 4:05pm, with near
continuous presence in between these times. Telephone calls from residents who
requested the police were responded to by Metropolitan Police Service (MPS)
emergency call centres.
Under the Police Reform Act 2002, complaints must be recorded by the police force
that employs the person(s) complained about. Mr Choucair’s complaints were
therefore recorded by both WYP and the MPS.
After recording the complaints, WYP and the MPS referred them to what we were
then known as – the Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC), now the
Independent Office for Police Conduct (IOPC). We determined that the investigation
should be carried out by the Directorate of Professional Standards (DPS) of the
MPS, but that the seriousness of the complaints and the public interest in
investigating them required that it should be a managed by the IOPC1. This means
that we had oversight of the investigation and were able to provide direction to the
MPS. We believe this was the best way of investigating the complaints because it
optimised the MPS investigator’s access to evidence collected by Operation
1

Under paragraph 18 of Schedule 3 to the Police Reform Act 2002.
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Northleigh – the criminal investigation into the circumstances surrounding the
Grenfell Tower fire, also being carried out by the MPS – while also providing
independent oversight.
We agreed the appointment of an investigating officer from within the MPS who
conducted the managed investigation. We set the terms of reference for the
investigation, in consultation with the MPS. Full details of these are contained in the
final report. We maintained oversight throughout the investigation.
We set up a team to oversee the investigation, which included the Regional Director
for London, Sal Naseem; Operations Manager, Neil Orbell; and Operations Team
Leader, Chris Lovatt. When the MPS completed its investigation in line with the
terms of reference, the DPS submitted its report to us for consideration.
The final report consists of two sections. The first deals with the management and
deployment of the NPAS helicopters. It explains how NPAS manages and deploys
police helicopters, both in general terms and specifically during the Grenfell Tower
fire. It also considers expert analysis provided to the investigation of the impact of
the helicopter rotor wash when deployed to Grenfell Tower.
The second section of the report considers the movement of people within Grenfell
Tower and whether their decisions were based on information provided by
emergency call handlers or the presence of the NPAS helicopters. This section
considers the calls made to the emergency services on the night, statements made
to Operation Northleigh during the police investigation, and evidence given to the
Grenfell Tower Inquiry to establish, as far as possible, how and why people moved
inside the building during the fire. It analyses the movements of people inside the
building in great detail, starting with those on the top floor and then taking each floor
in turn.
Although the DPS investigator gave his own conclusions in the report, it was
ultimately for our decision maker, Mr Naseem, after having sought the views of the
MPS and WYP, to decide whether any person serving with the police should face
disciplinary proceedings or performance procedures, or be referred to the Crown
Prosecution Service for a charging decision.
Having considered the evidence, we agreed that there was no indication of any
criminality, misconduct or poor performance for any person serving with the MPS or
WYP.
The evidence from the report shows that none of the helicopters flew close enough
to the Tower for their rotor wash to have worsened the fire. There is also no
evidence that any emergency call centre operators encouraged anyone to move to
higher floors to be rescued. Despite some examples of unclear responses (which we
have addressed in our learning recommendations – see below), no emergency call
centre operator told any callers that helicopters would rescue them. For these
reasons, we did not uphold the complaints. However, we fully acknowledge that the
matters raised in the complaints were valid and crucially important to investigate.
The report shows that some residents desperately hoped and pleaded for helicopter
rescue. Emergency call centre operators were inundated with calls from terrified
residents and others, and while there is no indication that any individual
iii

misconducted themselves by not explicitly telling callers that helicopter rescue was
not possible, we have identified organisational learning for the emergency services
and have issued national recommendations.
The recommendations will ensure that all emergency services call handlers; (i) are
aware of NPAS helicopter capabilities and that they are not rescue helicopters, and
(ii) should clearly and explicitly inform any callers of this in any future incident where
callers mention or request helicopter rescue.
Following early consultation, the College of Policing has already included NPAS
helicopter capabilities in its amended learning standard for contact centre officers.
Learning standards set the standard or outcome that individuals must attain following
training. This means that forces are now required under the Standard to review and
redesign their training to ensure that call handlers understand NPAS capabilities.
The fire at Grenfell Tower was a tragedy. We can only extend our deepest
sympathies to Mr Choucair for the tragic loss he has endured, and to everyone who
lost loved ones and whose lives were changed forever. We also recognise the
impact this tragedy had on those many people personally affected and right across
the country.
Although we have not upheld either of the complaints made, we hope that the
breadth of the investigation report, and the fact that the evidence does not support
the concerns raised initially, provides some element of comfort and reassurance
around the actions of police officers in their response to the fire.
We hope the fact that we have identified wider organisational learning demonstrates
that we are committed to ensuring lessons are learnt from the tragic events of 14
June 2017.

Recommendations
The IOPC has considered learning in respect of Op Tronto and identified
organisational learning for:
•
•
•
•
•

National Police Air Service (NPAS)
Joint Emergency Service Interoperability Principles (JESIP)
The National Police Chiefs Council (NPCC)
The National Fire Chiefs Council (NFCC)
The Association of Ambulance Chief Executives (AACE)

We make the recommendations below under section 10(6) of the Police Reform Act
2002 (PRA). Section 10(6) states: “… [the IOPC] may do anything which appears to
it to be calculated to facilitate, or is incidental or conducive to, the carrying out of its
functions.”
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The IOPC recommends that:
1 The National Police Air Service (NPAS) develops guidance for emergency
services call handlers on NPAS helicopter capabilities, making it clear that NPAS
helicopters do not have a rescue capability. This guidance should also:
• state that call handlers must explicitly inform any callers who mention
helicopter rescue during an incident to which NPAS is deployed that NPAS
aircraft cannot conduct rescues; and
• encourage call handlers/control rooms to contact NPAS in any incident if
they are unsure of its capabilities for rescue.
2 Joint Emergency Service Interoperability Principles (JESIP) issues a ‘Joint
Organisational Learning’ (JOL) action note to all emergency services, requiring
them to:
• include the NPAS guidance in their training for call handlers; and
• ensure that systems are in place to remind call handlers during specific
incidents of NPAS rescue capability and to explicitly inform any callers who
mention helicopter rescue of this. For example, reminders could be
delivered via electronic system messages or verbal reminders from control
room supervisors.
JESIP is a programme that seeks to continually improve the way the
emergency services work together when responding to multi-agency
incidents.
3 The leads on emergency services multi-agency working at the National Police
Chiefs Council (NPCC), National Fire Chiefs Council (NFCC) and the Association
of Ambulance Chief Executives (AACE) monitor services’ compliance with the
JOL action note.
On the night of the Grenfell fire, calls were made to the emergency services from
people inside the tower asking to be rescued by NPAS helicopters on-scene. NPAS
helicopters are not rescue helicopters and are not equipped to rescue people from
fires or rooftops. The investigation found that many call handlers did not directly
respond to these requests for helicopter rescue and some responses were unclear.
In any future incident where NPAS is deployed, all emergency services call handlers
must be aware of NPAS helicopter capability for rescue and must explicitly inform
any callers who mention or request helicopter rescue that it is not possible. This will
ensure callers do not rely on NPAS helicopter rescue and are able to make fully
informed choices about their actions.

The following report was prepared by the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) as
part of a managed investigation, which the IOPC had full oversight of. A
managed investigation is conducted by the appropriate authority (in this
instance the MPS) under the direction and control of the IOPC.
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PART I - INTRODUCTION
1

Preface

1.1

Grenfell Tower is a residential block of flats located in North Kensington, in the Royal Borough of Kensington
& Chelsea, West London. Built between 1970 and 1972 it is approximately 67 meters tall with 25 stories,
which includes a basement. Grenfell Tower contained 129 flats on the 1st to 23rd floors, the ground floor and
basement being non-residential. A single central staircase served all floors.

1.2

The first report of a fire was received at 00:54 hours on Wednesday 14 th June 2017 by a 999 call to the
London Fire Brigade from a resident of Flat 16 on the fourth floor.246 The London Fire Brigade responded,
arriving within six minutes of the call and tackled the fire within the flat. However, the fire had spread to the
outside of the building, from where it spread around and throughout the building, resulting in a large-scale
emergency services response.

1.3

The fire quickly engulfed much of the building and was not fully under control until the early hours of the
Friday 16th June 2017, with pockets of fire still being damped down for some time later. Throughout the
emergency services response, police deployed helicopters of the National Police Air Service (NPAS).

1.4

The fire claimed the lives of 71 people, including baby Logan Gomes, later stillborn in hospital. A total of 227
people, both residents and visitors, escaped the building during the fire. Maria del Pilar Burton, a resident of
the 19th floor, escaped the tower on the night but was badly affected by the fire and died approximately seven
months later.222

2

Public Complaint & Mode of Investigation

2.1

On 19th September 2017, Bindmans Solicitors LLP submitted a public complaint to the IPCC237 (latterly the
IOPC as of January 2018) on behalf of Mr Nabil Choucair, who lost six relatives in the Grenfell Tower fire. The
complaint comprised the following two elements:
• Residents believed that the helicopter was a rescue helicopter, deployed to save them from the top of
the building.
• The operation of a helicopter in close proximity of the 24-storey building would have created a rotor
wash, which worsened the fire.

2.2

The IPCC forwarded the complaint to the MPS and West Yorkshire Police (as the Appropriate Authority for
NPAS), for recording. The MPS recorded the complaint on 28th September 2017 under reference PC/3885/17
and formally referred it back to the IPCC the same day. West Yorkshire Police referred the matter to the IPCC
on the 2nd October 2017.

2.3

On 28th November 2017 the IPCC declared the matter subject to a Managed Investigation. The MPS and West
Yorkshire Police agreed that the MPS would conduct the investigation with West Yorkshire Police cooperation.

2.4

The IPCC appointed the author, DS Chris Griffith, as the Investigating Officer.

2.5

On 23rd September 2019, the Investigator was notified by the IOPC that Nabil Choucair’s brother, Hisam
Choucair, had been granted Interested Party (IP) status.
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3

Other Investigations

3.1

Operation Northleigh is the ongoing MPS Frontline Policing – Specialist Crime (formerly the Homicide and
Serious Crime Command) criminal investigation into the circumstances and cause of the fire. The Grenfell
Tower Public Inquiry (GTI) is underway (https://www.grenfelltowerinquiry.org.uk/) and 70 separate Inquests
were opened and adjourned at Westminster Coroner’s Court.222 The Equality & Human Rights Commission
(EHRC) is also conducting a review into the human rights and equality aspects of the tragedy
(https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/following-grenfell).

3.2

As part of its investigation, Operation Northleigh obtained evidence regarding the deployment of helicopters
throughout the fire and much of the evidence gathered was suitable for use in the DPS investigation. Therefore,
a Memorandum of Understanding between the DPS and Operation Northleigh, with IOPC oversight, was
agreed, to ensure effective and comprehensive evidence sharing.

4

Terms of Reference

4.1

The Terms of Reference, created in collaboration between the MPS and IOPC, are as follows:
1.

To investigate the complaint made by Nabil Choucair on 19th September 2017, specifically whether:
a. The deployment of the police helicopters encouraged some residents to remain in or move to the
top of Grenfell Tower for rescue by helicopter;
b. Any police statements or commentary about the police helicopters encouraged some residents
to remain in or move to the top of Grenfell Tower for rescue by helicopter;
c. The operation of the police helicopters in proximity to Grenfell Tower worsened the fire and;
d. The rationale for the deployment of police helicopters to the incident was justified.

2.

To assist fulfilling the state’s investigative obligation arising under the European Convention on Human
Rights (ECHR) by ensuring as far as possible that the investigation into the complaint is independent,
effective, open and prompt, and that the full facts, wherever possible, are brought to light and any
lessons are leaned.

3.

Further to paragraph 19B of Schedule 3 of the Police Reform Act 2002, if, during the course of the
investigation there is an indication that any person serving with the police may have committed a criminal
offence or behaved in a manner justifying the bringing of disciplinary proceedings (i.e. whether there are
any indications of ‘conduct matters’), and if so, follow paragraph 19B procedure in relation to special
requirements and make appropriate amendments to the terms of reference of the investigation.

4.

To consider and report on whether there is organisational learning, including:
a. Whether the incident highlights the need for change in any police policy or practice;
b. Whether the incident highlights any good practice that should be shared.
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PART II - EVIDENCE
5

National Police Air Service

5.1

NPAS Overview

5.1.1

The National Police Air Service (NPAS) provides a borderless air support function to all 46 police services
across England & Wales from its 15 Operating Bases:45a
NPAS Redhill (Surrey)
NPAS London
South East Region NPAS Operating Bases
NPAS Boreham (Essex)
NPAS Benson (Oxfordshire)
NPAS Bournemouth
NPAS Exeter
NPAS St Athan (South Wales)
NPAS Filton (Bristol)
NPAS Husbands Bosworth (East Midlands)
NPAS Birmingham
NPAS Hawarden (Chester)
NPAS Barton (Manchester)
NPAS Doncaster
NPAS Carr Gate (West Yorkshire)
NPAS Newcastle

5.1.2

NPAS was formed in October 2012 and introduced with a phased approach following a national review of
police air support services, conducted by the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO). Prior to NPAS,
some police services ran their own air support units, or shared them with neighbouring police services and the
review found services were fragmented and not cost-effective. NPAS is funded by all the police services, each
paying a contribution proportionate to their respective use. NPAS is a national service, delivered by West
Yorkshire Police and governed by a National Board, which determines NPAS strategy and policy. The Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA) works closely with NPAS to ensure safe operation at all times. 45a Further details are
available on the NPAS website, http://www.npas.police.uk/.

5.2

Management & Deployment of Helicopters

5.2.1

Requests for NPAS services are managed through one central Operations Centre in Wakefield, West
Yorkshire. The Operations Centre functions 24 hours a day, 365 days a year and the team of up to five Flight
Despatchers processes requests for service by both telephone and electronic message, ensuring helicopters
are allocated efficiently and effectively, and requests prioritised appropriately. These operations are overseen
by a Flight Duty Officer. The Operations Centre does not receive calls from the public. The Operations Centre
staff liaise with individual police services via their respective control rooms in order to accept or decline
requests for the deployment of aircraft, and in turn with aircrews at the individual NPAS bases in order to
deploy the aircraft. The Operations Centre goes on to communicate with helicopters whilst in flight and follows
their progress on electronic maps, allowing the Operations Centre staff to monitor aircraft locations at all times
and the location of the most suitable aircraft for the task, enabling a flexible response to developing priorities.
Through the Operations Centre, NPAS can also provide services to partner agencies such as Fire & Rescue
Services or British Transport Police (BTP).45a

5.2.2

At the time of the Grenfell Tower fire, a separate NPAS Operations Centre existed in London to process all
requests for air support by the MPS.S30,S55 NPAS London had its own Flight Despatchers and could accept
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requests directly from the MPS. They could also monitor the MPS CAD systemS55, enabling them to quickly
identify emerging incidents that a helicopter may be required at, and consider early deployment, saving
valuable time. After deployment, the aircraft would be subject to flight following by NPAS HQ, which could
redeploy aircraft if necessary.S30 This autonomy of NPAS London ceased in November 2017 and all despatch
operations were transferred to NPAS Operations Centre, Wakefield.S632
5.2.3

5.2.4

As with any policing activity, the deployment of an aircraft must be a considered and proportionate response.
Once deployed to an event, the control and management of the aircraft will rest with the requesting police
service for the duration of that event. The Operations Centre retain flight following responsibility however, and
the capability to divert the aircraft to a higher priority incident. Any deployment decision is based on an
assessment of threat, risk and harm and the potential operational value that the aircraft and crew can provide
to the incident.45a To ensure consistent, transparent decision making the NPAS Decision Making Model is
applied in all deployment requests (Figure 1).
Figure 1: NPAS Decision Making Model

Source – NPAS Standard Operating Procedure: Deployment & Control (45a)

5.2.5

The process of helicopter deployments is detailed in the NPAS Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) Aircraft
Deployment & Control manual.45a The Operations Centre Manager and the NPAS Chief Pilot also provide an
explanation of this processS30,S31 (Figure 2).
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5.2.6

Figure 2: NPAS Helicopter Deployment Process
1. Service Request
sent to NPAS

The requesting police service contacts NPAS via electronic message or telephone, providing the
following minimum information (as applicable) using the mnemonic REPORT:
Reason for support (incident type, time incident occurred)
Exact location
Person or vehicle details, last time seen, direction of travel, description
Officers on scene – is there an officer on scene, is there containment?
Role required of the helicopter
Talk Group (i.e. radio channel) and local incident log number
N.B. For time-critical events, the information requirement is reduced to location, type of incident,
talk group & incident number.

2. Receipt of
Service Request
& necessity
assessment

The request is manually logged on the ‘Storm’ computer system by an NPAS Flight Despatcher,
who assesses the request for Threat, Harm and Risk using the NPAS Decision Making Model. The
requesting police service is informed of whether the request for deployment meets the necessity
threshold, endorsing the Storm log.

3. Viability
assessment

If the necessity criteria are met, the task is assessed for viability. This is an assessment to establish
if the aircraft & crew can contribute usefully to the overall police response through the use of their
equipment & training. The Flight Despatchers again accept or reject a request following this
assessment. This may be done in consultation with the crew at an Operating Base.

4. Tasking to local
NPAS base

If the request is both necessary & viable, the Flight Despatcher contacts the most appropriate NPAS
Operating Base to pass the tasking details to the duty crew.

5. Deployment

The crew at the Operating Base deploy to the incident, so long as the pilot deems they can do so
legally and safely. The pilot has ultimate legal responsibility for the safety of the aircraft & crew
and unless they identify a safety critical issue then decision to deploy lies with the Operations
Centre. Deployments must be compliant with all relevant aviation legislation and safety
procedures.

6. Flight-following
Procedure

After take-off, Operations Centre staff undertake a flight-following procedure (ongoing monitoring
for safety) as required by the CAA. This involves periodic comms checks to ensure the aircraft and
crew are accounted for.

7. NPAS Operating
Base monitoring

Staff at Operating Base control rooms are able to access incident logs and monitor radio channels
to identify emerging incidents and consider early helicopter deployment in the interests of timesaving. If deployed early, the aircraft become subject to Operations Centre flight-following
procedures.

8. Incident
Directions

On approaching an incident the crew make radio contact with local police. The crew speak directly
to the police control room & incident commander and agree tasks. Neither the Operations Centre
or Operating Base give any tactical direction to the crew; this is strictly for the local police/incident
commander and crew. The Operations Centre does not have access to the local police service radio
channels or computer systems so cannot monitor the incident itself; they rely on information being
sent back to them.

9. Re-tasking

NPAS crews can deploy to a higher priority task should they come across one. However, they must
ask the Operations Centre for authorisation, which is usually done verbally to avoid unnecessary
delay.
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5.3

Helicopter Roles

5.3.1

NPAS carry out a variety of tasks for police services and partner agencies across England & Wales 45a
including, but not limited to:

5.3.2

a.

Searching for missing people
Helicopters are able to cover large areas, assisting searching units on the ground. A helicopter’s thermal imaging
camera can be used to locate people quickly by their body heat, especially in open areas of ground or water.

b.

Operational follows & vehicle pursuits
Helicopters are often requested for vehicles that have failed to stop for police, reducing risk to people on the ground.
The crew can provide a full commentary enabling the vehicle to be intercepted and brought to a stop as safely as
possible. Video footage can be useful evidence.

c.

Tracking & locating suspects
The helicopters prove useful in following or tracing suspects of crime, such as those who decamp from fail-to-stop
vehicles. Searching large areas quickly and the use of visual or thermal imaging cameras can prove invaluable.
Thermal imaging cameras can locate hiding suspects in the dark when officers on the ground cannot.

d.

Public order
During large-scale public order events, the helicopters are useful for monitoring crowd movements and emerging
or spreading disorder and communicating with the ground commander. The camera images can be sent live to
police control rooms enabling commanders to make informed decisions about management of the incident and
deployment of police resources.

e.

High profile patrols
NPAS can support local police areas that are conducting high-visibility patrols of specific areas, by flying overtly in
specific areas and at lower altitudes than usual. This enables them to be deployed quickly to other incidents
emerging nearby.

f.

Transportation of personnel and equipment
The aircraft can be rapidly reconfigured to allow specialist officers or equipment to be mobilised and relocated
quickly.

g.

Casualty evacuation
The transfer of casualties to hospital when an air ambulance is not available in life-threatening circumstances.
Paramedics can fly on board to treat casualties en route to hospital. The Operations Manual states this type of
operation should only be undertaken as a last resort when no other means of transportation is available or suitable.

h.

Photographic tasks
Each helicopter carries a variety of video and still imagery cameras, enabling the capture of evidential scene
photography or for the planning of operations.

i.

Live video stream (downlink)
The video from the on-board cameras can be broadcast live via encrypted signals to fixed antennae sites or portable
devices for the LFB. The video footage can then be viewed live by incident commanders, such as by fire brigade
command vehicles, or control rooms. This downlink feed is recorded and archived on a server (a secure system at
MPS control at Lambeth for the MPS) for later retrieval if needed.

The NPAS Chief Pilot is the professional lead for pilots in the safe and effective delivery of NPAS aircraft flying
operations.156 (para 1.3.4) The Chief Pilot explains how NPAS helicopters are not usually used in a search & rescue
role, crews do not routinely train for rescue operations and the helicopters do not have winches. However, the
helicopters are flexible and sometimes the crew find themselves in situations that require they assist people in
immediate life-threatening danger. This usually involves the helicopter landing to deploy crew to help people
on the ground. First aid kits, stretchers and defibrillators are carried on board and crew are first aid trained. If
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the ground is unsuitable for landing, the aircraft can hover a few feet above the ground (called hover deplaning)
to deploy the crew.S31
5.3.3

The Chief Pilot also explains that NPAS are often dispatched to large fires at the request of the London Fire
Brigade (LFB). The helicopters’ video downlink to the LFB provides an overview of the fire as a whole, enables
locating trapped people, assists LFB decision-making in tackling the fire, and helps with road access routes.
On arrival at a fire, the helicopter would begin by trying to locate trapped people, especially in areas that would
not be visible from the ground. This information is relayed to fire crews by radio or via police. The helicopter
would then go into an orbital flight around the building, providing a live video feed. The helicopter would also
monitor debris and hotspots in the vicinity using thermal imaging cameras, identifying potential further ignition
points.S31

5.3.4

The NPAS London Base Manager echoes the Chief Pilot in that NPAS helicopters are often despatched to
large fires across London, to assist the LFB with video feed, in accordance with a Memorandum of
Understanding between NPAS and the LFB since 2005 (pre-NPAS).S55

5.4

Helicopter Types

5.4.1

NPAS use two models of helicopter, the Airbus Helicopters (formerly Eurocopter) EC145 (Figure 3) and the
EC135 (Figure 4).156.S31 The EC135 is slightly smaller than the EC145 in weight and passenger capacity. In
both models, the pilot occupies the front right seat, and the two Tactical Flight Officers (TFOs) occupy the front
left and rear right seats. The EC135 has one additional passenger seat (rear left) and can carry two passengers
if one TFO is offloaded. The EC145 has capacity for the pilot, two TFOs and two passengers. Ordinarily there
are two TFOs on police deployments.S31 All helicopters deployed to Grenfell Tower had the requisite crew. The
first deployment had three TFOs, all latter deployments had two TFOs.29

5.4.2

Figure 3: NPAS EC145
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5.4.3

Figure 4: NPAS EC135

5.5

Helicopter Equipment

5.5.1

Each helicopter carries various items of specialist and technical equipment. Details of much of this equipment
is outside the scope of this investigation. Of relevance to this investigation is the following equipment:

5.5.2

Cameras
All NPAS helicopters are fitted with a multi-sensor camera system mounted in a turret near the front of the
helicopter body (Figures 5 & 6). Several different systems are used by the helicopters deployed to Grenfell
Tower. Whilst image quality and precise controls vary from one system to the next, all three systems are
fundamentally similar and comprise three lenses within the turret:S31,156

5.5.3

a.

Wide angle daylight camera (EOW)
This is a standard daylight TV camera with adjustable zoom function and low-light capability.

b.

Spotter scope (EON)
This is a daylight narrow focus camera which provides high zoom for examining things close up. It has a fixed zoom
(the zoom cannot be adjusted) with adjustable focus. This can easily pick out details such as vehicle registrations
from 1km or more away. This lens also has a low-light capability.

c.

Thermal Imaging (TI)
An infrared lens with various zoom stages (as opposed to a continuous zoom). The TI lens is highly sensitive and
the sensitivity can be altered depending on the temperature of the object being observed. For example, a fire may
be so hot that the sensitivity needs reducing in order to avoid ‘camera flare’. Conversely, if an object that was little
warmer than its surrounding environment was being searched for, such as a body in woodland, the sensitivity may
need increasing to emphasise the contrast between different temperatures of the object and its environment. The
TI camera does not provide a numeric temperature value but shows variances in temperature via contrast. Hotter
temperatures appear white and cooler temperatures as black, although this can be reversed depending on the
operator’s preferences. The Chief Pilot explains that the TI cameras work best at a distance from the object under
observation. Too close and the field of view becomes too narrow. Conversely, if the camera is too far away there
will be a lack of detail in the image to be of use. Typically, the best use of the search cameras would be at an altitude
of 800 to 2000 feet above the area being observed.S31

d.

Handheld Digital Cameras
Handheld digital cameras are also carried on board for crew to take still photographs if required.

The images from the cameras are displayed on touch-screen monitors inside the aircraft. The precise
equipment and its operation varies between aircraft. However, all the aircrafts’ equipment allow the monitors
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to have a quad-display so all three cameras can be displayed simultaneously, with the fourth image being an
electronic map. Any one of these images can be enlarged to fill the monitor. The aircraft are fitted with digital
video recorders (DVR), which record the video footage onto memory cards when a member of the crew
activates the record function. The memory card can be removed at the Operating Base and the footage burned
to disc for use as evidence. Footage can be recorded from an individual camera or all three cameras at once
if required. (Figures 7 & 8)
5.5.4

Video Downlink
All NPAS aircraft have a system called Airborne Data Link (ADL), which allows the video imagery from the
cameras to be transmitted live to ground base receivers. In London, there are three separate fixed base
receivers. These receivers capture the video and transmit it into the MPS’s hard-wired ground base CCTV
system, which can be viewed in police control rooms. The footage can also be received and viewed in certain
police and LFB vehicles (such as the LFB command vehicle). The LFB control room also has a 70-inch TV
screen for displaying the imagery. There are also portable receivers (like laptops) that can receive the imagery.
Built within the system are a series of encryption protocols ensuring police and partner agencies can access
the footage securely and the police can ‘lockdown’ the video stream if it is of a sensitive nature. The exact type
of on-board control system for the ADL varies between aircraft, with two different control systems used by
helicopters deployed to Grenfell Tower. (Figure 9)

5.5.5

Radios
Each helicopter has radios that simultaneously monitor six channels, enabling the helicopter crew to be in
direct and continuous contact with the NPAS Operations Centre, Operating Base, other helicopters, police
units and another channel as necessary (such as the fire brigade). There are also two air traffic control
channels.

5.5.6

Search Light
Each helicopter is fitted with a powerful searchlight called a ‘Night Sun’. (Figure 10)

5.5.7

Personal Address (PA) System
Some NPAS helicopters have a PA system installed, called ‘Skyshout’. This system has the capability for a
verbal message to be broadcast from the aircraft. The following aircraft deployed to Grenfell Tower had
Skyshout fitted: G-POLF, G-TVHB, G-EMID, G-POLD. It was not fitted to G-DCPB (see Table 1 for a list of
deployments). NPAS London Base Manager, PS Dan Arnold, provides a detailed explanation of the system.
He explains there are several factors that affect the ability for a message to be received and understood on
the ground: noise of the aircraft, the distance to the intended recipient, noise on the ground, wind direction and
strength and the power of the Skyshout system. PS Arnold described his mixed experiences of using the
system and highlights the risk of causing panic if the message is not properly understood on the ground. In
London, the system can only be used with an Incident Commander’s authority. Trials and testing in 2008 with
the Skyshout fitted to three MPS EC145s demonstrated that the message could not be received or understood
on the ground so a decision was made to permanently remove it from the helicopters to save weight.S217

5.5.8

No NPAS helicopters are fitted with winches or search and rescue equipment beyond that described above
and there are no legal approvals for NPAS helicopters to carry out any winching operations, nor are any NPAS
crew trained in winching.S55,S31,S87
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5.6

Helicopter Crew

5.6.1

Standard operating procedure dictates that police helicopters are crewed by one pilot and two Tactical Flight
Officers (TFOs) for optimum operational effectiveness in all roles. Under certain circumstances this may be
reduced to the pilot and one TFO. 156(para.4.1.3) The role of each crew member is summarised below.

5.6.2

Pilot
The pilot sits in the front right-hand seat of the aircraft and controls the flight (Figures 11 & 12). The pilot is the
Aircraft Commander and holds absolute responsibility and command of the flight and is responsible for the
safety of all crew, passengers, cargo and the aircraft itself. The pilot can, in an emergency that requires
immediate decision and action, take any action he considers necessary under the circumstances. In such
cases, the pilot may deviate from rules and operational procedures in the interest of safety. 156(para.1.4.3)

5.6.3

Front Seat TFO
The front seat TFO sits in the front left position, next to the pilot. The primary responsibilities of the front seat
TFO (often called the front seat observer) is to operate the helicopter’s camera systems and record the video
footage as required.S2,S55 (Figures 11 & 12)

5.6.4

Rear Seat TFO
The rear seat TFO sits in the rear right-hand seat behind the pilot and is the Mission (or Tactical) Commander,
responsible for navigation, communications and tactical decisions about the mission. The primary
responsibilities of the rear seat TFO are assisting the pilot with navigation and liaising with police commanders,
the control room and other emergency services on the ground via radio. They may also provide an overview
of an incident as seen from the air, assist directing the implementation of cordons, road access routes and
guiding emergency services vehicles, rendezvous locations, and facilitating providing specific video views
requested by ground units. The rear seat TFO has two 15-inch touch screen monitors, which can display
electronic mapping and the camera views. All monitors are fitted with the camera record button so either TFO
can activate the record function of the cameras. The rear seat TFO also has access to a storage unit that
contains, amongst other things, street map books, Ordnance Survey maps and mobile equipment such as
stabilised binoculars and digital cameras (Figures 7 & 8).S1,S2,S17,S23,S27,S55,S85 Normal operating practice is for
front and rear seat TFOs swap daily in order to stay current in each role. S2

5.6.5

Figure 5: Camera turret mounted
beneath EC145

Figure 6: Camera turret with three lenses
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Figure 8: EC135 rear cabin with rear TFO
seat and display screens

Figure 7: Rear TFO seat in EC145
with display screens for
cameras and navigation

Figure 9: Airborne Data Link (ADL)
mounted beneath EC145 (stowed)
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Figure 11: Pilot & front FTO seats in EC145

Figure 12: Pilot & front TFO cabin in EC135

5.7

Helicopter Operations in Built Up Areas

5.7.1

NPAS aircraft are required to maintain a minimum altitude in different conditions whilst on operations. These
minimum altitudes are stipulated in the NPAS Operations Manual and are governed by a number of factors,
including national regulations, CAA and air traffic control requirements, and the need to maintain a safe altitude
above terrain and obstacles. In built up areas, such as the vicinity of Grenfell Tower, and under the conditions
experienced on the 14th June 2017, the following criteria applied:156

5.7.2

In daylight:

5.7.3

•

At least 300 feet above ground level

•

Not less than 200 feet above any fixed object on the surface

•

Minimum of 1500m visibility156,S31

At night:
•

Not less than 500 feet above any fixed object on the surface, within 1km.

•

Minimum of 3000m visibility156,S31

5.7.4

Fuel limitations restrict helicopter flights to typically between 90 and 120 minutes in duration. Flight durations
are also affected by factors such as payload, weather conditions and flying style. S2,S86,S93,S284,S285

6

Helicopters at Grenfell Tower

6.1

Introduction

6.1.1

On the 14th June there were 11 NPAS deployments to Grenfell Tower29 (Table 1), carried out by six different
aircraft. Additionally, there was a single deployment on 17th June42, one on 7th July43 and one overnight 15th to
16th July44, tasked with evidential photography. These latter three flights are not considered in this investigation
due to taking place after the fire was extinguished and falling outside of the Terms of Reference. Two media
helicopters were also present for a short time during the incident before an Emergency Air Restriction (no-fly
zone) was implemented.118 (Table 2)
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6.1.2

Table 1: NPAS Deployments to Grenfell Tower
Helicopter
Call Sign

Operating Base

Aircraft
Model

Registration

On
Scene*

Off
Scene*

NPAS 44

NPAS London

EC145

G-DCPB

01:44

02:44

NPAS 13

NPAS Boreham

EC135

G-POLF

02:55

04:32

NPAS 64

NPAS London

EC135

G-EMID

04:30

06:10

NPAS 13

NPAS Boreham

EC135

G-POLF

06:12

07:35

NPAS 16

NPAS Benson

EC135

G-TVHB

07:35

08:36

NPAS 64

NPAS Redhill

EC135

G-EMID

08:31

09:44

NPAS 13

NPAS Boreham

EC135

G-POLF

09:43

11:08

NPAS 64

NPAS Redhill

EC135

G-EMID

11:09

12:24

NPAS 13

NPAS Boreham

EC135

G-POLF

12:23

14:07

NPAS 51

NPAS
Birmingham

EC135

G-POLD

14:08

15:24

NPAS 44

NPAS London

EC145

G-DCPB

15:50

16:05

*The arrival and departure times are approximate and not to the exact second. Further explanation of the first helicopter
arrival time is in Section 6.4.
6.1.3

Table 2: Media Aircraft at Grenfell Tower
Helicopter
Call Sign

Operator

Aircraft Model

Registration

On
Scene

Off
Scene

Unknown

Arena Aviation

AS355F2
Ecureuil II

G-TVHD

04:00

04:05

Arena

Sky News

AS355F2
Ecureuil II

G-UKTV

04:45

05:35

6.2

Helicopter Handovers

6.2.1

Only one NPAS helicopter was present at Grenfell Tower at any one time, with the exception of some short
handover times as an incoming helicopter took over from one already present. A set approach is used for
helicopter handovers to ensure de-confliction. Ordinarily, the incoming helicopter approaches from an opposite
direction and higher in altitude than the helicopter already present to ensure they have a clear view of one
another. Once both helicopters are on scene together the video downlink is transferred to the incoming
helicopter. There cannot be two downlink feeds streaming at the same time as it causes interference with the
picture. To create a seamless video stream, the helicopters coordinate their cameras into the same position,
then the first helicopter switches off its downlink and the incoming helicopter switches its downlink on. The
handover also involves the crew speaking to one another via radio to verbally handover the tasks they are
conducting. Once the switchover is complete, the first helicopter departs. This process means there may be a
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short time when two helicopters are present. Conversely, a delay in the second helicopter arriving may mean
a short time with no helicopter present if the first needs to depart (e.g. for refuelling). The first helicopter at
Grenfell Tower experienced a technical issue and had to depart prior to the next helicopter arriving, resulting
in an 11-minute absence of a helicopter. Figure 15 illustrates the NPAS helicopters deployed to Grenfell Tower
on 14th June 2017. This graph draws on the same approximate times of arrival and departure, as shown in
Table 1 and is intended to provide an overview for illustrative purposes only.
6.3

First Request for NPAS

6.3.1

The MPS was first notified about the fire by a message from the LFB into the MPS Command & Control
(MetCC) at 1:16:45am. MetCC generated CAD 482/14JUN17247 which logged a number of the initial actions
by police and provides an insight into the early police response. This CAD documents the first request for
NPAS and some of the tasks NPAS performed. The following sequence of events is compiled from CAD 482,
the Operations Centre Manager’s evidence that details the NPAS deployments 29 and the first NPAS Storm
Log.30 Only the details relevant to the helicopter deployment and role are included. There may be a slight delay
in a CAD being updated due to the need for the details to be transmitted over the radio and typed onto the
CAD by a controller. The times below are those documented on the CAD and not necessarily the precise time
an event actually occurred. The CAD sometimes refers to ‘ASU’, which was the pre-NPAS name for the Air
Support Unit.

6.3.2

01:16:45am
CAD 482 is generated after LFB informed the MPS they are dealing a six-pump fire at Grenfell Tower, and a
five-roomed flat on the 4th floor is 75% alight. The MPS despatch local police units from Kensington & Chelsea
Borough to the scene. The CAD and radio transmissions begin being monitored by the pan-London supervisor.

6.3.3

01:22:29am
Local police units are logged as having arrived at Grenfell Tower and requested more police to assist with
crowd controls and said other flats are at risk of fire and it was going to be a massive evacuation.

6.3.4

01:23:56am
An electronic message is passed to NPAS London (Lippitt’s Hill) control to notify them of the incident.

6.3.5

01:28:17am
MetCC request NPAS assistance on the CAD. 31 seconds later at 1:28:48 NPAS respond with ‘NPAS63
preparing to lift’.

6.3.6

01:30:04am
MetCC sends further details to NPAS on the CAD, providing the location of Grenfell Tower and ‘30 storey
building alight’. The deployment request is graded ‘I’, (immediate response). The purpose of the deployment
is recorded as ‘NPAS44 lifting for overview and scene management’.
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6.3.7

The NPAS London controller creates a Storm Log entry 30, and provides the MPS the reference on CAD 482.
This Storm Log records the following information in the initial entries at 01:30:05am:
•
•
•

Grenfell Tower, Grenfell Road, London W11 1TQ
30 storey building alight
NPAS44 lifting for overview and scene management

The NPAS London controller accepted the deployment request on creating the Storm Log at 01:30:05.
6.3.8

01:34:19am
NPAS states ‘NPAS63 lifted from Lippitts’. This is corrected at 01:34:35am to NPAS44.

6.3.9

01:45:25am
NPAS44, having arrived on scene, reports to MetCC ‘this is a very large fire will require the LFB and police in
significant numbers – reccomend [sic] this be managed from GT’. (N.B. GT refers to the Special Operations
Room at MetCC that can be set up to independently manage spontaneous or pre-planned serious or largescale
incidents and uses the radio call sign ‘GT’).

6.3.10

01:54:14am
LFB is advised to monitor the pan-London police radio channel so NPAS can liaise directly with them.

6.3.11

01:57am – 02:39am
NPAS44 provides ongoing commentary over the radio of locations of trapped people, people trying to climb
out of windows, the spread of the fire and where immediate rescue is required as fire reaches flats. NPAS44
also highlights a developing dangerous traffic situation on the A40 Westway road, requests police traffic units
attend to manage it, requests additional road closures and for TfL to be notified.

6.3.12

02:44:28am
The CAD logs that NPAS44 reports it is leaving due to a technical fault with the aircraft.

6.3.13

02:58:01am
NPAS13 arrives and states it is providing a video downlink. NPAS13 goes on to provide a similar commentary
to the previous helicopter about the spread of the fire and the locations of trapped people.

6.3.14

On receipt of a service request, NPAS Flight Despatchers are required to apply the Threat, Harm & Risk
assessment in accordance with the NPAS Decision Making Model and a viability assessment (paragraphs
5.2.3-5.2.4). However, these assessments are not necessarily recorded in writing on the Storm log by the
Flight Despatcher, despite forming part of their decision-making process. Flight Despatchers are trained to
write a full rationale when declining a request to deploy a helicopter. This enables refusals to be explained at
a later stage if required. When a request is accepted, there is often no need for a rationale to be recorded.238
The Storm log for the initial request for a helicopter to be deployed to Grenfell Tower does not include a written
rationale for request acceptance.30 It does however include the nature of the request (overview, scene
management and operational support). The Flight Despatcher also had access to the MPS CAD and the
additional details it contained about the incident.S30,S55 A serious incident such as Grenfell Tower would usually
result in the request being accepted. The Storm log shows the request was accepted immediately when the
log was created. Considering whether the level of threat, harm and risk justified the deployment of a helicopter
to Grenfell Tower, the NPAS Operations Centre Manager states “In this case it was clear cut; a major critical
incident with lives immediately at risk.”29 This is echoed by the NPAS Service Delivery & Operations Manager,
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who states “All requests to us are assessed for threat, harm and risk. The seriousness of Grenfell speaks for
itself when making this assessment.”238,S631
6.4

First Helicopter Arrival

6.4.1

The video footage recorded by the first NPAS helicopter deployed (NPAS44) began at approximately 01:41
whilst the helicopter was on an approach path towards Grenfell Tower, still a significant distance away. The
camera pans around, in an apparent attempt to locate the fire whilst en route. 411 Figure 13 is a snapshot image
from the footage at 01:43:04 (although the time stamp is unclear in the snapshot). The fire in the distance is
circled in red (by the author). The fire is then spotted and the camera zooms in at 01:43:10 (Figure 14). At this
time the helicopter is still some distance away and approaching. The helicopter continues approaching and
enters a slow orbiting movement around the tower from approximately 01:44 onwards.

6.4.2

Figure 13

6.4.3

Figure 14

6.4.4

The NPAS Storm Log for the first deployment records the arrival on scene time as 01:44:23am.30 and the first
transmission from the helicopter is entered on CAD 482247 at 01:45:25am (para. 6.3.9) However, the precise
time that a helicopter is deemed to be present on scene, or have arrived, is debatable, given it is moving. It
is clear that the helicopter captured video footage of Grenfell Tower on fire before it could have been
considered to be ‘on scene’ (due to the powerful zoom capability of the cameras spotting the fire from a
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significant distance). The GTI Phase 1 report uses an image from the NPAS footage timed 01:43:38am223
although the moving footage indicates the helicopter was still approaching at that moment. Therefore,
throughout this report the arrival time of the first helicopter is simply referred to as ‘approximately 01:44am’.
6.5

NPAS Tasks

6.5.1

Details of the tasks conducted by the NPAS helicopters and their crew were compiled from the accounts of
the helicopter crew, LFB commanders and NPAS records. These tasks include a variety of both pre-planned
and spontaneous actions when the crew identified emerging situations and reacted accordingly.S1-S4,S13-S27,S55
As the GTI Phase 1 report details, there were some difficulties in performing some of these tasks (most notably
the video downlink to LFB), nevertheless the helicopters were deployed to the fire with these intentions.

6.5.2

Pre-Planned Tasks

6.5.3

a.

Video downlink to the LFB commanders on the ground and LFB control room. The NPAS helicopters intended
to provide a video downlink to the LFB ground crews to enable monitoring of the fire’s spread and allow the LFB
commanders and control room supervisors to make tactical decisions about how to tackle the fire and direct their
resources to be most effective in responding to the blaze as it evolved. The video downlink would be accompanied
by verbal commentary from the helicopter crew.

b.

Video downlink to police control room. This is used to facilitate the police response to an incident and allow
directing of resources accordingly.

c.

Locating trapped people. By conducting an orbiting flight path around the building, scanning each elevation and
identifying people inside (at the windows) the helicopter crew can pinpoint which floor/flat people are trapped in and
relay this information (either verbally or visually) to the ground.

d.

Monitoring the proximity of the fire to trapped people. This utilises both daylight (colour) and thermal imagery
to inform on the spread of the fire.

e.

Vehicle access control. The helicopter crew identified and monitored access and egress routes for emergency
service vehicles on the ground. This enabled a quick & efficient response, and minimised the risk of ambulances
and fire engines being hindered by cordons, other vehicles, crowds etc.

f.

Monitor falling debris. Thermal imaging video footage was used to monitor the spread of falling / floating debris,
which was extensive at Grenfell Tower, in case it ignited more fires elsewhere, such as on nearby buildings. The
crew would also warn ground crews of falling debris.

Spontaneous Tasks

[

g.

Road closures. NPAS44 identified a dangerous traffic situation developing on the elevated A40 Westway as
motorists were stopping and getting out of their vehicles to watch & photograph the fire. Smoke from Grenfell Tower
also reduced visibility on the road. The TFO requested police traffic units attend to move the traffic on. A short time
later the TFO requested the road be closed to prevent an accident.

h.

Communications management. The TFO of NPAS44 requested a separate police radio channel be assigned and
dedicated to the management of the incident, due to the increasing volume of radio traffic. This was later requested
to be split into two separate channels, one for dealing with the fire and the other for dealing with the displaced
people. This process is commonplace in largescale incidents and facilitates effective communication, which is key
to effective management of, and response to, an incident.

i.

Crime prevention. The crew of NPAS51 were tasked by police with locating a person who was suspected of looting
evacuated flats near to Grenfell Tower on the afternoon of 14th June (between approximately 14:08 and 15:24).
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7

NPAS Pilots

7.1

There were 11 helicopter deployments to Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017. Eight different pilots flew these
aircraft; one pilot flew three missions, one flew two missions and six pilots flew one mission each. All pilots
have provided accounts. All pilots are highly experienced, with many years’ experience flying military
helicopters in a variety of scenarios. The pilots’ accounts detail how they positioned the aircraft in order to
achieve their tasks whilst also maintaining the safety of the crew and the aircraft. The pertinent aspects of
each pilot’s account are summarised below. To preserve pilot confidentiality, they are referred to by numbers.

7.2

Pilot 1 – NPAS Chief Pilot
The Chief Pilot, Pilot 1, has been flying helicopters since 1991, with the Fleet Air Arm, training squadrons and
as a Search & Rescue pilot. He has been involved in a wide variety of rescue operations over land and sea as
well as British military operations and training around the world. Pilot 1 has been flying helicopters for the
police since 1999, is a helicopter instructor and examiner and is qualified in Aviation Safety Management. Pilot
1 regularly flies as an operational pilot around the UK.S31

7.3

Pilot 1 did not fly a helicopter at Grenfell Tower but was consulted on a later date to provide an overview of
helicopter operations, including flying near to fires, and provide his opinion on flying near Grenfell Tower at the
time of the fire, having been shown a number of photos of the tower on fire from various angles. Pilot 1
explained that flying near fires causes several issues. Firstly, hot air affects the stability of the helicopter from
the updraft. Secondly, smoke from the fire could cause the engines to stall (due to depleting it of oxygen) called
‘flame out’. After examining photos of the fire, including the roof, Pilot 1 stated even in the absence of a fire,
he would not have landed a helicopter on the roof. During the fire it would have been too dangerous to fly close
to the tower or hover near the roof, because of the heat, smoke and debris. An appropriate distance from the
tower to fly under the circumstances would have been approximately half a nautical mile (926m; 3038ft), and
800-1500ft in altitude above the ground. The heat rising from the roof would have prevented the helicopter
approaching the roof and he would not have attempted it. The heat, smoke and debris would mean an engine
failure would be highly likely and a crash would follow, probably killing the crew and people on the ground, and
hampering the emergency service response to the fire.S31

7.4

Pilot 1 explained about the defined height minima stipulated by the NPAS Operations Manual (paragraphs
5.7.2 & 5.7.3). At night, helicopters must not operate below 500ft above objects (so no closer than 500ft to the
tops of buildings) and 1km (3280ft) horizontal distance from those objects. In the day, this reduces to 200ft
above objects, with a minimum altitude of 300ft above ground. Therefore, if all pilots were flying in accordance
with this requirement, no helicopter would have been closer to the top of Grenfell Tower than 200ft above it –
if they were to have flown directly above it. Furthermore, the camera systems used on the helicopters work
most effectively at an altitude of 800-1500ft, above the object being viewed. According to Pilot 1, rotor
downwash is generally only effective at a distance equal to three times the rotor diameter, which is
approximately 110ft beneath the helicopter.S31 This is subject of the expert report, Chapter 8.

7.5

Pilot 2 – Pilot NPAS 44
At Grenfell Tower 01:44 – 02:44
Pilot 2 became a helicopter pilot in 1993 and spent 10 years in the British Army before joining Greater
Manchester Police Air Support Unit (ASU) in 2003 for two years. He joined the MPS ASU afterwards where
he spent over 12 years as a helicopter pilot, totalling over 6000 hours flying experience. He has experience
with a various helicopter types in a wide variety of conditions including conflict zones. He is trained in
emergency rescue flying, used in situations such as crashed aeroplanes, which differs from regular Search &
Rescue operations. He is also experienced in landing and taking off from raised helipads. On the 14 th June
Pilot 2 and his crew received the call about Grenfell Tower from NPAS Control. His Tactical Commander, PC
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Barker, contacted police and LFB to establish what they required from the helicopter. They were asked to
provide an overview of the fire via the video downlink to the MPS control room and the LFB command vehicle.
Pilot 2 therefore completed orbits of the tower to get a 360° view of the extent of the fire. Whilst doing so, he
was constantly considering the safety of the aircraft, avoiding the smoke due to the affect it could have on the
aircraft and crew, and avoiding getting too close to the fire as it would have caused issues with the flight (from
thermals), the heat (causing melting and overheating), and falling debris. He was also conscious of the noise
the aircraft could have on rescuers’ hearing and therefore did not get closer than 1500ft to the tower. They
flew at a constant altitude of about 1500-2000ft to provide a stable platform for the cameras and minimise
noise to those on the ground. He states the thermal imaging camera was little use due to the intense heat. The
crew were tasked with reporting the spread of the fire across Grenfell Tower and to other buildings. They also
reported on a developing dangerous traffic situation on the A40 flyover, requesting the carriageway be closed,
and assisted with identifying access routes for emergency vehicles. Pilot 2 and his crew agreed that landing
on the roof would not have been possible. They had to return to base prior to the next aircraft arriving due to
a technical issue with the aircraft.S332
7.6

Pilot 3 – Senior Pilot – NPAS 13
At Grenfell Tower 02:55 – 04:32
Pilot 3 began flying helicopters with the British Army in 1989. From 1996 to 1999 he was a Senior Flying
Instructor for the Australian Army. He has over 6500 flying hours experience. Pilot 3 piloted the second
deployment during the height of the fire size and intensity. On arrival, the three crew verbally discussed and
risk assessed the situation. They considered if they could land on the roof and decided they could not and
were not legally able to as landing on elevated helipads requires specific training they did not have. Pilot 3
stated that the fire updraft, heat, smoke & debris made it too dangerous to land on the roof. They were also
not equipped with hoists or specialist search & rescue equipment. Pilot 3 states he flew the aircraft at about
800-2000ft in altitude but is unsure of the horizontal distance away from the tower, although it was far off. He
states it was not safe to get close due to the heat, smoke & debris.S87

7.7

Pilot 4 – Pilot NPAS 64
At Grenfell Tower 04:30 – 06:10
Pilot 4 became a pilot in 1999 and spent six years flying to and from oil platforms in the North Sea, before
spending 10 years flying in different environmental conditions around the world. He has experience flying a
wide variety of rotary and fixed-wing aircraft. Pilot 4 joined NPAS in 2017 and by 14th June 2017 had acquired
5860 rotary flying hours. At Grenfell Tower, Pilot 4 positioned the aircraft to allow the TFOs to locate survivors
and help direct the fire fighters. He was aware of their positioning and the noise of the aircraft, not wanting to
impede the communication between rescue crews. He estimates he flew the helicopter no closer than 150
metres horizontally from the tower as the cameras do not require the aircraft any closer, and was avoiding
getting close because of the smoke. They were also tasked with checking if there were any people on the roof.
After about 10 minutes of searching the roof with the cameras, they determined that flapping objects were
what witnesses may have mistaken for people on the roof. Pilot 4 considered the feasibility of a roof rescue,
had there been people on the roof, but decided it would not have been possible as there was nowhere to land
and the smoke and flames were going straight up.S285

7.8

Pilot 5 – Pilot NPAS 13
At Grenfell Tower 06:12 – 07:35, 09:43 – 11:08, 12:23 – 14:07
Pilot 5 was a British Army pilot for 12 years, flying a variety of helicopters in combat. Pilot 5 joined NPAS after
leaving the Army in 2015. He flew three missions to Grenfell Tower. On his first, he was aware of a news
helicopter present, although it was not flying close to the tower. Pilot 5’s main concern was the smoke from
the building, which was hazardous to the aircraft. Consequently, he avoided the smoke apart from the odd
occasion when he had to fly through or near it, although this was kept to a minimum and he flew high. During
the first deployment Pilot 5 had cause to fly down to about 400ft altitude and about 250m (820ft) from the
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building. This was due to needing to focus on a man trapped on about the 7 th floor and gain as much information
about his situation as possible for the LFB. The man was later rescued. For the second and third missions,
Pilot 5 typically flew at about 245m (800ft) altitude and 700m (2300ft) distance from the tower as there was no
need to fly closer. Pilot 5 felt these missions and the role they were performing was well within their remit and
skillset.S94
7.9

Pilot 6 – Pilot NPAS 16
At Grenfell Tower 07:35 – 08:36
Pilot 6 was a British Army pilot for seven years and a helicopter engineer prior to that. He flew both helicopters
and fixed wing aircraft in training, test and operation situations in a variety of scenarios, including conflict zones
around the world. Flying Apaches, Pilot 6 would control the cameras as well as piloting, which gave him an
appreciation of how best to position the aircraft for optimum camera use. Pilot 6 joined NPAS in 2015. At
Grenfell Tower, he flew the helicopter at an altitude above ground of between 213m and 610m (700ft and
2000ft), but mainly around 460m (1500ft) during his deployment. This provided best field of view for the
cameras and minimised noise to people on the ground. He estimates the helicopter was about one kilometre
(3280ft) away from the tower. Pilot 6 avoided getting close to the tower and did not fly over it, to avoid the heat,
smoke, & debris.S86

7.10

Pilot 7 – Pilot NPAS 64
At Grenfell Tower 08:31 – 09:44 & 11:09 – 12:24
Pilot 7 was a British Army helicopter pilot from 1984 until 2002, flying various helicopters in different scenarios
around the world. In 2002 he joined the police as a pilot. Pilot 7 is also a Training Pilot, conducting testing and
assessments of other NPAS pilots, and training new pilots for operating in a police role. He has over 6000
hours piloting experience. Pilot 7 conducted two missions to Grenfell Tower. On arrival the first time, he was
aware of a media aircraft, which was outside a two mile restricted air zone. For both deployments, Pilot 7 flew
in orbits around the building carrying out their tasks and believes he flew at 800ft–1000ft in altitude and ½ to
1km (1640–3280ft) distance from the tower as there was no need to fly closer or lower and the camera operates
best at this distance. He did not fly through the smoke, avoiding it as smoke and particulates can cause engine
problems.S93

7.11

Pilot 8 – Pilot NPAS 51
At Grenfell Tower 14:08 – 15:24
Pilot 8 explains he flew the helicopter at varying heights in order to achieve the best camera angles for the
video downlink to the LFB and police. He estimates he flew at approximately 1000ft in altitude. He normally
operates between 1000ft and 1500ft altitude and the camera is most effective at about 1500ft. His horizontal
distance from the tower he estimated to be a mile as there was no need to get close. Conscious of the smoke
coming from the tower and drifting in a north westerly direction, Pilot 8 flew higher, above the smoke, when
orbiting the building in that direction. The smoke would pose a visibility risk and a health risk to him and the
crew as there was nothing to stop it entering the cabin.S95

7.12

Pilot 9 – Pilot NPAS 44
At Grenfell Tower 15:50 – 16:05
Pilot 9 spent 16 years as a search & rescue pilot in the Royal Air Force, being involved in deployments around
the world. After the RAF he spent nine months as a civilian pilot in Holland then joined NPAS in 2016. Pilot 9
has experience flying various aircraft types, including the EC145. Pilot 9 states he is well aware of the
capabilities of the EC145 and the need to exercise caution in certain environmental conditions, such as smoke
and heat. Pilot 9 described Grenfell Tower as ‘smouldering’ when they arrived and how they only remained on
scene for 15 minutes.S284
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8

Rotor Wash – Expert Evidence

8.1

Introduction

8.1.1

Operation Northleigh commissioned Dr RH Markiewicz of the Defence Science & Technology Laboratory
(DSTL) to complete an analysis and report on the potential effects of helicopter rotor downwash on the
development of the Grenfell Tower fire. Dr Markiewicz is a recognised expert in helicopter rotorwash and is
independent of the investigations surrounding Grenfell Tower. A draft report was provided on 18th September
2018 and the final report supplied on 5 th October 2018.157 What follows is a summary of aspects of the report
to provide an overview of the analysis, an explanation of rotor wash and the conclusions.

8.2

Principles of Rotor Wash

8.2.1

Helicopter rotorwash refers to the turbulent stream of downward (downwash) and sideways (sidewash) airflow
created below a helicopter as the rotor blades generate lift. When a helicopter is hovering, air is drawn in from
above the rotor blades and passes through the rotors. Beneath the rotors, the air is funnelled and accelerates
until it reaches a peak in velocity, before then spreading and decreasing in strength. (Figure 16 from the report)

8.2.2

Figure 16: Helicopter Downwash

8.2.3

As a helicopter descends vertically and approaches the ground the downwash strength and direction alters;
downwash strength decreases whilst sidewash strength dramatically increases (Figure 17).

8.2.4

The above principles are true of helicopters in a hovering position or moving at a very low speed. Whilst
travelling forward, the helicopter’s rotor wake would trail behind the aircraft. The angle of this wake would be
influenced by the helicopter’s speed and downwash speed. The higher the speed the less downwash there is
as the airflow immediately beneath the helicopter is pushed downstream very quickly. The effect of wind
creates a similar wake, by pushing the rotorwash away from underneath the aircraft (Figure 18).
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8.2.5

Figure 17: Helicopter downwash and sidewash change with descent

8.2.6

Figure 18: Helicopter wake during forward motion

8.2.7

Downwash strength reduces as the distance from the rotors increases and becomes insignificant at about
three rotor diameters distance below the rotors. The greatest rotor diameter of a helicopter present at Grenfell
Tower was 11 metres (NPAS44 – EC145C2). Therefore, an EC145 could only possibly have an effect on the
fire if closer than 33 metres (108ft) above the fire (which is a conservative figure). Only two deployments used
an EC145 (NPAS44, which deployed twice at approximately 1:44am and 3:50pm).

8.2.8

All other deployments used EC135 helicopters with the shorter rotor diameter of 10.2 metres. Therefore, an
EC135 could only possibly have an effect on the fire if closer than approximately 31 metres above the fire.

8.2.9

The media helicopters were AS355F2 Ecureuil II aircraft with a rotor diameter of 10.69 metres so could only
possibly have an effect on the fire if closer than approximately 32 metres above the fire.

8.2.10

Sidewash could only have an effect within one rotor diameter horizontal distance from an object.

8.3

Analysis

8.3.1

The analysis examined radar track data from seven different radar stations provided by the National Air Traffic
Service (NATS). Data was provided for all of the eight helicopters present at Grenfell Tower (six NPAS and
two media). The positions and altitudes of each helicopter relative to Grenfell Tower were determined for the
period 00:30 to 16:00 on 14th June 2017 (despite the first helicopter arriving at approximately 1:44am). Ambient
weather conditions (temperature, wind speed and direction), aircraft type and weights, and the presence of
other nearby buildings were also taken into account in the analysis.
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8.3.2

Grenfell Tower is recorded as being 67.3 metres high with ground level being 11 metres above mean sea
level. Therefore, the top of the tower is approximately 78 metres (257ft) above sea level. Considering the figure
of three rotor diameters vertical distance being the closest necessary for the downwash to potentially affect
the fire (33m for the largest rotors present), the lowest altitude at which a helicopter downwash could affect
the spread of the fire is approximately 111m (365ft) above mean sea level.

8.3.3

Dr Markiewicz therefore determined that any flight below 400ft (approximately 122m) should require further
investigation. Due to variations in aircraft avionics a further margin of 100ft (30.48m) was applied. Therefore,
a very conservative figure of 500ft (152.4m) was used for the investigation.

8.3.4

A horizontal limit of 27m (88.58ft) was set as the trigger for further analysis.

8.4

Conclusions

8.4.1

The findings for each of the eight aircraft are summarised in Table 3 below. The analysis determined that at
no time did any of the eight aircraft approach sufficiently close to Grenfell Tower so that the rotorwash could
impinge on the building. The aircraft were either at a safe horizontal distance or safe altitude, or both. This
takes into consideration wind conditions and its effect on rotor wake, and the presence of other tall buildings
in the vicinity. In the event, neither wind conditions nor other tall buildings would have had any significant effect
on the rotorwash.

8.4.2

Table 3: Rotorwash Analysis Results
Helicopter
Call Sign

Aircraft Model

Registration

NPAS44

EC145 C2

G-DCPB

Lowest Altitude
(to nearest metre)

Closest Horizontal
Distance (metres)

136
(whilst 191m away

97

horizontally)

132

41

NPAS13

EC135 T2+

G-POLF

(whilst over 750m
away horizontally)

(whilst no lower than
285m altitude)

NPAS64

EC135 P2+

G-EMID

164

(whilst no lower than
235m altitude)

NPAS16

EC135 P2+

G-TVHB

157

67

NPAS51

EC135 T2+

G-POLD

237

(whilst no lower than
328m altitude - at 13:28)

Unknown
(media)

AS355 F2
Ecureuil II

G-TVHD

235

258

Unknown
(media)

AS355 F2
Ecureuil II

G-UKTV

174

220

75

26

8.4.3

An engineer and investigator from the Air Accident Investigation Branch (AAIB), reviewed the rotor wash report
on 5th July 2019. The purpose of this review was to gain an independent expert opinion of the standard of the
report, to ensure it was sufficient for the needs of the Operation Northleigh investigation. The engineer was
confident that Dr Markiewicz’s analysis and report was sufficient for the requirements of the investigation.176
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9

Emergency Call Recordings

9.1

Telephone calls made to the emergency services are recorded. On dialling 999, a caller is initially connected
to a BT emergency operator. The BT operator asks which emergency service the caller requires before
connecting the call to that service. Calls are recorded from the point of connection to the BT operator. The
period prior to re-routing to an emergency service is commonly known as the ‘BT pre-exchange’ recording.
For a number of reasons the call may not be connected to an emergency service operator, such as the caller
ending the call or the call being cut off. In the event of a dropped call before a service is specified, or where
the caller is unable to specify a service, the call is transferred to the police.272

9.2

All call recordings in relation to the Grenfell Tower made during the fire were reviewed in order to identify those
of relevance to this investigation. Those recordings of relevance are included in the detailed analysis presented
in Section 10 of this report. A number of calls relate to people claiming they could see people on the roof of
Grenfell Tower, possibly waving for help. It was later confirmed that no people went onto the roof as it was
inaccessible and no remains were recovered from the roof. Objects on the roof moving around were likely to
have been mistaken for people waving. At times throughout the night the LFB was unable to answer the
unusually high volume of calls and consequently a number of calls were diverted to other Fire & Rescue
Services (Essex, Kent and North West). No call recordings contain noticeable helicopter sounds.

9.3

The exact timing of 999 calls is complex due to the process involved in making the call. A call must pass from
a caller’s telephone handset, through the telephone system to the BT exchange where it is routed to the
emergency service switchboard and is finally passed to an operator. The various telecommunication systems
involved all collect time data as the call progresses through the overall process and in some cases at different
stages of passing through one system. The time a call is placed from a phone will not be the same as the time
a BT operator tries to connect that call to an emergency service, which in turn will be different to the time an
emergency service operator answers. This report attempts to be consistent and clear as to which data is
generally used to refer to a time. Where known, the time referred to is the time the call was recorded as having
connected to the BT operator. Where such data is not available, the time the emergency service system
registered the call was answered is used instead. The times quoted for specific calls in other reports may vary
to the ones used here but this does not imply those times are inaccurate. Different reports may use a different
time reference for internal consistency or due to the specific context.

10

Movements of People Inside Grenfell Tower during the Fire

10.1

Introduction

10.1.1

What follows is an analysis of the evidence to establish as far as possible how and why people moved inside
the building during the fire. This analysis draws primarily on evidence contained in 999 call recordings and
witness accounts from survivors who escaped the fire and other witnesses including those who spoke to people
inside the tower during the fire and also fire fighters. The movements of people in the tower on the night of the
fire have already been subject to in-depth analysis by the Inquiry, which drew on a wider body of evidence
than this report. This report does not seek to replicate that work, but to consider movements in relation to these
specific Terms of Reference, and therefore some details may differ from the Phase One report, depending on
the source of that information. It is important to emphasise, the analysis of this evidence should not be read
as any form of criticism toward those who were trapped in the tower or attempting to flee the fire, some of
whom sadly lost their lives. Each floor of Grenfell Tower is considered in turn, beginning at the top, the 23 rd
floor.
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10.2

23rd Floor

10.2.1

When fire broke out in Grenfell Tower there were 13 people on the 23 rd floor, in all six flats. All 13 initially
remained on the floor and were joined by 16 more people from lower floors during the fire, totalling 29 people
on the 23rd floor. Of those 29, two escaped the building by going down the stairs. A third person died whilst
trying to leave on the stairs. Two men died as a result of jumping or falling from the building and the 24 who
remained on the floor all perished.

10.2.2

Flat 205

10.2.2.1

The Neda family occupied Flat 205; Mohamed Saber Neda (often referred to as Saber), his wife Folora Neda
and their adult son Shekeb. Folora and Shekeb survived the fire. Their accounts are key in understanding what
happened on the top floor during the fire. Mohamed Neda died after jumping or falling from the building. During
the fire, four people moved upstairs and joined the Neda family in their flat, where they subsequently perished.
Name
Mohamed Saber Neda
Eslah Elgwahry
Mariem Elgwahry
Sakina Afrasehabi
Fatemeh Afrasiabi

Age
57
64
27
65
59

Resided / Visiting
rd

Flat 205, 23 floor
Flat 196, 22nd floor
Flat 196, 22nd floor
Flat 151, 18th floor
Flat 151, 18th floor

Died
Ground Outside

Flat 205
Flat 205
Flat 205
Flat 205

N.B. As of the 5th March 2019 Shekeb Neda changed his name to Farhad Neda and Folora Neda changed her name to
Shakila Neda. They are referred to by their new names in the Grenfell Tower Inquiry Phase 1 report222-225. Further, Folora
Neda’s name on the statement provided to the GTI is Flora Neda.
10.2.2.2

Shekeb described being at home with his mother and father when he smelt burning. He went into the lobby
but could not establish where the smell was coming from and returned to his flat:
“We all went back into our flats and after a little while heard a lot of noise coming from the flats on
other floors, people were banging on doors, shouting out that there was a fire in the tower and we
all needed to get out… We decided to get out of the flat on hearing the commotion from outside
our door. We couldn’t see any fire at this point, my mum just saw the light of the fire and could see
little pieces of insulation flying in the air, so we didn’t have any idea as to where the fire was. We
all decided that we should try and make our way down the stairwell because of the commotion
downstairs… We got onto the stairwell and saw other residents from the flats below all making
their way up to the 23rd floor. The ones that I spoke to said that there was a fire downstairs, there
was no way out of the building and everyone was told to go up, and they would be rescued by the
fire brigade, so that’s why they were all making their way to the top floor…
We spoke to a few of the residents when they got to the 23 rd floor as there was a lot of them, I’m
not sure on numbers but there was a lot of them making their way up. They told us that there was
fire in one of the flats below and that there was no way to getting out of the tower. We assumed
that they had tried to get out, but couldn’t do so that’s why they were all making their way up to
the 23rd floor. They all dispersed into the six flats.” S146

At one stage Shekeb spoke on the phone to a fireman who was outside:
“The fire brigade gave us the same advice telling us that they were on their way to get us, telling
us to stay in our flats…” S146

Fire eventually broke into their flat:
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“We were panicking and running around the flat not knowing what to do feeling totally helpless.
We were not being told anything about the fire where it had started…” S146
10.2.2.3

Folora smelt burning and informed Mohamed. The three of them then prepared to leave their flat. They were
also receiving telephone calls from other people on floors below telling them to get out of the building as there
was a fire.S81,S291 Folora went on to state:
“When I opened the front door and wanted to leave, I saw some forty persons in the lobby. They
suddenly turned up and were knocking on the neighbour’s doors and were screaming to open the
doors, as there was fire downstairs. I saw the two Iranian ladies, Ms Sakinah and Fatimeh and also
a 27 year old Egyptian girl with her mother were amongst the forty persons and as they knew me,
they came to our flat… Sakinah told me that there was fire downstairs and that it was coming
upstairs and she told me that they were advised by the fire brigade to go up as they would be
reached by a helicopter but I told Sakinah that there was no way there and that the hatch to the
roof is always locked… My son was speaking to a friend… they told him the fire brigade had
reached floor ten and everyone was advised from downstairs to remain upstairs and someone
would be there.” S81

Referring to the other people who had sought refuge in her flat, Folora said:
“All were on the phone to their relatives and everyone was given hope that the fire brigade would
reach and that we should not move from where we were.” S81
10.2.2.4

Mohamed, Folora and Shekeb decided to leave the flat when fire broke in. Folora recalled:
“I got out with my son and this decision was taken suddenly and at the last minute as corridor of
the flat was on fire and I told my husband to come. He told me that he would be right behind us
and others stayed in our flat and were speaking on the phone with their families. When my son
opened the front door, I saw the entire lobby was full of smoke and I could not see anything with
my eyes… The last words I heard from my husband were that he was going to make pieces of
clothes wet for those in our flat… and said that he would be right behind us.” S81

10.2.2.5

Mohamed’s body was recovered from outside the building after he jumped or fell, landing on the ground at
2:40am. The exact location he fell from is unknown.S484

10.2.2.6

No calls were made to emergency services by Mohamed, Folora or Shekeb. Shekeb confirmed he was passing
on the advice from the LFB to remain in the flat, received on the telephone by others in the flat.S146

10.2.2.7

Eslah & Mariem Elgwahry
Eslah and her daughter Mariem were living in Flat 196, 22 nd floor. During the fire they relocated upstairs to Flat
205 where they died. Eslah made no 999 calls, whereas Mariem made four calls, all of which connected to the
LFB. All four calls were made after they had moved up to the 23rd floor. One call mentions a helicopter. Relevant
extracts from Mariem’s calls with the LFB are below (times are when the call was answered by the LFB).
Call at 01:29:59am
“The fire’s in our house as well on the 22nd floor, everyone’s on the 23rd
It’s in our flat, we ran out our flat, it’s broken into our kitchen.
We ran into our neighbour’s flat.”
“We’re all stuck on the top floor, the doors won’t open.” 241,323

Call at 01:38:15am
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“We’re all stuck on the 23rd floor. Our flat was underneath, there was no smoke in there, it was
absolutely fine but then all of a sudden the flames just flew into our kitchen.” 242,244,324,325

Call at 01:54:22am
“The fire’s starting to arrive here now, we’ve got nowhere to go… we’re stuck.” 243,326
10.2.2.8

02:25:38am – call to 999
During Mariem’s last call to 999, she explains to the LFB operator that seven of them are trapped and running
out of air and her mother (Eslah) is diabetic and asthmatic. The operator says she will speak to the fire crews
and Mariem then says,
“Could you get a chopper or something, could you get a helicopter or something to get us out?”

The operator responds,
“There is, there is one there, okay, all right, the fire brigade are on their way now, they’re making
their way.

Mariem says the fire has broken into the bedroom and the operator says they need to leave but Mariem says
they had tried but were unable to because it was totally black outside the front door, they cannot breathe and
it burns their eyes.240,322
10.2.2.9

Eslah’s son, Ahmed Elgwahry, spoke to Mariem on the phone a number of times during the fire. He told her to
leave the building but Mariem said they could not because of the smoke and being unable to see. Ahmed
stated Mariem refused to leave, no matter what he said to her. Mariem told Ahmed that they had tried to go
down the stairs but there were other people coming up and telling them to go up, so they went up and into Flat
205. Ahmed also asserts that Mariem may have been reluctant to leave as their mother, Eslah, was disabled,
could not walk or run fast, and Mariem would not have wished to leave her there. Ahmed could hear helicopters
in the background when on the phone to Mariem.S289,S290 Mariem also told Farzana Elgwahry on the phone
that she had tried to go down but as they did people were coming up telling them to go back upstairs and stay
inside.S288

10.2.2.10

Summary
Mariem and Eslah relocated to the 23rd floor prior to the first helicopter arriving. Therefore, they could not have
been encouraged to move upwards due to the presence of a helicopter. Evidence indicates Eslah and Mariem
moved upwards to escape the advancing fire and because other people were going up, telling them to do the
same. Once up, they were unable to leave due to the thick smoke. At no point were they told, or led to believe
by police, that there may be a helicopter or rooftop rescue, nor does any witness evidence indicate they
decided to remain believing there might be a helicopter rescue. Mariem’s request for a helicopter was made
after they had already moved up and believed they were trapped and all other options for escape were
exhausted. Furthermore, during the call in which Mariem requested a helicopter, she also explained how the
flames were engulfing the windows from the outside, which would likely have made a window escape
impossible.

10.2.2.11

Sakina Afrasehabi & Fatemeh Afrasiabi
Sakina lived on the 18th floor. Her sister, Fatemeh, was visiting. During the fire, both relocated upstairs to Flat
205 with the Neda family at about the same time as Mariem and Eslah. Sakina and Fatemeh made no calls to
the emergency services during the fire.
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10.2.2.12

Folora Neda’s account provides an insight into why Sakina and Fatemeh moved upwards:
“Sakinah told me that there was fire downstairs and that it was coming upstairs and she told me
that they were advised by the fire brigade to go up as they would be reached by a helicopter but I
told Sakinah that there was no way there and that the hatch to the roof is always locked…” S81

10.2.2.13

Solmaz Sattar, the niece of Fatemeh and Sakina, received a call from Fatemeh:
“Fatemeh then told me they weren’t on the 18th floor where Sakina’s flat was and that they had
gone up to the 23rd floor, in room 205. She said she was with the owner of flat 205, and that Sakina
knew the man who lived there, that he spoke Farsi so they would be safe there and that she thought
the man knew a way out… She told me there was herself and Sakina, one lady who lived there
[Folora Neda], two men [Mohamed & Shekeb Neda], and two more ladies [Eslah & Mariem
Elgwahry] in the flat.” S170
“Fatemeh told me that they had left their flat intending to go down the stairs and to leave the Tower
but when they left their flat, they met other residents in the corridors and they were told not to go
downstairs as there was fire further down inside the building. Fatemeh told me that she and
Sakenah went up to a neighbour’s flat on the 23rd Floor.” S292

10.2.2.14

Solmaz spoke to a fireman on the ground, who told her to tell Fatemeh to stay in the flat and not go into the
corridor because of too much crowding and they would be rescued. Solmaz passed this advice to Sakina and
Fatemeh. Solmaz’s account also indicates Sakina was expecting a rescue from within the building, as Sakina
had asked Solmaz to ask the LFB to get the escalator (lift) to go to the top so they can be rescued. S170,S292

10.2.2.15

Solmaz also stated the following:
“At some point a helicopter arrived, I couldn’t tell you what time it arrived but I remember thinking
it was very late on, and it was still dark. When it did arrive the fire wasn’t at the top of the building
which is why I thought it was there to rescue people. The helicopter got very close to the top of
the building and was there for a long time. When the helicopter came I told Fatemeh that there was
a helicopter and it was there to help her, I told her to stay relaxed.” S170
“Later on, there was a helicopter flying around the Tower that I thought was there to rescue people
trapped higher in the building. I asked Fatemeh if she could hear the helicopter but she said she
could not hear it. I said it was probably there to rescue her.” S292

10.2.2.16

Sakina and Fatemeh spoke to Sakina’s son, Shahrokh Aghlani, in a number of calls. They told him they had
gone up to the 23rd floor to escape the fire. They had tried to leave but could not because the smoke was too
much and there was no escape and they had also been told to go back into their flats. Shahrokh added that
Sakina and Fatemeh had the perception the whole time that they would be rescued by firefighters and that
they would be rescued by helicopters. His assertion that Sakina believed they may be rescued by helicopter
is consistent with Folora Neda’s account that Sakina told her this when she came up to the 23 rd floor. Shahrokh
also stated Sakina suffered severe arthritis in her knees meaning she was unable to go up or down
stairs.S293,S294

10.2.2.17

Emergency calls from other people who lived on the 18th floor indicate other residents also believed they were
trapped in the building and unable to go down. Emergency calls were received from people saying they were
trapped in their flats on the 18th floor due to the smoke or fire.248-250,252

10.2.2.18

Shahid and Sayeda Ahmed were occupants of Flat 156, 18th floor, and survived the fire. Shahid had seen a
fireball advancing up the outside of the building, which caused his window to explode inwards so they left their
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flat. In the stairwell on the 18th floor there was confusion amongst people due to not knowing where the fire
was and people were trying to go up instead of down.S119,S120
10.2.2.19

There are other examples of people on the top floors going up. For example, survivor Meron Mekonnen,
resident of Flat 163, 19th floor, described how, after being alerted to the fire she immediately took her two
daughters and left the flat, heading down the stairs. Others were doing the same. Whilst going down they
encountered a group of about 10 people in the stairwell and someone below shouted to go back up and
“smoke”. The group, including Meron and her daughters, moved back up the stairs. However, Meron did not
want to return to her flat so decided to ignore the advice and proceeded down, encountering thicker and thicker
smoke as they went, eventually reaching safety.S124,S325

10.2.2.20

Summary
The evidence indicates Sakina and Fatemeh moved upwards to escape the advancing fire, believing they were
trapped upstairs and were unable to go down, and were expecting an internal rescue by the fire brigade. They
received information that the LFB were advising them to remain where they were to await rescue. Sakina and
Fatemeh moved up prior to arrival of the first helicopter. Therefore, they could not have been encouraged to
move upwards by the presence of a helicopter. They were not told by police or other emergency services to
move upwards for a possible helicopter rescue, or otherwise encouraged to do so. Other people in Flat 205
remained because they were awaiting internal rescue by firefighters. Whilst Sakina may have told Folora Neda
that she had been advised to go upstairs to await helicopter rescue, this has not been verified and there is no
evidence this came from emergency services, whereas Solmaz Sattar did say this to Fatemeh. There is no
evidence that Solmaz was told this by the emergency services.

10.2.3

Flat 204

10.2.3.1

Flat 204 was occupied by 57-year-old Hesham Rahman. Hesham lived alone and during the fire remained in
his flat, where he subsequently died. No other people died in Flat 204. No telephone calls were made by
Hesham to the MPS during the fire.

10.2.3.2

Hesham made four 999 calls between 01:38:26am and 03:20:18am. All connected to the LFB.253-256,327-334 Five
calls were made to the LFB by Anna Krivsoun, with whom he was in contact during the fire.257-261 In no call
does an operator indicate to Hesham or Anna that Hesham should move upwards (which would not have been
possible in the event as he was on the top floor) or that there may be a helicopter rescue. In one call made by
Anna to the LFB, she asks the operator if they are going to be taking people from the top with “some kind of
helicopter”. The operator replies that the experts are there, looking at the best way to deal with it but does not
does not suggest such a rescue may happen.257 It is unknown if Anna suggested this to Hesham.

10.2.3.3

Throughout the calls to the LFB, Hesham states he is trapped due to smoke and that he has difficulty walking
and would have difficulty getting to the stairs. The LFB advice is initially to stay put but later changes, instructing
him that he needs to get himself out. In her calls to the LFB, Anna says Hesham cannot move due to poor
health.

10.2.3.4

During the fire, Hesham also spoke on the phone to Shafika Ragab. The statements of Shafika RagabS296 and
Anna KrivsounS295 suggest Hesham did not leave due to problems with his feet (caused by diabetes), the thick
smoke and his expectation of a rescue by firefighters.

10.2.3.5

Summary
The evidence indicates Hesham remained in his flat throughout the fire due to his poor mobility, difficulty
walking and not being able to see through the smoke to self-evacuate. He was also told to remain there to
await rescue by fire crews if he could not self-evacuate. There is no evidence to indicate police, other
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emergency services or other residents told Hesham that there might be a helicopter rescue. Nor is there any
indication Hesham was encouraged to remain in his flat believing there would be a helicopter rescue. Whilst
Hesham’s daughter enquired with the LFB operator about the possibility of “some kind of helicopter” to take
people from the top, she was not led to believe such a rescue might happen. No communication has been
identified between any MPS personnel and Hesham or his daughter.
10.2.4

Flat 203

10.2.4.1

Present in Flat 203 were 31-year old Rania Ibrahim and her two daughters, Fethia Hassan and Hania Hassan
(Rania’s husband was awayS335). During the fire they were joined by the three occupants of Flat 206 on the
same floor and Gary Maunders, who came up from the 19 th floor. Gary, Fathia and Isra all died in the flat also.
Abufras died after jumping or falling from the tower.

10.2.4.2

Name

Age

Resided / Visiting

Died

Rania Ibrahim
Fethia Hassan
Hania Hassan
Gary Maunders
Fathia Ahmed Elsanousi
Isra Ibrahim
Abufras Ibrahim

31
4
3
57
77
33
39

Flat 203, 23rd floor
Flat 203, 23rd floor
Flat 203, 23rd floor
Flat 161, 19th floor
Flat 206, 23rd floor
Flat 206, 23rd floor
Flat 206, 23rd floor

Flat 203
Flat 203
Flat 203
Flat 203
Flat 203
Flat 203
Ground outside

Rania, Fethia & Hania
There is no evidence to indicate Rania or her daughters left their flat during the fire. Rania made no calls to
the emergency services (although her phone was used by Isra Ibrahim to speak to the LFB). Rania did speak
to family during the fire via social media and voice call, including a 6:33 minute Facebook video. In this video
Rania opens her front door and calls out into the smoke-filled lobby. Gary Maunders responds and enters the
flat. Isra and Abufras are also present in the flat. One person (reported in the GTI Phase 1 Report to be Abufras
Ibrahim223(para.11.31)) says to shut the door to keep the smoke out.S335

10.2.4.3

Rania spoke to her sister, Sayeda Ibrahim, on the phone during the fire. Sayeda recalled Rania saying there
was a fire in her building and she could not get out.S299,S335 Sayeda’s daughter, Aiasha, then called the fire
brigade telling them her auntie was still inside the tower with her two daughters. 335 This call connected to the
LFB at about 1:57am. There was no mention of helicopters or a rooftop rescue in this call. Sayeda went to the
tower and in her statement to the GTI said the following,
“My family and I had noticed that there had been a helicopter near the top of the tower, which we
thought was going to help. …had called Rania to say that the helicopter was coming to help. We
noticed that the helicopter was moving back and forth from the tower…” S335

Sayeda also stated that whilst outside the tower she continued to try to call Rania without success until about
3am when they spoke for the last time,
“Finally at about 03:00 I got through to Rania, she was weeping and so was I, she said to me that
she was by the window and I said to wait and the helicopter would help her. This was the last time
I spoke to her.” S299
10.2.4.4

Sayeda suggested that Rania might not have left her flat as she would have been unable to manage the stairs
due to her poor health. Rania had told Sayeda previously that if the lifts were not working they could not leave
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the flat, that Hania was unable to use the stairs due to her size, and Rania was unable to carry her children
down the stairs if required.S335
10.2.4.5

Rania also spoke to Munira Mahmud a resident of Flat 25 (5th floor), at about 3am. Munira had earlier escaped
with her family. Munira recalled,
“I called Rania… I told her that I was going to Samir’s [a friend in a nearby street] and that she
should come down and join us. She said that it was dark and there was so much smoke. Rania
said that she had phoned the fire brigade and they had told her to stay in her flat and they would
come and get her.” S300
“I kept repeating to her ‘Just get down. Just get down.’ I knew that if she didn’t try to get out, then
she was going to die in the Tower. She responded and said ‘I have called 999 and they told me to
stay inside the flat and to wait for help’. She told me that the roof door was locked and they were
sending help as she could see a helicopter… I just kept repeating ‘Come down Rania. Come down.”
“If the emergency services had not told her to stay in the flat, then I believe she would have tried
going downstairs to leave the Tower and perhaps she would have made it out alive.” S301

10.2.4.6

Fathia, Isra & Abufras
On the night of the fire, Abufras was visiting his mother and sister (Fathia and Isra, respectively) in their home,
Flat 206, 23rd floor. They relocated to Flat 203 on the same floor at some point during the fire. No emergency
calls were made by Fathia or Abufras. Isra made four emergency calls, between about 2:03am and 2:44am,
three of which were connected to the fire brigade but the first call cut out before being connected. In the three
calls that connected to the fire brigade, Isra confirms they are in Flat 203 and there are five adults and two
children in the flat with lots of smoke. Isra also says that the fire is next door (seemingly implying in her own
flat). She is reassured the firefighters are on their way and advised to block out the smoke and inside the flat
is the safest place to be so long as there are no flames. 262-265,268-271

10.2.4.7

There are no witness accounts to indicate what Fathia, Isra and Abufras did during the fire with the exception
of brief mention by Shekeb Neda, who said that when he smelt burning he went into the lobby and saw Isra
also in the lobby running from side to side, worried about the smell of burning.S146

10.2.4.8

At some stage Abufras was seen on CCTV by emergency services to fall from the tower and was subsequently
declared deceased. The exact floor or flat he fell from is unknown but it is likely to have been Flat 203. S303 The
precise time he fell from the tower is unknown although the GTI Phase 1 report states this was between 3:39am
and 4:06am, based upon the notes of LFB officer AC Roe.224

10.2.4.9

Gary Maunders
Gary Maunders, aged 57, was visiting Deborah Lamprell in Flat 161, 19 th floor. They both made their way to
the top floor during the fire but became separated at some point. Deborah went into Flat 201 whereas Gary
joined those in Flat 203. Rania’s Facebook video recorded the moment Gary entered her flat from the smokefilled lobby.

10.2.4.10

Gary made no calls to the emergency services. However, Deborah did receive a call from the North West Fire
Control at approximately 1:41am, which lasted about 40 minutes. During this call Deborah she said she did
not know where to go and had come upstairs with her friend and that the fire is working its way up. This
indicates she and Gary went up to escape the advancing fire. There is no mention of a helicopter rescue in
this recording.266,274
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10.2.4.11

Fadoumo Ahmed, a surviving resident of the 19 th floor, stated that after being alerted to the fire she got dressed
and entered the 19th floor lobby with the intention of going down. It was filled with thick dark smoke but she
saw Deborah and Gary. Deborah said other people were going upstairs and suggested they go up instead of
down as the smoke was coming from below and therefore the danger was below. Fadoumo also said,
“It was clear that fire was lower down the tower and walking down towards the fire made less
sense. I had known Debbie since I moved in and so I thought I should do what she said… I went
upstairs because Debbie had told me to. I thought that she might have had information about what
we should do. I just followed what she said.” S104,S287
N.B. The evidence provides two alternative spellings – Fadoumo and Fadumo, the latter being used in the statement
provided to the GTI (S287) and in the GTI Phase 1 report.

10.2.4.12

All three of them then went upwards to the 23rd floor and into Flat 201. There they felt trapped by fire and
smoke. Fadoumo also said,
“I was worried about the fire coming from below and thought that there was no hope going
downstairs. I tried to go up further to get away from the fire but I quickly reached a metal door that
was padlocked… The smoke was coming up towards me. That is what stopped me from going
downstairs.” S104

Fadoumo realised that she needed to escape and ran into the lobby and down the stairs. She was also
encouraged to leave by family members on the phone.S104,S287
10.2.4.13

Summary
Nobody in Flat 203 was instructed or encouraged by any emergency services to move up or remain at the top
of the building for a helicopter rescue. Nor is there evidence to indicate they were encouraged to move upwards
or remain in the building due to any statements or commentary about the police helicopters. Isra had been told
several times to remain in the flat to await rescue by firefighters. Gary moved upwards before the first helicopter
arrived and because he and Deborah believed the danger lay below them due to the rising smoke.

10.2.4.14

Rania and her daughters appear to have remained in their flat due to the thick smoke outside inhibiting their
escape and because Rania had been told to remain by the fire brigade. Whilst it is speculation, it is possible
Rania felt reluctant to venture into the smoke with her two young daughters in order to protect them and due
to Hania finding the stairs difficult. Furthermore, Rania’s poor health made the stairs challenging for her under
ordinary circumstances. Sayeda told Rania to remain in the building as a helicopter would rescue them. This
appears to have been an assumption by Sayeda, having seen a helicopter. This information was not provided
to Sayeda by the MPS or other emergency services. Rania repeated this to Munira a short time later, saying
she had been told to remain in her flat to await rescue and she could see a helicopter. It is possible Rania
thought the rescue might have been by helicopter, but the evidence does not indicate Rania remained in the
flat because of the presence of the helicopter, but because of the above reasons. Further, by that time, those
in the flat had already remained there for some hours and they felt trapped by the smoke.

10.2.5

Flat 202

10.2.5.1

Flat 202 was occupied by Marco Gottardi and Gloria Trevisan. They died in this flat along with Majorie Vital
and her son Ernie Vital, who joined them during the fire, from Flat 162, 19th floor. No calls to the MPS or other
emergency services were made by any of them during the fire. However, during the fire Gloria and Marco both
spoke to family in Italy on the phone.
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Name
Marco Gottardi
Gloria Trevisan
Majorie Vital
Ernie Vital
10.2.5.2

Age
27
26
68
50

Resided / Visiting
rd

Flat 202, 23 floor
Flat 202, 23rd floor
Flat 162, 19th floor
Flat 162, 19th floor

Died
Flat 202
Flat 202
Flat 202
Flat 202

Marco Gottardi & Gloria Trevisan
Gloria’s mother, Emanuela Disaro, spoke to Gloria on the phone at about 1:34am. During the call, Gloria told
her mother there was a fire in the building, which she believed started on the 4th floor. When Gloria had first
opened the door they found the lobby was filled with thick dense smoke. Emanuela told Gloria to leave the
building but Gloria said they could not escape due to the amount of smoke. Emanuela told Gloria to get to the
very top of the building but Gloria explained the door to the roof was locked. During this call, English voices
could be heard in the background in the flat. Gloria told her mother they were two other residents who had
banged on their door and been let in (established as being Majorie and Ernie Vital). S305,S286

10.2.5.3

Emanuela also spoke to Marco during the same call. Marco explained that the situation appeared to be under
control as the firefighters were there and it did not appear to be that serious.S286 Marco passed the phone back
to Gloria who told her mother they had been told to stay inside and re-iterated that they absolutely could not
get out because of the smoke. Despite this, Emanuela was telling them to go downstairs. This call took place
prior to the first helicopter arriving.S286

10.2.5.4

In her last conversation with her mother, Gloria again re-iterated that they were trapped by the smoke and fire,
which had now reached their flat. Gloria also said “I can’t see anything from the window, for example, I can’t
see a helicopter that can come and get us.” Gloria remained on the phone to her mother until the fire entered
the flat and she ended the call to be with Marco. S286,S305

10.2.5.5

Marco called his father, Giannino Gottardi. During this conversation, Marco told his father they had been
ordered to stay put and they could not leave because there was far too much smoke.S304

10.2.5.6

Ernie & Majorie Vital
There is little information to indicate precisely what Ernie and Majorie did during the fire but at some point they
relocated to Flat 202, joining Marco and Gloria. Fadoumo Ahmed confirmed from photographs that Ernie Vital
was one of the residents she saw in the 23rd floor lobby.S106 Majorie would have been with Ernie as their
remains were found together. Fadoumo’s evidence indicates that Majorie and Ernie were amongst the group
of people who moved up from the 19th floor to the top floor due to the fear of the smoke and fire below. S104,S287

10.2.5.7

Summary
Gloria and Marco remained on the top floor due to the thick smoke preventing their escape and because they
had received orders to stay put. Since no 999 contact was made, this information may have come from other
residents. Majorie and Ernie moved upwards due to a belief they were unable to go down due to smoke. They
moved upwards prior to the first helicopter arriving. This is known because they were present in Flat 202 when
Gloria spoke to her mother at 1:34am, before the first helicopter arrived. Therefore, the Vitals could not have
been encouraged to move upwards due to the presence of a helicopter. There is no evidence to indicate
Marco, Gloria, Majorie or Ernie were encouraged to remain in the building due to the presence of a police
helicopter, or due to any commentary or statements by police about helicopters. Gloria made a comment to
her mother that she could not see outside, including any helicopters that could rescue them. This indicates
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she thought about a helicopter rescue, but was not led to believe this was an option by the presence of a
helicopter. None had any direct communication with any police.
10.2.6

Flat 201 & Lobby

10.2.6.1

Raymond Moses Bernard, aged 63, lived alone with his dog Marley in Flat 201, 23rd floor. His remains were
found in this flat, along with those of six other people, all of whom lived on floors below.
Name
Raymond Moses Bernard
Deborah Lamprell
Jessica Urbano Ramirez
Berkti Haftom
Biruk Haftom
Hamid Kani
Amna Idris

Age

Resided / Visiting

Died

rd

63
45
12
29
12
61
27

Flat 201, 23 floor
Flat 161, 19th floor
Flat 176, 20th floor
Flat 155, 18th floor
Flat 155, 18th floor
Flat 154, 18th floor
Flat 166, 18th floor

Flat 201
Flat 201
Flat 201
Flat 201
Flat 201
Flat 201
Flat 201

Amna’s cousin, Amal Ahmedin, and her 3-year old daughter Amaya died in the 23rd floor lobby. The body of
Amal’s husband (Amaya’s father), Mohamednur Tuccu, was recovered from the 10th floor lobby.
Name
Amal Ahmedin
Amaya Tuccu Ahmedin
Mohamednur Tuccu
10.2.6.2

Age
35
3
44

Resided / Visiting
th

Flat 166, 19 floor
Flat 166, 19th floor
Flat 166, 19th floor

Died
rd

23 floor lobby
23rd floor lobby
10th floor lobby

Raymond Moses Bernard
Raymond did not make any calls during the fire (although briefly spoke to an LFB operator – see paragraph
10.2.6.10) but other people who entered his flat did make emergency calls, which provide insight to the
movements of people in the flat (detailed below). Raymond was known to have reduced mobility due to arthritis,
making moving up and down in the tower difficult for him.S310

10.2.6.3

Deborah Lamprell
Deborah spoke to the North West Fire Control on the phone at about 1:41am from within Flat 201 and spent
approximately 40 minutes on the phone until she stopped responding. During the call, Deborah said she had
come upstairs with her friend (established as being Gary Maunders) and that the fire is coming up, suggesting
they went upwards to escape the advancing fire. The operator reassures her repeatedly that the fire brigade
are making their way to them. 266,274 There is no mention of a helicopter in this recording. This call began prior
to the first helicopter arriving at approximately 1:44am, indicating Deborah could not have been encouraged
to move upwards by the presence of a helicopter. Despite the later presence of a helicopter for the majority of
the call, there was no mention of a helicopter in the call. Indeed, during the call Deborah was making efforts
to escape the flat to reach the stairs, but was unable to due to something blocking the door.

10.2.6.4

Fadoumo Ahmed stated that she saw Deborah and Gary in the lobby of the 19 th floor and Deborah told her
other people were going upstairs and suggested they go up instead of down as the smoke was coming from
below and therefore the danger was below. Fadoumo also felt going up was the correct decision in the
circumstances, with the smoke rising from below (paragraphs 10.2.4.11–12).
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10.2.6.5

Jessica Urbano Ramirez
Jessica was alone in the family flat on the 20 th floor when the fire began. After being alerted to the fire Jessica
spoke to her mother, Adriana Ramirez, on the phone sometime after 1:19am but before 1:29:48am when she
spoke to the LFB. Jessica was using the phone of Berkti Haftom, a resident of the 18th floor. Jessica told
Adriana she had gone down two floors to the flat of Berkti and her son, Biruk, as she knew them. Adriana told
Jessica to run downstairs and out of the building where she would be waiting. Jessica agreed to do this and
when they spoke again about 10 minutes later Jessica said she was on her way down but the call cut out after
a short time. Where Jessica was at this stage is unknown.S135,S336 However, Jessica is known to have relocated
to Flat 201, 23rd floor with Berkti and Biruk at some stage. Adriana was unable to speak to Jessica again.

10.2.6.6

From within Flat 201 Jessica called 999 at 01:27:50am and was connected to the LFB. The call lasted about
55 minutes. Jessica described how she had come up from the 20th floor where she lived and was trapped on
the top floor in Flat 201 with others.267,273,351 Jessica gave no reason for moving upwards. The call lasted until
Jessica stopped responding after fire broke into the room her and the others were trapped in. There is no
mention of a helicopter in the recording.

10.2.6.7

Berkti & Biruk Haftom
Berkti and her 12-year old son Biruk lived in Flat 155, 18th floor. They had a lodger, Mr Yehualashet Enyew,
staying with them also. Shortly after the fire began, Biruk and Berkti were joined in their flat by Jessica from
the 20th floor. Jessica was known to have been there by approximately 1:19am due to the phone call she had
with her mother on Berkti’s phone. Within the next few minutes, Berkti, Biruk and Jessica left the flat and
relocated to the 23rd floor, to Flat 201 with Raymond Moses Bernard where they became trapped (Jessica’s
call to 999 from within Flat 201 connected at 01:27:50am).

10.2.6.8

Yehualashet Enyew states he woke at about 1:15am and smelt smoke. He saw sparks of light and smoke
outside his window, and, realising the building was on fire, alerted Berkti to the fire. Berkti and Biruk left the
flat at about 1:20am, telling Yehualashet to do so. He remained for a short time and when he left Berkti and
Biruk had already gone. He went to the stairwell to go down but found it filled with thick smoke so decided to
stay on the 18th floor to await rescue. He went into Flat 153 with his neighbour, Genet, and her partner (referred
to as husband in his statement).S123 They were later rescued by firefighters, although 5-year-old Isaac Paulos
succumbed to the smoke on the way down (see paragraphs 10.7.1, 10.7.7-9, 10.7.14).

10.2.6.9

Fadoumo Ahmed witnessed Berkti and Biruk being amongst the group that entered Flat 201. When Fadoumo,
Deborah and Gary went upstairs and arrived at Flat 201, Berkti and Biruk were already there. S287 It is likely
Jessica was also there as she is likely to have stayed with Berkti and Biruk.

10.2.6.10

Biruk made a 999 call, which connected to the LFB at 01:32:10am when they were all trapped in Flat 201. In
this call he said they had moved up to the top floor and there was a lot of smoke. Towards the end of the call
Biruk passed the phone to Raymond Moses Bernard who also spoke to the operator, saying that smoke was
coming in. The operator advised that fire crews were coming to them, also saying the fire was below them.
This call took place before the first helicopter arrived and there is no mention of a helicopter. Neither Biruk nor
Berkti speak with the police during the fire.245

10.2.6.11

Hamid Kani
Hamid lived on the 18th floor and was one of the group that relocated to the 23rd floor and entered Flat 201.
Hamid did not make any telephone calls during the fire and did not speak to the police. He was trapped in the
bedroom with the other people in the flat, where he perished. Survivors from the 18th floor, Shahid and Sayed
Ahmed, said they knocked on the doors of flats on the 18th floor, including Flat 154 where Hamid lived. A man
answered the door slightly and they told him to leave.S119,S120,S313,S314 This is likely to have been Hamid as he
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lived alone. There is no other witness evidence to indicate what Hamid did during the fire, but the 999 calls
made by Jessica and Deborah offered an insight into what was happening. Due to the times of those calls,
Hamid must have relocated from the 18 th floor to the 23rd floor prior to the first helicopter arriving.
10.2.6.12

Amna Idris, Amal Ahmedin, Amaya Tuccu Ahmedin & Mohamednur Tuccu
Amna Idris was visiting her cousin, Amal Ahmedin, Amal’s husband Mohamednur Tuccu and their daughter,
Amaya, in Flat 166 on the 19th floor. During the fire, Amna, Amal and Amaya moved up to the 23 rd floor.
Fadoumo Ahmed confirmed seeing Amal, Amna and Amaya together outside (and later inside) Flat 201 as
part of the group that included Deborah and Raymond.S287 At some point Amal and Amaya separated from
Amna and left the flat, as their bodies were recovered from the lobby area of the 23 rd floor. Amna and Amal
did not contact the emergency services or anyone else during the fire. At three years old, Amaya was too
young to have attempted to contact the emergency services.

10.2.6.13

Survivor Meron Mekonnen, the occupant of Flat 163, 19th floor, saw Amal and a relative on the 19th floor landing
and told Amal they needed to get out because of the fire:
“I came out on to my landing with my daughters… My neighbour, Amal, was also on the landing
with her relative [Amna]. We both spoke at the same and said, ‘There is a fire!’ I told Amal that…
‘We needed to get out.’ Amal ran back into her flat. She has a daughter and I presume she went
back for her. Amal’s relative had remained on the landing and started to follow me and my children
down the stairs. We had not gone far down the stairs, when we met a group of approximately 10
people on the stairwell… Someone below us shouted out. ‘Go back, go back!’ The group, including
me, my two girls, and Amal’s relative, all started moving back up the stairs ie up the Tower. I got
to the top of the stairs on my floor… I decided to ignore the advice that had been shouted in the
stairwell, to go back up, and I headed back down the stairs with my daughters. As we were walking
down the stairs, the smoke was becoming thicker and thicker.” S124,S325

CCTV confirmed Meron and her daughters left the building at 1:32am.224
10.2.6.14

Mohamednur Tuccu was with Amal, Amna and Amaya in Flat 166 on the 19 th floor. He did not make contact
with the emergency services during the fire. He became separated from Amal, Amaya and Amna at some
stage. Fadoumo Ahmed confirmed that Mohamednur was not one of the group she saw on the 23rd floor.
Mohamednur’s body was later recovered from the 10th floor lobby and carried out by firefighters. It is possible
he went down in the lift from a higher floor but the evidence is inconclusive.S202,S479,S682,S683 It would appear
Mohamednur was making his way down when he died. He was declared deceased outside the tower.

10.2.6.15

Summary
The evidence indicates those who moved upwards and went into Flat 201 did so due to rising smoke and belief
the fire was on floors below trapping them upstairs, compelling them to move away from it. The 999 recording
evidence from people in Flat 201 indicates they were trapped by the fire and smoke once on the 23 rd floor.

10.2.6.16

10.2.7
10.2.7.1

Both Shahid and Sayeda described confusion and panic amongst people in the stairwells (paragraph
10.2.2.18). It is possible that a number of people were ‘swept up’ in the migration of people moving upwards,
in the absence of instructions to the contrary. This is supported by the evidence of Fadoumo Ahmed, who
described how she followed what others were doing (paragraph 10.2.4.11) and Meron Mekonnen who initially
followed others upstairs before subsequently deciding to go down again (paragraph 10.2.6.13).
Conclusions
The 15 people who died on the 23rd floor after having moved upwards to that floor came from floors 18, 19, 20
and 22. Witness and 999 evidence indicates people gathered on the 18th and 19th floors before some went
down and some went up to the top floor. People moved upwards for one or more of the following reasons:
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a. A belief amongst them that the fire and smoke below was preventing them getting out by going down.
This belief was a result of the following factors:
i.

Trying to go downstairs but encountering thick smoke.

ii.

Residents telling others to go upstairs after having gone downstairs themselves and
encountered smoke, believing they could not go through it so returning upstairs.

iii. Seeing the fire rising outside the building so going up to move away from it.
iv. Seeing the smoke rising inside the building.
b. Receiving information, either directly or indirectly, from the LFB that they should stay where they
were to await rescue by firefighters.
c. Being taken upstairs and being too young to make independent decisions (in the case of Amaya and
possibly Jessica who may have followed the actions of the adult she was with)
10.2.7.2

Of the 24 people who died on the 23rd floor, nine lived on, or were visiting, that floor. The evidence indicates
they remained on that floor along with those who moved upwards, rather than going down, for the following
reasons:
a. Other residents joining them on the 23rd floor saying they could not go down due to the fire and/or
smoke preventing their escape.
b. Trying to go down but being unable to because of the thick smoke (inhibiting breathing and visibility).
c. Receiving information, either directly or indirectly, from the LFB that they should remain where they
were to await rescue by firefighters.
d. Poor mobility, difficulty walking or otherwise poor health making stairs highly challenging (Hesham
Rahman, Raymond Moses Bernard, Rania and Hania Ibrahim).
e. Too young to make independent decisions / actions (Amaya, Fethia & Hania).

10.2.7.3

Emergency call timings indicate all those who moved upwards did so before the first helicopter arrived at
approximately 1:44am. Therefore, they could not have been encouraged to move upwards by the presence of
any helicopter.

10.2.7.4

There are no call recordings with police or other emergency services, or other police statements or
commentary, which indicate anyone on the 23rd floor was encouraged to remain in or move to the top of
Grenfell Tower for rescue by helicopter.

10.2.7.5

Whilst Rania appeared to have developed the belief that a helicopter might attempt a rescue, this belief
seemingly developed after she had already moved to the 23rd floor and already believed she was trapped. It
cannot be discounted that the presence of the helicopter (Rania told Munira she could see a helicopter) gave
Rania ‘false hope’ of an airborne rescue. It cannot be said whether Rania would have developed this belief
had Sayeda not made the suggestion to her.

10.3

22nd Floor

10.3.1

Sixteen people were on the 22nd floor at the outbreak of the fire. Two moved up to the 23rd floor (Mariem and
Eslah Elgwahry) and 14 remained on the 22 nd floor. Three of those evacuated down the stairs, but only two
made it out of the building alive; Anthony Disson’s body was recovered from the 18th floor stairwell. The eleven
who remained on the 22nd floor all perished together in Flat 193.
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Name
Anthony Disson
Sirria Choucair
Nadia Choucair
Bassem Choukair
Zainab Choucair
Mierna Choucair
Fatima Choucair
Hashim Kedir
Nura Jemal
Yahya Hashim
Firdaws Hashim
Yaqub Hashim

Age
65
60
33
40
3
13
11
40
35
13
12
6

Resided / Visiting
Flat 194
Flat 191
Flat 193
Flat 193
Flat 193
Flat 193
Flat 193
Flat 192
Flat 192
Flat 192
Flat 192
Flat 192

Died
th

18 floor stairwell
Flat 193
Flat 193
Flat 193
Flat 193
Flat 193
Flat 193
Flat 193
Flat 193
Flat 193
Flat 193
Flat 193

10.3.2

Flat 194

10.3.2.1

Anthony (Tony) Disson and his son Charlie occupied Flat 194. Charlie was out at the time of the fire. Tony
made a series of emergency calls to the fire service during the fire, between approximately 1:30am and
3:30am.227-236,276-281,412 No calls were connected to the police. Throughout the recordings, Tony asks the fire
brigade to come and rescue him. He said he is 67 years old and cannot get about easily. Initially, he received
advice to remain in the flat and block out the smoke as he was in the safest place. In later calls, the LFB
operator asked if he can escape himself. Tony tells the operator he cannot escape on his own, cannot see
through the smoke, it is too dark and too hot and he is trapped. In a call he received from Kent Fire & Rescue
Service at approximately 3:27am, Tony says he is on the stairs but the call cuts out before it can be established
which floor.236,336 There is no mention of helicopters in any 999 recordings with Tony or his family.

10.3.2.2

Tony’s wife, Cordelia Disson, described how Tony had mobility issues, was registered disabled and had a
bone disorder affecting his legs that made stairs challenging.S339,S343

10.3.2.3

Cordelia says she first spoke to Tony during the fire when he called her at 1:22am and told her there was a
fire. She told him to leave but he said he was staying as they (the fire brigade) were coming to get him, having
already spoken to them. In a later call, Cordelia again asked him to leave but he said he could not due to the
smoke being too thick. Tony said to Cordelia that he could hear helicopters. Cordelia states the reason Tony
stayed in his flat was because he was told to by the fire brigade.S339,S343 Call recordings indicate 1:22am may
be inaccurate as the first emergency call by Tony was made a short time later at approximately 1:30am, which
connected to LFB.412

10.3.2.4

Tony also spoke to his son Alfie during the fire. Alfie tried to encourage his father to leave the flat but Tony
declined due to having been told to stay by the fire brigade and because of the thick smoke.S340 This is
reiterated in the statement of Sharon Haley, a survivor from the floor 5th floor who spoke to Tony on the phone
after she left the building.S345

10.3.2.5

Summary
Tony Disson remained in his flat because he was told to by the fire brigade, because of his mobility problems
making leaving on his own highly challenging and because of the thick smoke. He eventually attempted to
leave the building by the stairs but succumbed to smoke inhalation. There is no evidence to indicate Tony
remained due to the presence of a helicopter, was told or led to believe there might be a helicopter rescue,
nor is there any record of him speaking to any police during the fire.
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10.3.3

Flats 191, 192, 193, 195

10.3.3.1

Flat 193 was occupied by Bassem Choukair, his wife Nadia and their three daughters, Mierna, Fatima and
Zainab. Nadia’s mother, Sirria Choucair, lived in Flat 191 but was with the family in Flat 193 during the fire.
Sirria’s other daughter, Sawsan Choucair, also lived in Flat 191 but was out at the time of the fire.

10.3.3.2

Flat 192 was occupied by Hashim Kedir, his wife Nura Jemal and their three children, Yahya, Firdaws and
Yaqub. At approximately 3am they relocated into Flat 193 with the Choucair family where all 11 later died.

10.3.3.3

The two residents of Flat 195, Chia-Yuan (Naomi) Li and Chin-Hsuan (Lydia) Liao, also joined the Choucairs
in Flat 193 but subsequently made their way downstairs and survived.

10.3.3.4

A number of calls were made to 999 during the fire by Hashim, Nura, Bassem, Nadia and Naomi. What follows
is a chronological summary of events that took place on the 22nd floor, taken from emergency call recordings
and witness evidence. No helicopter can be heard on any recording.

10.3.3.5

01:21:23am – LFB call by Naomi in Flat 195
Naomi called 999 and was connected to the LFB at 01:21:23am, having smelt a fire. The operator told Naomi
the fire was on the fourth floor, she should stay indoors and keep windows and doors shut. The operator also
said, “you’ll be fine up there.”337 After her call Naomi heard her neighbours and went into the lobby to inform
them of the fire. She encountered many people from that floor, including Mariem Elgwahry from Flat 196 and
Nura from 192. Naomi told them the fire was on the fourth floor and it should be okay but Mariem said the fire
was in their kitchen and they needed to leave. This shocked Naomi as it contradicted the information from the
LFB. She also told Tony Disson about the fire but he returned to his flat. Naomi and Lydia decided to leave so
gathered a few belongings and made their way to the stairs. On the stairs, they encountered people coming
up. Naomi knew not to go up as there was nowhere to go and the roof was inaccessible but seeing people
coming up made her unsure what to do. Nadia Choucair came out and invited them in, so Naomi and Lydia
joined the Choucairs in Flat 193. Naomi stated that she knows buildings in the UK are designed to prevent the
spread of fire, which initially gave her confidence to remain in the building. Furthermore, she and Lydia did not
know where the danger was, in the stairwell or outside.S76, S346

10.3.3.6

01:30:37am – LFB call by Naomi in Flat 193
Naomi called the LFB again to report there is more smoke on the 22 nd floor. She asks which floor the fire is on
and the operator says it is on the 4th floor. Naomi says her neighbour said the fire is now on the 22 nd floor and
they (she and Lydia) are now in their neighbour’s flat. The operator confirms firefighters are there. Naomi asks
if they should stay in the flat and the operator says she is unable to advise, but assures her she’ll let the
firefighters know they are on the 22nd floor.338 Naomi stated,
“The mother [Nadia Choucair] started to get phone calls from her family and friends, she started to
get quite panicked because people on the phone were telling her that they needed to run, they
needed to get out of the building. We didn’t know anything and we didn’t know what to do… so
this situation lasted for about an hour.” S76

10.3.3.7

01:34:08am – 999 call by Hashim Kedir in Flat 192
Hashim called 999 and was connected to the LFB, saying they are trapped in Flat 192 on the 22nd floor. He
asks the operator what they should do as they are unable to go down the stairs because it was full of smoke
and there is smoke coming in from the corridor. The operator tells him the smoke may be coming up due to a
fire on the fifth floor (possibly a mistaken belief by the operator) and advises Hashim to close doors and
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windows and block the smoke. The operator says they have people coming to them now. This call took place
before the first helicopter arrived and there is no mention of helicopters.158,339,340
10.3.3.8

Approximately 1:43am – Hashim spoken to by Genet Shawo
Genet Shawo, a resident of Flat 153 on the 18th floor, called Hashim and spoke to him at 1:43am. Hashim told
Genet that he had spoken to the emergency services and they had told him to wait and not leave the flat. He
told Genet to do the same and that the emergency services would recue them. S348

10.3.3.9

Approximately 1:44am - NPAS arrival
The first NPAS helicopter arrived in the vicinity of Grenfell Tower.

10.3.3.10

01:40:46am – 999 call from Nadia Choucair in Flat 193
Nadia Choucair called 999 and due to a delay was connected to Essex Fire & Rescue Service. Nadia explains
to the BT operator that there is a fire in Grenfell Tower and they are on the 22nd floor. Whilst waiting for the BT
operator to transfer the call to the LFB, Nadia twice speaks to someone in the background saying, “we’re not
going anywhere”. The BT operator attempts to connect the call to the LFB but after several minutes of ringing,
the operator diverts the call to Essex FRS. When the Essex FRS operator answers, Nadia explains that it is
getting very smoky in the house. The operator takes the address, informs her the fire brigade are in attendance
and the call ends. No specific advice is given by the FRS operator. There is no mention of helicopters. 167,341,342

10.3.3.11

02:03:34am – 999 call from Hashim Kedir in Flat 192
Hashim called the 999 and was connected to the LFB. He reported that they are trapped in Flat 192 and he
can see the fire approaching. He says they are unable to get out due to the smoke in the corridor. The operator
advises him to block the smoke and says there are firefighters there and she’ll let them know they are there.
There is no mention of helicopters.159,290,291

10.3.3.12

02:09:46am – 999 call from Hashim Kedir & Nura Jemal in Flat 192
A call was made to 999 from Nura Jemal’s mobile phone, which connected to the LFB. The initial caller is
believed to have been Hashim Kedir, although Nura Jemal later spoke during the call. They reported to the
LFB that there is fire in their kitchen in Flat 192 on the 22nd floor. They are advised to go into another room
and close the door. The operator says they are dealing with a fire on the fourth floor, advises them to go to
another room and block around the door and that they are advising people to stay in their flats, but if there is
fire in the flat they may need to try to get out, it is their decision. There is no mention of helicopters. 160,288,289

10.3.3.13

02:18:03am – 999 call from Nura Jemal in Flat 192
Nura called 999 and was connected to the LFB. She said that the five of them need to move next door because
their flat is on fire. The operator advises that they should go to wherever there is less smoke, either the stairwell
or another flat. Someone can be heard banging on the neighbour’s door and calling Nadia and Bassem (Nadia
Choucair and Bassem Choukair in Flat 193). The operator says they have firemen coming through the building
trying to get to them as soon as they can. There is no mention of helicopters.161,292,293

10.3.3.14

02:33:01am – 999 call from Nura Jemal in Flat 192
Nura called 999 and was connected to the LFB. She said that the living room is on fire and they cannot leave
because of the thick smoke, there are two adults and three children. The operator consults with a colleague,
the colleague saying they are now advising people to leave. The operator asks up or down, the colleague
confirms down. The operator then advises Nura that because they have fire in their flat, they need to cover
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themselves with wet towels and go down, and the fire crews will try to meet them. Nura acknowledges this
advice. Helicopters are not mentioned.163,294,295
10.3.3.15

02:36:39am – 999 call from Nadia Choucair in Flat 193
Nadia calls 999 and was connected to the LFB. She says there is a lot of smoke coming in and they have tried
blocking it off. Their neighbours are in Flat 193 with them. Nadia says,
“Can the helicopter take us, please?”

The operator does not respond to the question about the helicopter but asks about how many people are in
the flat. Nadia confirms there are six adults and three children and asks what floor the fire is on. The operator
reassures Nadia that the firefighters are trying to get to them as soon as possible, they should stay there, stay
together and call back if fire breaks in. A male voice in the caller’s background is heard saying something
about a helicopter, but it is unclear. It is possible he was speaking for the operator to hear and may have said
“send the helicopter” or similar words. The operator repeats that they will get to them before the call
ends.168,296,297
10.3.3.16

02:31:22am – 999 call from Flat 192
This call was made to 999 from Nura’s mobile phone but the call cut off before it connected. The MPS operator
called back at 2:38:20am and the call was answered by a female, possibly a child, who said they need the fire
brigade as half of the stairs is on fire, they are in Flat 192, three children and two adults and the bedroom is
on fire. She says “helicopter, anything from the windows.” Another female caller, believed to be Nura, then
comes on the line, says there is a fire and:
“We’re five of us, we’re burning, we have a wide window, can you take us from the window please,
from the helicopter.”

The operator does not respond to the request for a window or helicopter rescue but says they have the fire
brigade there. The caller then ends.162,298 The MPS operator then called the LFB operator to pass on the
information that the five of them are trapped.
10.3.3.17 02:42:11am – 999 call from Bassem Choukair in Flat 193

Bassem’s 999 call was connected to the LFB and he tells the operator they are in Flat 193 on the 22nd floor
and the fire is next door, it will be in their flat in a minute. The operator asks if there is any way for them to get
out and Bassem says,
“Get out where, there is no place to get out (unclear) too much smoke.”

Bassem confirms there are eight people in the flat and then says,
“Can I say something to you? If you send helicopter from other side we can get out (unclear) via
the side.”

The operator replies,
“I’m sorry we don’t have any helicopters, I’m sorry.”
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The operator goes on to ask if there is smoke outside in the corridor. Bassem explains that there is smoke
everywhere and they cannot go out. The operator advises him that if it gets very bad they must get out and he
must make the decision as to whether they leave or not. The call then ends.169,299,300
10.3.3.18

02:43:35am – 999 call from Nura Jemal in Flat 192
Nura called 999 and connected to the LFB saying five of them are trapped in Flat 192 and they are dying. The
operator asks if they are able to get out safely. Nura says they cannot, she tried to open the door and nearly
died, they are trapped in the bedroom. The operator consults with a colleague and while doing so, Nura says,
“What are you waiting for, we are dying? Why can’t you send a helicopter for us?”

The operator then returns to the call and tells Nura that they need to get out. Nura says they cannot but the
operator insists that they need to try to get out themselves. Hashim comes on the line and the operator repeats
the advice to him. Hashim says he tried to get out and nearly fainted, insisting that they are unable to get out
because of the smoke. Hashim asks if that is the only solution and the operator insists they must try. Hashim
says “okay” and the call ends. 164,301,302
10.3.3.19

02:51:08am – LFB call from Naomi in Flat 193
Naomi called 999 and was connected to the LFB at 02:51:08am. She confirmed they are in Flat 193 and asked
whether they should run downstairs or not. Naomi said there is fire everywhere in the building and it is very
smoky outside. The operator said she is unable to advise what they should do, but they have two choices:
either stay in a room and keep the smoke out, or make their way out of the building; it is up to them to decide
which is safer. Naomi said there are ten people and they are unable to go downstairs because of the smoke,
and they do not know what to do. Naomi shouts to others in the background telling them to stay inside and
close the door. She also says someone was knocking at the door (this may have been Nura & Hashim). Naomi
repeatedly asks the operator what they should do. The operator instructs them to cover themselves with wet
towels and blankets and try to get out because the firefighters are struggling to get to everyone. The operator
re-iterates that this is their best bet. Naomi stops responding and the calls ends. 303 In her statements, Naomi
explained that Nadia Choucair said they all needed to go and were preparing to leave the flat, but she and
Lydia were undecided about leaving due to advice they had received to stay in their flats and being aware of
all the smoke outside. The Choucair family tried to leave but could not go through the thick smoke when they
opened the front door. Lydia also recalled the Choucair family trying to leave on at least two occasions, but
returning after just a few seconds. S144,S347

10.3.3.20

02:53:06am – 999 call from Nura Jemal in Flat 192
Nura called 999 and was connected to the LFB, telling the operator they cannot get out. The operator
repeatedly encourages her that they must cover themselves in wet towels and make a run for it. Nura is talking
to others in the background and not responding to the operator before the call ends. There is no mention of
helicopters.165,304,305

10.3.3.21

02:55:39am – 999 call from Nadia & Naomi in Flat 193
This call to 999 from Nadia Choucair’s phone as connected to the LFB operator. On answering the call there
is initially no sound from the caller. After a few moments there is screaming, believed to be Nadia, and her
words are unclear. Another woman comes on the line, believed to be Naomi, who joined the Choucairs from
Flat 195. Naomi says,
“Please send the helicopter. Please send a helicopter to the 22nd floor. The light is on, our light is
on. Please send it because the fire is everywhere.”
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The operator says they need to cover themselves with towels but Naomi says they cannot even see each other
because the smoke is too heavy and please send a helicopter. The operator tells her that they need to get
onto the stairwell. Naomi says they have already tried that and they are all going to die there, as the fire is
everywhere. The operator explains clearly that their only chance of surviving is to get to the stairwell to go
down. Naomi acknowledges that and the call ends.170,306,307 Naomi also said in her statement that she waved
a white towel out of the window to the helicopter, but it did not pay attention.S76,S346
10.3.3.22

Sometime shortly after Nura called 999 at 02:53:06am, she, Hashim and their children go into Flat 193 with
the Choucair family, Naomi and Lydia, making 13 people in total in Flat 193. Naomi recalled speaking to Nura,
who was asking Naomi to pray with her but Naomi explained that they needed to do something, commenting,
“I told her we need to do something. She didn’t speak English, but she was saying something and
shaking her head like there was nothing that could be done.” S76

10.3.3.23

03:01:47am – 999 call from Bassem Choukair in Flat 193
Bassem called 999 and was connected to the LFB. The following conversation takes place with the operator:
Bassem

“Send the helicopter, we are on the 22nd floor, we are dying…
helicopter please, we are dying!”

Operator

“22nd floor?”

Bassem

“Yeah, helicopter please, we are dying, dying!”

Operator

“Listen, listen, are you still in your flat?”

Bassem

“Yeah, we can’t leave out!”

Operator

“Okay, listen to me, 22nd floor, what flat are you in?”

Bassem

“193”

Operator

“193. Okay, is there fire?”

Bassem

“There are 20 people in the flat, 20 people!” (inaudible words)

Operator

“Listen, we can’t rescue you with a helicopter, if you can’t stay in the flat
anymore, you’re going to have to leave the flat and make your way out of
the building.”

Bassem

“We can’t leave the flat, the stairs all smoke, we can’t get out.”

Operator

“Listen, it’s smoke. It’s smoke not fire, in the stairwell.”

Bassem

“Yeah but we can’t walk, we can’t walk.”

The operator goes on to give advice to cover themselves, go to the stairwell and make their way along the wall
to the stairs and down, even though it will be dark. Bassem does not respond again and the call ends after
approximately two minutes.171,308,309
10.3.3.24

03:04:24am – 999 call from Bassem Choukair in Flat 193
Bassem called 999 and was connected to the LFB operator. The operator explained that their only chance
was to cover themselves with wet cloths and towels and get to the stairs and go down. Bassem replied that
they were unable to because of the smoke; they cannot see and it is dangerous. The operator continues to
encourage Bassem to get to the stairs, by feeling along the walls, and go down, saying it is their only option.
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Bassem also makes the comment “But all, all the building is smoke, from down the stairs, all smoke” suggesting
he believed the smoke was rising from below. 172,310.311
10.3.3.25

03:06:58am – 999 call from Naomi in Flat 193
During her last phone call with the LFB, Naomi was advised they must leave the building themselves. 312,352-354
In her statement, Naomi described how it was a very chaotic situation. She and Lydia agreed they must leave
as the smoke was so bad, but one of the neighbours said it was too smoky and they could not leave. Naomi
had seen a helicopter but decided that it would not have been able to rescue them, recalling,
“They were shouting saying that the helicopter could come and save us, but when I had looked at
the helicopter, realised that they probably couldn’t get near to the building. If they could have done
it then this would have been done earlier.”
“I finally said that we needed to leave and they just decided not to. I’m not sure if they just gave
up, it may have been because they tried to escape before and they just couldn’t make it even to
the fire door.” S76

Shortly afterwards, Naomi and Lydia left and went downstairs, eventually reaching safety.
10.3.3.26

03:08:13am – 999 call from unidentified female in Flat 193
It is unclear who the adult female caller was. The caller repeatedly asks the operator to send a helicopter to
allow them to escape from their window. The operator tries to encourage the caller to escape through the
door with wet towels over their heads. The following conversation takes place:
Caller

“Fire brigade, we are burning, can we escape from the window, 22nd
floor from Grenfell Tower, please we have…” (over speaking)

Operator

“Are you able to get some wet towels? Put them over your heads…”

Caller

“Yeah yeah yes, we have a, from the kitchen, from the window, we have
a wide window, can we escape to the helicopter please, there is no fire
the other side.”

Operator

“So are you able to get some air from where, the side where there’s no
fire?”

Caller

“No, nobody there, you cannot out…” (inaudible)

Operator

“Sorry?”

Caller
Operator

“Can you send the helicopter, I can see the helicopter, can we escape
from the helicopter please?”
“No, well, we’re coming up to you inside. They’re sending some further
big ladders, okay?”

Caller

“Sorry, yes, yes, we can…” (over speaking)

Operator

“They’re sending more ladders. So, what flat number are you in?”

Caller

“What, 193, 193, from the window, we can escape, can you send the
helicopter please?”

Operator

“Okay, what floor are you on?”

Caller

“22nd”
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Operator

“Okay, I’ll let them know you need that, okay. But are you sure you
can’t get out the other way?”

Caller

“Yes, yes”

Operator

“You can’t try and put the towels over your head and get out that way?”

Caller

“We can, we can out from window if you send helicopter, otherwise all
of us 20 people we’re gonna die that’s it.”

Operator

“No, but you can’t put the wet towels over your head and get out, no?
Okay?”

Caller

“Sorry?”

Operator

“You can’t get the wet towels over your head, the wet towels, and try
and get out that way?”

Caller

“What side, from the, what side, from the…” (unclear)

Operator

“If you can’t try that I’ll let them know you’re there, all right?”

Caller

“Please, please, we’re burning! The fire is getting inside, please!”

Operator

“Hello?”

Caller

“Yes, yes. Helicopter, helicopter, 20 people, dying, please!”

Operator

“So, you’re on the 22, 193 on the 22nd floor, I’ll get the message over to
the…”

Caller

“193. I can see helicopter.”
Over speaking

Operator
Caller

“Yes, I know. But are you sure you can’t get out, with the towels over
your head and go out through the door? You don’t think you can do
that?”
“Not through the door, in the window, I can wave my hand, I…”
(unclear)

Operator

“No, listen, no, no I know but you can’t get out, what I’m saying, put
wet towels over your head, no?”

Caller

“Which side, from the station side?”

Operator
Caller
Operator

“If you can try that, start wetting your towels and see if you can try
that, okay? That’s the best thing.”
“How do we come out, if you send a ladder we can try (unclear) from
here…” (unclear)
“They’re sending more ladders, so, we are sending more ladders, but
in the meantime try and soak all your towels.”

Caller

“Yes, yes, if you send helicopter we can escape.”

Operator

Okay. Alright, we I’ll pass that over to let them know where you are,
okay?”

Caller

“Please. Yes, yes, from the station side.”

Operator

“Okay, but try with the wet towels.”
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Caller

“Yes.”

Operator

“Okay. Thank you, bye bye.”

10.3.3.27

There appears to be misunderstanding between the operator and caller during this call. The caller appears to
think the operator is agreeing to her request for a helicopter. In response to the caller’s requests for a
helicopter, the operator asks if she can try putting towels over her head and escape through the door, instead
of directly responding to the caller’s request. The caller repeatedly refers to the window on the ‘station side’,
indicating she thinks the operator is agreeing to stage a helicopter rescue from that window. The operator does
not specifically say there will be no helicopter (or window) rescue, which may have contributed to any
misunderstanding.173,343,344

10.3.3.28

03:13:51am – 999 call from Nadia Choucair in Flat 193
A call was made to 999 from Nadia’s mobile number but no request for an emergency service was made. An
alarm could be heard in the background so the BT operator connected the call to the MPS operator. Some
coughing is heard then the call ends. The MPS operator calls the number back but it goes to voicemail. The
operator then calls the service provider to obtain subscriber details for the call. Nadia Choucair’s name and
address are provided. No operator speaks to the caller at any stage.174,345,346

10.3.3.29

03:14:40am – 999 call from Nadia Choucair in Flat 193
The call connects to the BT operator and Nadia says they need a helicopter, to the 22 nd floor of Grenfell Tower.
The BT operator advises that they must try to get out as quickly as they can. Nadia then says to others in the
background,
“We need to go to the staircase guys, we need to go on the staircase.”

The call then transfers to the LFB. She does not speak to the operator but is speaking to other people in the
background, saying,
“Can we go on the staircase? Right guys we need to go on the staircase. Go on the staircase, are
you listening everyone?! Is everyone listening? Right, we need to wet ourselves and go on the
staircase…” (followed by some inaudible words)

The call then drops out. Helicopters are only mentioned to the BT operator and not to the LFB operator and it
is evident that Nadia is trying to muster people into leaving the flat to go down the stairs.175,347,348
10.3.3.30

03:23:36am – 999 call from Hashim Kedir in Flat 193
Hashim called 999 and was connected to the LFB saying they are trapped in Flat 193, they tried to get out but
could not because of the smoke. The operator tells him they should cover their faces and leave. Hashim says
they tried but could not. The operator says their only chance of surviving the fire is if they get to the staircase
to get out. Hashim repeatedly responds by saying they cannot and also says,
“There’s no way you can’t send a helicopter?”

The operator responds with:
“Listen, there’s no other way, you have to try.”
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The operator repeats their only chance of surviving is to get to the staircase. Hashim sometimes does not
respond and sometimes says they cannot move or see. The operator ends the call approximately 15 minutes
as Hashim appeared not to be responding. The operator does not mention a helicopter. This is the last call to
emergency services made from the 22nd floor.166,349,350
10.3.3.31

At some point during the fire, Bassem and Nadia spoke on the phone to Helen Gebremeskel, a resident from
the 21st floor who survived the fire. In her statement, Helen says she called Nadia and told her and Bassem to
get out of the building as nobody was coming to rescue them. Bassem said “okay”. Helen could also hear the
sounds of sirens and a helicopter outside. S68

10.3.3.32

Nadia Elbouti, who lived nearby to Grenfell Tower, provided a statement in which she explained her young
daughter was friends with Mierna Choucair and spoke with Mierna several times during the fire. Mierna told
her daughter that it was too hot and smoky for them to leave their flat.S353

10.3.3.33

Nabil Choucair, Hisam Choucair and Nadia Elbouti explained that Sirria Choucair had severe mobility issues
caused by arthritis and associated pain in her back and legs, meaning she required a stick to walk. Hisam
states Sirria was unable to use the stairs and Nadia Elbouti also expressed doubts about Sirria’s ability to
escape the building by the stairs. Nadia Elbouti expressed similar concerns about Zainab being able to escape
down the stairs due to suffering asthma.S355,S32,S334,S353

10.3.4

Conclusions

10.3.4.1

Anthony Disson remained in his flat due to a combination of factors:
a. He was told to remain and await rescue by the LFB;
b. The thick smoke made him believe self-evacuation was not possible;
c. His mobility problems making stairs extremely challenging.
Anthony did not move upwards in the building. He did not remain in his flat initially due to the presence of
police helicopters or due to any police statements of commentary about the police helicopters.

10.3.4.2

Naomi & Lydia initially decided to leave the building on realising there was a fire, but then remained for the
following reasons:
a. They received advice from the LFB to remain in their flat with reassurances they were safe there.
b. They encountered many people coming up the stairs, not going down, making them unsure what to
do.
c. They did not know where the danger was, due to conflicting information being received (such as the
LFB saying the fire was on the 4th floor but Mariem saying it was in their kitchen on the 22nd floor, and
people coming upstairs not knowing where the fire was).
d. Naomi had pre-existing knowledge that buildings in the UK are designed to prevent fire spread, giving
her confidence that remaining there was safe.
e. The smoke outside the flats was so thick they were reluctant to go into it, even when the fire was
outside, Naomi knowing that smoke can prove deadly.
f.

Naomi read advice online stating in the event of a fire in a tall building, remain inside but if you must
leave go downstairs, not up.S346
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Naomi and Lydia received advice from LFB, encountered people coming upstairs and relocated to Flat 193
before the first helicopter arrived. Later, from inside Flat 193 Naomi could see a helicopter hovering outside
and believed it was there to monitor the situation, she did not form the belief it was there to rescue people.
Furthermore, Naomi knew not to go up because the roof was inaccessible. At 2:51am Naomi and Lydia were
still in Flat 193 with the Choucairs due to not knowing what to do, the advice they had received to stay inside
and because of the smoke outside, even when the Choucairs tried to leave the flat to go downstairs. Naomi
first requested a helicopter rescue in her call placed at 02:55:39am, after the Choucairs had requested one.
Naomi had not mentioned helicopters until that time and her evidence is that she did not believe there could
be a helicopter rescue. It is evident in that call that panic had begun to set in. It is probable that the idea of a
helicopter rescue was in consequence of the Choucairs asking for one and out of shear desperation as she
began to believe there was no other means of escape and remaining in the flat was likely to cost their lives.
However, in response to her request, the operator makes it clear that their only chance of survival is to go
down the stairs, advice that Naomi acknowledged. In her final emergency call at 03:06:58am, Naomi does not
mention helicopters and again acknowledges the advice that they must escape themselves. At no point was
Naomi or Lydia told by the police or any emergency service, that there might be a helicopter rescue. The
presence of the helicopter did not encourage Naomi or Lydia to remain in the tower.
10.3.4.3

The evidence indicates Hashim and his family remained in the tower during the fire for the following reasons:
a. They believed they were trapped in the flat due to the smoke preventing them going downstairs.
b. The LFB advised Hashim & Nura that they should stay in their flat as fire crews were coming to them.
Throughout Hashim and Nura’s 999 calls they repeat that they are trapped by the smoke. The person Hashim
spoke to during the fire states Hashim said they were remaining in the tower because they had been instructed
to. A helicopter rescue is requested in three of their calls, the last call being made from inside Flat 193. The
advice to self-evacuate was first given by the LFB in Nura’s call at 02:33:01am and in each call thereafter;
advice they acknowledged, but maintained they were unable to leave because of the smoke. Whilst they
requested a helicopter in the latter stages, it appears they did not remain in the flat or on the 22 nd floor because
they believed they might be rescued by helicopter, they remained due to believing they were trapped and
because they had initially been advised to remain. Their children, being 13, 12 and six years old, are unlikely
to have made decisions independent of their parents on whether to remain or evacuate. The request for a
helicopter rescue appears to have been in desperation, believing there was no other option for escaping. Nura,
Hashim and their children were not told by any emergency service that there might be a helicopter rescue.
Additionally, there is no indication Hashim, Nura or their children attempted to move up to the 23rd floor or
access the roof.

10.3.4.4

The evidence indicates the Choucair family remained in Flat 193 on the 22nd floor during the fire for the
following reasons:
a. They were trapped by the smoke in the corridor, having repeatedly tried to escape by the stairs and
been unable to due to the smoke.
b. They received advice from the LFB to remain in their flat with reassurances firefighters were coming
up the building to rescue them.
c. They were initially advised by others to remain in their flat.
The above reasons are supported by evidence. However, the following additional reasons may also have
contributed to the Choucair family remaining:
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d. Confusion about what they should do, caused by fear, panic and conflicting information from different
sources.
e. Mierna, Fatima and Zainab were aged 13, 11 and 3 years old, respectively, and are unlikely to have
made decisions independent of their parents as to whether they remained or evacuated.
f.

The difficulty Sirria would had experienced trying to evacuate down the stairs due to her mobility
problems, as well as the need to carry Zainab, may have encouraged them to remain together as a
family to await rescue rather than risk separating.

g. Their belief they were trapped by smoke may have been reinforced by others also remaining.
10.3.4.5

Naomi and Lydia joined the Choucairs in their flat at about 1:30am, prior to the first helicopter arriving, and
after Naomi had received advice to remain in the flat by the LFB and had seen people coming up the stairs.
Naomi ma have told the Choucairs about the advice she had received. Naomi and Lydia decided they were
going to stay, even after the situation worsened. Naomi was encouraging the Choucairs to stay in the flat and
keep the door closed. This may have contributed to the Choucairs remaining initially.

10.3.4.6

Nadia Choucair made her first call to 999 at 01:40:46am. In this call Nadia is heard saying to her family in the
background they are not going anywhere, suggesting they had already made the decision to remain at that
relatively early stage. This may be that they did not believe there was a need to leave at that stage.

10.3.4.7

As time passes, it is clear that panic gradually increases amongst those in Flat 193. In her second call to 999
at 02:36:39am, after the first helicopter had been present for some time, Nadia asks for a helicopter rescue,
but is not led to believe that is a possibility by the LFB operator, who instead reassures her that fire crews are
coming to them, thus encouraging them to remain in the flat to await rescue from within the building. About
seven minutes later Bassem calls and says they are trapped by the smoke and cannot get out. Bassem also
asks for a helicopter rescue but is explicitly told there is no rescue helicopter and is advised they must get out
themselves if it is bad. These calls indicate that the Choucairs remained because they believed they could not
get out due to the smoke. The requests for a helicopter appear to have been made because they believed
they could not get out any other way.

10.3.4.8

999 call recordings indicate Nadia was making huge efforts to encourage her family to leave the flat to go to
the stairs. Further, Naomi and Lydia both recall the Choucairs trying to leave at least twice but being driven
back inside by the smoke. This demonstrates that the Choucairs were trying to follow the later advice to
evacuate, rather than waiting for a helicopter rescue. Further requests for a helicopter rescue were made
because they had tried to evacuate by the stairs but could not.

10.3.4.9

During the fire, none of the Choucair family inside the tower spoke to any member of the police service and
were not encouraged to remain in the tower due to any police statements or commentary about police
helicopters. Furthermore, there is no evidence to suggest the Choucair family tried to move upwards in the
building, only downwards.

10.4

21st Floor

10.4.1

When fire broke out, there were 13 people on the 21st floor, in five flats. Flat 185 was unoccupied on the
night.S69,S70 Seven people escaped the building by going down and out. The remaining six all stayed in their
flats, where they perished; five members of the El Wahabi family and Ligaya Moore, who lived alone. No one
from the 21st floor moved upwards and no one moved to the 21st floor from below.
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Name
Ligaya Moore
Abdulaziz El Wahabi
Faouzia El Wahabi
Yasin El Wahabi
Nur Huda El Wahabi
Mehdi El Wahabi

Age

Resided

Died

78
52
42
20
15
8

Flat 181
Flat 182
Flat 182
Flat 182
Flat 182
Flat 182

Flat 181
Flat 182
Flat 182
Flat 182
Flat 182
Flat 182

10.4.2

Flat 181

10.4.2.1

Ligaya Moore lived alone is Flat 181. CCTV showed her entering Grenfell Tower on the evening of 13th June.
She did not leave and her remains were recovered from inside her flat after the fire. Ligaya made no contact
with any emergency services during the fire. There is no witness account that details any contact with Ligaya
during the fire, and she was not seen by any witness. Ligaya is therefore assumed to have remained in her
flat during the fire. Consequently, it is not possible to surmise why Ligaya remained in her flat during the fire.

10.4.3

Flat 182

10.4.3.1

Flat 182 was occupied by Abdulaziz El Wahabi, his wife Faouzia and their three children, Yasin, Nur Huda and
Mehdi. A number of 999 calls were made by the family. They did not speak to the police at any stage. Requests
are made for a helicopter rescue in two of the calls. The family are also mentioned in a number of witness
accounts. What follows is a chronological summary of the relevant events in relation to the El Wahabi family.

10.4.3.2

Approximately 1:20am – 1:40am
Zakariya Chebiouni, a survivor of the 9 th floor, called Yasin after leaving the tower at approximately 1:20am.
He told Yasin they needed to leave, which Yasin said they would do. He also spoke to Nur Huda shortly
afterwards who told him they had not left because the fire brigade had told them not to. Zakariya tried to
encourage them to leave, they would get stuck if they followed the LFB advice to stay inside.S359,S360 Zakiriya’s
mother (Abdulaziz’s sister), Hanan Wahabi, spoke to Abdulaziz just after she escaped the tower and advised
him to leave. He agreed that they would leave the tower. Hanan called him back a short time later and
Abdulaziz said they had tried to leave but they could not go through the black smoke, they could not see or
breathe in it.S281

10.4.3.3

01:35:29am – 999 call from the El Wahabi family
The first call made to 999 by the El Wahabi family ended prior to being connected to the LFB. A further call
was made at 01:36:09am, which did connect to the LFB and lasted for approximately 62 minutes. The phone
is passed between Abdulaziz, Faouzia, Yasin and Nur Huda and all speak to the operator. Whilst waiting for
BT to connect the call to the LFB Yasin is heard in the background, possibly on the phone, saying they are
coming downstairs, they will all go together. He also says they are trapped and asks the person he is speaking
to, to tell them (possibly the fire brigade) that they are trapped. When the call is transferred to the LFB,
Abdulaziz explains that they are trapped in their flat by the smoke; they tried to go downstairs but it was too
smoky so they had to return inside. The operator says if they are unable to go downstairs then they need to
stay in their flat and block out the smoke. Abdulaziz repeats that it is too smoky outside to leave and they made
the mistake of trying once already, but people outside are telling them to leave. The operator reassures him
that they will extinguish the fire and come and get them. At one point someone, possibly Abdulaziz, asks if a
helicopter can rescue them from the window but the operator continues to reassure them that firefighters are
coming to get them. There are a further three references to a helicopter rescue during this call, with Abdulaziz
asking for a helicopter to rescue them from their window. Throughout the call the smoke worsens and the fire
outside gets closer and the family move from one room to another to keep away from it. Once in the bedroom,
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the operator says if it is too bad they will need to wet towels and leave by the stairs. Yasin says it is too smoky
to even leave the bedroom however. The call terminates while the operator is encouraging them to
leave.177,318,319 During the call, Faouzia also speaks on the phone to her brother-in-law, Ahmed Chellat. And
tells him they did not leave because they were told to remain by the LFB.S363 This she also tells Asia
Ghamhi.S367
10.4.3.4

02:38:45am – 999 call from female in Flat 182
The call connected to the London Ambulance Service and a female (reported to be Nur Huda in the GTI Phase
1 report) is heard screaming “fire!” and “my house is on fire!” She explains to the operator she is stuck in her
house, which is on fire and she had already spoken to the fire brigade. The operator tries to reassure her that
help is on the way. Helicopters are not mentioned in this call.178,314,315

10.4.3.5

02:42:23am – 999 call from Nur Huda
Nur Huda calls 999 and is connected to the LFB. She confirms the address and how many people are trapped,
asking that the fire brigade hurry up. Abdulaziz shouts in the background that they are dying. The operator
asks if they can safely get themselves out but Nur Huda says they cannot. The operator gives advice about
covering themselves with damp towels but Nur Huda stops responding and the call ends. There is no mention
of helicopters.179,316,317

10.4.3.6

02:44:48am – 999 call from Nur Huda
Nur Huda called 999 and while confirming their location to the BT operator a man is heard in the background
saying “helicopter, helicopter, helicopter.” The call connects to the LFB and Nur Huda tells the operator five
of them are stuck in their flat. The operator tells them they must get out themselves but Nur Huda and
Abdulaziz repeatedly say they cannot leave because of the smoke. The operator continues to encourage
them to leave by the stairs, saying the fire brigade will not be able to get to them and they must run down the
stairs. The LFB operator disconnected but BT retained the line open with Nur Huda, who says they have not
finished their call with LFB. The BT operator reconnects the call to the LFB. Abdulaziz tells the LFB operator
they are stuck in their flat but the operator tells them they must get out themselves and go to the stairs.
Abdulaziz and Nur Huda repeatedly say they cannot because it is too smoky. At one point Nur Huda says
they will try but then says it is too smoky. They stop responding to the LFB operator, who disconnected from
the call, but again the line remained connected to BT. Abdulaziz says “get helicopter” to the BT operator, who
reconnects them to the LFB again. Abdulaziz says the fire is inside the flat and they cannot breathe, again
saying they cannot leave because of the smoke outside the flat. The operator says the fire brigade cannot
get to them and they need to leave and go down the stairs. Nur Huda says they are going to try and that they
are going now. The LFB operator disconnects once again but the calls stays connected to BT. BT connect
the call back to LFB once again, but there is no further sound.180,313

10.4.3.7

Helen Gebremeskel of Flat 186 recalled seeing the El Wahabi family coming out of their flat and going to the
door to the stairwell. Thinking they were going down, she also went to the stairs a short time later but saw
people coming upstairs shouting to go back into their flats. One of these people was Amal Ahmedin, who was
amongst the group that went to the 23rd floor. Helen states she saw a number of people entering Flat 182,
where the El Wahabi family lived.S68 It is unknown who these people were and only the remains of the El
Wahabi family were recovered from that flat.

10.4.3.8

Helen joined the Gomes family in Flat 183. Marcio Gomes had initially received advice from the LFB to remain
inside and the smoke in the lobby was thick and black, preventing them leaving. As fire reached the kitchen
window, Marcio decided they all had to leave, regardless of the smoke. They tried to leave three times but
were forced back by the smoke. However, after having received further advice from the LFB to leave the
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building themselves, they eventually made it through the smoke to the stairwell and went down and
out.S68,S71,S74 According to CCTV, they left the building between approximately 3:37am and 3:56am.224
10.4.4

Conclusions

10.4.4.1

The evidence indicates the El Wahabi family remained in Flat 182 on the 21st floor during the fire for the
following reasons:
a. They believed they were trapped by the smoke in the corridor and stairs, having tried to escape by the
stairs and failed due to the smoke.
b. They received advice from the LFB to remain in their flat with reassurances firefighters were coming
up the building to rescue them.
c. They were encouraged to remain in their flat by other people having come upstairs telling them to go
back and remain in their flats.

10.4.4.2

During the fire, none of the El Wahabi family spoke to any member of the police service. They were not
encouraged to remain in the tower due to any police statement or commentary about police helicopters, nor
were they encouraged to remain due to anything said about helicopters by any other emergency service. There
is no evidence to indicate they moved, or tried to move, upwards in the building, only downwards, indicating
they were not encouraged to move upwards due to the helicopters. The evidence indicates they were not
encouraged to remain on the 21st floor due to the presence of a helicopter as they were repeatedly saying they
were trapped by the smoke and had tried to go down but could not. In the first call to 999 there is evidence
they believed they were trapped, prior to the first helicopter arriving on scene.

10.5

20th Floor

10.5.1

There were 14 people in six flats on the 20th floor when fire broke out. The occupants of Flats 171 and 174 left
almost immediately on realising there was a fire.S114,S116,S121,S122 Victoria King and her daughter Alexandra
Atala died in their flat, whereas four members of the Belkadi family died after leaving their flat in an effort to
escape the building by going downstairs. Mother and daughter Mary Mendy and Kahdija Saye also died after
trying to escape. Jessica Urbano Ramirez from Flat 176 had gone down and then up to the 23rd floor where
she died (paragraphs 10.2.6.5 – 6).
Name
Victoria King
Alexandra Atala
Mary Mendy
Khadija Saye
Omar Belkadi
Farah Hamdan
Leena Belkadi
Malak Belkadi

Age

Resided / Visiting

Died

71
40
54
24
32
31

Flat 172
Flat 172
Flat 173
Flat 173
Flat 175
Flat 175
Flat 175
Flat 175

Flat 172
Flat 172
13th floor lobby
9th floor lobby
20th floor stairwell
20th floor stairwell
20th floor stairwell
Hospital

6 months
8

10.5.2

Flat 172

10.5.2.1

Flat 172 was occupied by Victoria King and her daughter, Alexandra Atala. Neither Victoria nor Alexandra
made any calls to emergency services, friends or family during the fire and there are no witness accounts that
refer to either of them. There is no evidence to indicate either left their flat during the fire. Consequently, it is
not possible to surmise why they remained in their flat during the fire, or if they were even awake or aware of
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the fire. Alexandra suffered severe agoraphobia and did not leave the flat. If she was aware of the fire, the
agoraphobia might explain her decision not to leave.
10.5.2.2

There is no evidence to deduce whether or not the presence of helicopters may have influenced the decision
of Victoria or Alexandra to remain. However, in the absence of any 999 calls or other telephone contact, it is
unlikely they remained for a helicopter rescue, as they would have needed to alert emergency services to their
presence, which they did not.

10.5.2

Flat 173

10.5.2.1

Mary Mendy and her daughter, Khadija Saye, lived in Flat 173. At some point during the fire they left their flat
but were unable to escape the building. Mary was found deceased in the communal lobby of the 13 th floor.
Khadija was found by firefighters in the stairwell between the 9th and 10th floors. During the rescue operation,
Khadija was moved by firefighters into the lobby of the 9th floor, from where she was later recovered.S383,S384
Only one call was made to the emergency services during the fire, by Khadija, but she was also communicating
with a friend on Facebook Messenger from approximately 1:49am to 3am and that friend spoke to the LFB five
times, relaying the LFB advice to Khadija.S382

10.5.2.2

02:24:31am – 999 call from Khadija Saye in Flat 173
Khadija called 999 and was connected to the LFB. She said there is a lot of smoke coming in. The operator
said she has two options – to either remain if it is safe to do so, or leave if they are able. Khadija says it is too
high up and there is too much smoke outside to leave, so is given advice to block the smoke. The operator
reassures her the fire crews will get to her and that the doors are fireproof, which would delay any fire getting
in.187,355,356

10.5.2.3

Khadija posted a message on Facebook at 1:49am saying there is a fire in her building and she cannot leave.
A friend of hers, Charlie Craggs, called 999 initially at 2:49am to inform them of Khadija being stuck inside.
The advice given to Charlie was for people to self-evacuate.357 Charlie relayed this advice to Khadija on
Facebook. Khadija said she was scared to leave as she was high up so Charlie spoke to the LFB again at
about 2:56am and was again told they must try to get out. 358 Charlie again relayed this, saying they needed to
move along the walls to locate the stairs, where there was only smoke and no fire. Khadija acknowledged this
advice. Charlie also quotes advice found online, saying to stay inside and not open the door if there is smoke
coming in. Khadija said she tried to leave but the smoke was too strong and it is too black with smoke to find
the stairwell; she started to choke when she tried. Charlie spoke to the LFB several more times, and each time
was told they needed to escape themselves, advice Charlie relayed to Khadija. 359-361 Following Charlie’s last
call at 3:32am, Charlie told Khadija that they needed to evacuate, but also that firemen were coming. 361 The
last message from Khadija was at 3:02am, in which she said she was scared to leave and was high up.S382

10.5.2.4

Khadija also spoke to her friend Adele Evelyn at about 2:50am and explained that she and her mother had
tried to leave but could not as there was too much smoke in the stairwell. They spoke again at about 3:15am
when Khadija and Mary were still in their flat, panicking and not knowing if it was safe to enter the stairwell.
They did not speak again.

10.5.2.5

There is no mention of helicopters in any of the 999 recordings or messages exchanged with Khadija. No
request or suggestion of a helicopter, window or airborne rescue is made. Neither Mary nor Khadija had any
contact with the police during the fire.

10.5.3

Flat 175

10.5.3.1

Flat 175 was occupied by Omar Belkadi, his wife Farah Hamdan and their three daughters, Malak (aged 8),
Tasnim (aged 5) and Leena (aged 6 months). All five were present in their flat at the outbreak of the fire.
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Firefighters reached their flat at approximately 2:07am where they found the Belkadi family. A firefighter picked
up Tasnim and took her down the stairs, expecting the remainder of the family to follow, and alerting colleagues
to the family in the flat. However, at about 3am other firefighters heading upstairs encountered casualties.
These are likely to have been Omar, Farah and Leena as they were found deceased on the stairs between
the 19th and 20th floors. Malak was found unresponsive near to an unresponsive female (likely to have been
Farah) whose leg was trapped. Malak was taken out of the building and provided medical care but later died
in hospital.S370,S371,S372,S373,S374 Four 999 calls were made by Farah, and other calls were made with family
members. No call contains reference to helicopters.
10.5.3.2

At about 1am Farah had called her sister, Samira Hamdan, to tell her there was a fire in her building, below
her. Samira advised that she need not worry if the fire was not near her.S375

10.5.3.3

01:32:52am – LFB call from Farah Hamdan
During her first call to the emergency services, Farah tells the operator there is a fire in her neighbour’s flat
and asks what they should do as there is smoke in their flat. The operator says the fire is on the fourth floor
and if it is safe for them to do so, they should stay in their flat and block out the smoke. The operator reassures
her that fire fighters will come up to them.181,282

10.5.3.4

01:35:44am – 999 call from Farah Hamdan
Farah called 999 and requests the fire brigade. After a delay of approximately seven minutes the call is diverted
to the North West Fire Control (NWFC). When the NWFC answer, Farah asks what they should do and says
her husband wanted them to leave but they did not because of the thick black smoke. The operator reassures
her that fire crews are aware they are there.182,183,283,284

10.5.3.5

02:07:07am – 999 call from Farah Hamdan
Farah called 999 and was connected to the LFB. She tells the operator the fire is below them and it is getting
really smoky in their flat and she is concerned for her baby. The operator reassures her the crews are aware
they are there and tells her to continue blocking the smoke.184,185,285,286

10.5.3.6

At approximately 2am Samira once again spoke to Farah on the phone. Farah said they were still in their flat
and they had been told to stay there by the 999 operator to await rescue. They spoke again about 10 minutes
later and Farah once again said they had been told to remain and block the smoke but were ready to leave
once they were told to. They did not speak again.S375

10.5.3.7

02:17:13am – 999 call from Farah Hamdan
Farah called 999 and requested the fire brigade. BT connects the call to the LFB but no information was then
passed by Farah and the call terminates (so Farah does not speak to the fire brigade during this call).186,287

10.5.4

Conclusions

10.5.4.1

The evidence indicates Omar and Farah initially remained in the building during the fire for the following
reasons:
a. They were initially told to remain in their flat and block any smoke.
b. They were told the fire was on the fourth floor.
c. The LFB operator offered assurances that the firefighters would come to them.
d. They tried to leave but could not because of the thick black smoke in the corridor.
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10.5.4.2

The evidence indicates Mary Mendy and Khadija Saye initially remained in the building during the fire because
they were told to remain by the fire brigade and block the smoke, with assurances firefighters were coming to
them. Furthermore, they were too frightened to leave and go into the dark smoky stairwell when they had
already tried but could not breathe in the thick smoke. When they eventually forced themselves to leave, they
managed to reach the stairwell and head down but succumbed to the smoke/fire fumes before they could
escape, only managing to reach the 13 th and 9th floors, respectively.

10.5.4.3

During the fire, no residents on the 20th floor spoke to any member of the police service. No one who died
because of the fire was encouraged to remain in the tower due to any police statement or commentary about
police helicopters, or due to anything said about helicopters by any other emergency service. Only one resident
of the 20th floor moved upwards (Jessica Urbano Ramirez). The evidence indicates no one was encouraged
to remain on the 20th floor due to the presence of a helicopter.

10.6

19th Floor

10.6.1

Fourteen people were on the 19th floor when fire broke out. The occupants of Flats 161, 162, 164 and 166
(eight people) gathered in the lobby and made their way upstairs to the 23rd floor. Seven of them remained
there, where they subsequently perished. Fadoumo Ahmed of Flat 164 returned back downstairs from the 23rd
floor and survived (see paragraph 10.2.4.12). Although not known for certain, Mohamednur Tuccu may also
have gone upstairs.

10.6.2

Meron Mekonnen of Flat 163 took her two daughters down the stairs but encountered people coming upstairs
shouting to go back because of the smoke. She took her daughters back upstairs but then changed her mind
again and returned downstairs, escaping the building prior to the first helicopter arrivingS124,S325 (paragraph
10.2.2.19).

10.6.3

The two occupants of Flat 165 were alerted to the fire by a knocking on the door and found the lobby was filled
with thick smoke when they answered. Nicholas Burton decided they would remain there due to his wife’s
frailty and because he was not confident they could get out safely. He was told to remain in the flat by the LFB
when he called 999 and they were eventually rescued by firefighters.S115,320,321 Helicopters were not mentioned
in the 999 calls.

10.7

18th Floor

10.7.1

Sixteen people were present on the 18th floor when the fire began. Of those, the occupants of Flats 151, 154
and 155 (five people) moved up to the 23rd floor during the fire, where they died (see paragraphs 10.2.2.1120, 10.2.6.7-10). Five year old Isaac Paulos lived in Flat 153 with his mother, Genet Shawo and his younger
brother. His father, Paulos Tekle was also there on the night of the fire. Isaac succumbed to the fire fumes
whilst going down the stairs with his family and others, led by firefighters. The occupants of Flat 156 left the
building almost immediately on realising there was a fire.
Name

Age

Resided / Visiting

Died

Sakina Afrasehabi
Fatemeh Afrasiabi
Hamid Kani
Berkti Haftom
Biruk Haftom
Isaac Paulos

65
59
61
29
12
5

Flat 151
Flat 151
Flat 154
Flat 155
Flat 155
Flat 153

Flat 201, 23rd floor
Flat 201, 23rd floor
Flat 201, 23rd floor
Flat 201, 23rd floor
Flat 201, 23rd floor
13th floor lobby
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10.7.2

Rabia Yahya, a resident of Flat 152 on 18 th floor, was woken at about 1am by people shouting about a fire.S385
Seeing some smoke outside she called 999 and the LFB told her there was a fire on the fourth floor, which
was under control and they should stay put. Rabia then began to receive calls from family and friends telling
her to get out. However, Rabia decided to trust the advice of the professionals and stayed indoors. She had
her three young children with her. She called the LFB and was again told to stay put. The neighbours from Flat
156, Shahid and Sayeda Ahmed, knocked on her door, told her to take her children and get out and then went
down the stairs themselves. Rabia was confused about what to do, having received conflicting advice. Two
firefighters came to the door, by which time there was thick black smoke in the corridor and the lights had gone
out, making it pitch black. The firefighters said they would check on the neighbours and then they would all go
down together but they did not come back. Rabia called 999 at 01:33:00am, telling the LFB she was unable to
escape due to the thick smoke194. When fire broke in Rabia took her children to Flat 153, joining Genet, Paulos,
their two children and Yehualashet Enyew, having faith firefighters were coming back for them. Rabia called
999 again and when connected to the LFB at 02:34:42am said she was now in Flat 153 with her neighbours.
During this call the operator says they must try to get themselves out. Rabia says they are unable to get out
because of the thick black smoke, they struggled even to get to their neighbour’s flat.249,195,S119,S120 Further 999
calls are made from inside Flat 153 where there are now four adults and five children (10.7.3-10.7.6).

10.7.3

02:31:26am – 999 call from Paulos Tekle in Flat 153
Paulos called 999 and is connected to the LFB. He says the smoke is coming from the fire escape and there
is fire in Flat 154 (Hamid Kani’s flat, who had gone up to the 23rd floor). Paulos said they cannot get out onto
the landing due to the thick smoke. They are advised to get into the room with the least smoke.188,362,248 Paulos
called 999 again at 02:42:51am but the call ended without connecting to the LFB after several minutes of
waiting.189,363

10.7.4

02:42:14am – LFB call from Yehualashet Enyew
Yehualashet Enyew, the lodger from Flat 155, called the LFB saying they are in Flat 153. There is fire in flat
152 and there is lots of smoke. He says no one is helping them and they are dying. Mr Enyew and the operator
continually talk over each other. He says they are trapped and asks if they can send a “helicopter or
something”. The operator advises him to move away from the fire and block up the smoke. Yehualashet stops
responding to the operator and the call ends.197

10.7.5

02:48:21am – 999 call from Rabia Yahya in Flat 153
Rabia called the LFB saying she and her children are trapped by the thick black smoke in the fire escape. The
operator advises her to try to block it up and stay there.196 Rabia spoke to the LFB again a few minutes later
and was told the firefighters will not be able to get to them and they must get themselves out. 365

10.7.6

02:51am – Essex FRS calls with Paulos Tekle in Flat 153
At approximately 2:51am Paulos Tekle in Flat 153 spoke to the Essex FRS operator saying they are trapped
because of the smoke outside in the lobby. He is advised to block the smoke as best they can and firefighters
will come to them, but they should escape if they can.190,367 The Essex operator then spoke to the LFB operator
to advise them of the call. 366 Essex FRS then left a voicemail for Paulos at 2:54am advising him to evacuate. 191
Paulos again spoke to Essex FRS at about 2:56am and was told to try to evacuate.192 Paulos asks if there are
some big airbeds for them to jump out of the window onto. The operator advises they do not have any and
they are not to jump from the 18 th floor. The Essex operator again informs the LFB of this call.368 Paulos
explained that he sat in the window with his legs outside in preparation to jump out in the event fire reached
their flat.S387,S684 Paulos also spoke on the phone to Abraham Abebe, a survivor from the 7th floor, just after
1:30am, telling Abraham him he was trapped due to the thick smoke. S390
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10.7.7

Rabia eventually decided that she was going to leave down the stairs with her three children and Genet agreed
they would do the same. They all left together, with Yehualashet taking Isaac’s hand. Rabia left with her
children, heading into the pitch-black stairwell but did not see if the others followed. They descended without
stopping until they encountered firefighters on the 7 th floor and were assisted out.S385

10.7.8

Yehualashet recalls being left in Flat 155 after Berkti and Biruk had evacuated. When he went into the corridor
he encountered Genet and went into her flat, thinking it would be best to remain on the 18 th floor to await
rescue. A short while later, he estimates between 2am and 2:30am, Rabia and her children came in too. When
firefighters arrived, he took hold of the firefighter with one hand, holding Isaac’s hand with his other and they
were led down. About halfway down he lost hold of Isaac and did not see him again. S123

10.7.9

Genet recalls speaking to Hashim Kedir, who was on the 22nd floor, at about 1:43am. Hashim told her he was
remaining, having been advised to by the fire brigade, and she should do the same. At about 2am a firefighter
came to the door and told them to remain there and block out the smoke, reassuring them they were safe.
Genet says they were all waiting for firefighters to come back to rescue them. All the while, Genet and Paulos
were receiving calls from friends telling them to leave. However, they stayed where they were due to the LFB
advice. Rabia and her children came in because fire had broken into her flat. After some time together in Flat
153, they all left with a firefighter, with Yehualashet taking hold of Isaac. Once they all got out, Genet realised
Isaac had not made it out as he had become separated from Yehualashet on the way down.S395

10.7.10

Shahid and Sayeda Ahmed, the residents of Flat 156, were woken by their smoke alarm. Shahid looked outside
and saw a fireball heading up the building towards them. They immediately evacuated, deciding to go
downstairs, and ignoring the advice on posters in the lobbies to stay indoors in the event of a fire. They knocked
on the other doors before going downstairs to safety without stopping.S119,S120,S313,S314

10.7.11

Isaac Paulos was later found deceased by firefighters on the stairwell of the 13th floor, near to the door that
enters the lift lobby.S401,S402

10.7.12

Conclusions

10.7.13

Of the residents on the 18th floor at the outbreak of fire, five moved upwards (Sakina, Fatemeh, Biruk, Berkti
and Hamid), two evacuated downstairs immediately on seeing the fire (Shahid and Sayeda Ahmed) and Genet,
Paulos, Rabia and their children remained upstairs until they were taken by firefighters. Their reasons for
remaining were:
a. They had been told to remain indoors by the LFB to await rescue.
b. The thick smoke prevented them from leaving.
c. After firefighters attended, they were further instructed to remain to await an escort.
d. The children were too young to make independent decisions to remain or evacuate.

10.7.14

None of the people who initially remained on the 18th floor had any contact with the MPS during the fire. None
were encouraged to remain due to any police statement or commentary about police helicopters, or due to
anything said about helicopters by any other emergency service. There was no mention of helicopters in any
call recording, with the exception of the single request made by Yehualashet at 2:42am197. That call was made
after they believed they were trapped by the smoke, had been instructed to remain and were becoming
desperate. Yehualashet made no mention of helicopters in his statement however. S123 The evidence indicates
they were not encouraged to remain on the 18th floor due to the presence of a helicopter.
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10.8

17th Floor

10.8.1

Seventeen people were on the 17th floor when the fire began. The occupants of Flats 141, 145 and 146 all left
their flats almost immediately on realising there was a fire without calling 999. All those who remained on the
17th floor perished. Khadija Khalloufi was declared deceased outside having been carried out by firefighters
after trying to escape.
Name

Age

Resided

Died

Kamru Miah
Mohammed Hamid
Mohammed Hanif
Rabeya Begum
Husna Begum
Khadija Khalloufi
Vincent Chiejina

79
27
26
64
22
52
60

Flat 142
Flat 142
Flat 142
Flat 142
Flat 142
Flat 143
Flat 144

Flat 142
Flat 142
Flat 142
Flat 142
th
17 floor lobby
10th–14th floor lobby
Flat 144

10.8.2

Flat 142

10.8.2.1

Flat 142 was occupied by Rabeya Begum, her husband, Kamru Miah and three of their four adult children –
Mohammed Hamid, Mohammed Hanif and Husna Begum. All five perished in the fire, their remains being
recovered from their flat, with the exception of Husna, who was found deceased in the lobby. There were four
999 calls to emergency services between about 1:28am and 3:18am. The first call connected to the MPS and
the other three to the LFB.

10.8.2.2

01:29:02am – MPS call from Husna Begum
Husna called 999 and requested the fire brigade but was connected to the MPS. Panicking, Husna says there
is smoke in their flat and asks for help. The MPS operator said the fire brigade will come to help them. There
is no mention of helicopters in this call, which took place before the first helicopter arrived. After the call the
MPS operator notified the LFB of the call.198,369,370

10.8.2.3

02:26:38am – 999 call from Husna Begum
Husna called 999 and was connected to the LFB, saying the fire is now outside their window, no one is coming
to help them and they are going to die. The operator assures her they are not going to die, confirms the address
and says she will tell the command unit on scene. The call ends. There is no mention of helicopters.199,371,372

10.8.2.4

03:08:54am – 999 call from male caller in Flat 142
A 999 call was received from a number attributed to Mohammed Hamid and connected to the LFB. The caller
said they are in Flat 142 and are unable to get out due to the smoke. Husna comes on the line and is told by
the operator that they need to leave the flat and escape but Husna says they are unable to because the smoke
is too thick and they cannot see and the fire is in the hallway and kitchen. The operator reiterates that they
must get out and go to the stairs. Husna shouts to her family that they must get out. She stops responding and
the LFB disconnects the call but the BT operator re-connects it to the LFB again.200 The LFB operator is unable
to raise a response from the caller(s), who are talking and shouting in the background. 373,374

10.8.2.5

03:18:16am – LFB call from Husna Begum
Panicking and crying, Husna tells the LFB operator they are still alive in Flat 142 and begs for help. She asks
for a helicopter to be sent so they can climb out of the window. The operator does not respond to the request
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but says they must try to get out themselves. Husna says they cannot because it is too hot outside their front
door and because there are two elderly people. 201,375
10.8.2.6

Husna spoke with several other people on the phone during the fire and despite encouragement to leave, she
said they were unable to because of the thick smoke, and the could not see anything. S422,S425

10.8.2.7

Rohema Khanom and Mohammed Hakim detail how Kamru Miah was in poor health, had suffered more than
one stroke and heart attack, had arthritis in his legs, could not walk far and could not manage stairs at
all.S422,S423

10.8.2.8

The occupants of Flats 145 and 146 were woken as a result of the fire and left almost immediately, without
calling 999. Corinne Jones of Flat 145 found people in the stairwell were very confused, some were going up
and some were going down, not knowing where the fire was. Corinne stated a fire officer had visited them on
the 10th July to carry out a fire safety check and had told her that in the event of a fire they ought to stay in
their flat and firefighters will always come to them.S110,S113,S126,S142,S143

10.8.3

Flat 143

10.8.3.1

Khadija Khalloufi occupied Flat 143 with her husband, Sabah Abdullah. Sabah was present on the night of the
fire and survived but did not provide a statement. No calls to emergency services were made by Sabah or
Khadija during the fire. Khadija had no contact with fire firefighters prior to her death. Her body was recovered
by firefighters from the lobby of a floor between the 10th and 14th floors. She was taken outside where she was
declared deceased.

10.8.3.2

Present in Flat 141 were Mesrob Kassemdjian, Rita Tankarian and Fung Hee-Cheung. Mesrob was alerted to
the fire when he heard sirens and saw fire crews outside. Fung went downstairs to investigate and encountered
a woman who was evacuating and could smell smoke. Mesrob then witnessed fire advancing up the outside
of the building from the fourth or fifth floor. He immediately decided they were to leave so woke Rita and they
left. Mesrob banged on Flat 143 and spoke to Khadija, telling her to leave. Khadija went back inside to fetch
her husband while Rita, Mesrob and Fung went downstairs. They encountered thick smoke on floors seven
and eight and Mesrob feared they could not go through it, but continued down regardless, leaving the building
at about 1:27am. Mesrob states people were unable to leave their flats because the smoke was too heavy in
the stairwell.S117,S131,S412,S413

10.8.3.3

Mesrob and Rita encountered Sabah outside the building at about 1:45am. Sabah told them he and Khadija
had left their flat together, locked the door behind them and gone downstairs, but he had lost Khadija in the
stairwell between the 15th and 17th floors.S117

10.8.3.4

Firefighter Oliver Desforges found Khadija either unconscious or deceased in the lobby of a floor between the
10th and 14th floors. He passed her to other firefighters and she was removed from the building. Outside,
Khadija was given life support but could not be revived.S414,S421

10.8.4

Flat 144

10.8.4.1

Flat 144 was occupied by 60-year-old Vincent Chiejina. He lived alone and was described as keeping himself
to himself, not having visitors and not visiting other people. S410 There are no records of Vincent contacting
emergency services or anyone else, during the fire. There is no evidence from witnesses about his movements
during the fire and no indication that he left his flat during the fire. Consequently, no conclusions can be drawn
as to why Vincent remained in his flat during the fire, or if he was awake or aware of the fire.
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10.8.5

Conclusions

10.8.5.1

The evidence indicates the occupants of Flat 142 remained in their flat for the following reasons:
a. They were instructed to remain by the LFB.
b. They believed they were trapped by the thick smoke, heat and darkness.
c. Kamru and Rabeya were elderly and Kamru would have been unable to manage the stairs.

10.8.5.2

Khadija Khalloufi left her flat with her husband almost immediately on being alerted to the fire. Tragically
Khadija succumbed to the smoke on the way down.

10.8.5.3

None of those who remained on the 17th floor were encouraged to remain due to any police statement or
commentary about police helicopters. There was no mention of helicopters in any call recording, with the
exception of the single request made by Husna in the call at 3:18am.201,375 That request appeared to have
been made out of desperation when they believed there was no other way to escape. By that stage, Husna
had already explained that they were trapped by the thick smoke and heat and had elderly people with them.
The evidence indicates they were not encouraged to remain on the 17 th floor due to the presence of a helicopter
or belief there may be a helicopter rescue.

10.9

16th Floor

10.9.1

Ten people were on the 16th floor when the fire began. Eight of those escaped the building but two remained
and subsequently perished.
Name

Age

Resided

Died

Sheila
Joseph Daniels

84
69

Flat 132
Flat 135

Flat 132
Flat 135

10.9.2

Flat 132

10.9.2.1

Sheila (formally known as Sheila Smith but legally removed her surname in the 1970s) lived alone in Flat 132.
She did not own a mobile phone but tended to use her landline phone. She had no telephone contact with the
emergency services during the fire and there are no witness accounts detailing any contact with Sheila during
the fire. Sheila’s son, Martyn, explained that Sheila would go to bed each night between 8pm and 9pm and
would often wear an eye mask and ear plugs.S432

10.9.3

Flat 135

10.9.3.1

Joseph Daniels was living with his adult son, Samuel Daniels, who was his full-time carer due to Joseph
suffering dementia, diabetes and impaired mobility. Joseph rarely left his flat due to his ailments and could
only do so with the support of Samuel. Samuel states his father could not have managed stairs and had not
seen him use stairs at all in ten years. S157,S430

10.9.3.2

Both Samuel and Joseph was at home when fire broke out. Samuel first smelt burning at about 00:45am and
went into the lobby to investigate, where he saw smoke. He alerted his father and continued to monitor the
situation for a while, being aware the advice is to stay in the flat in the event of a fire. Samuel saw the smoke
getting thicker and darker in the lobby and saw fire suddenly appear outside their window. Deciding they
needed to leave immediately, Samuel tried to make his father leave but Joseph was not responding and
appeared to be dazed and disorientated. Samuel pulled him but Joseph would not move. Samuel was
beginning to have difficulty breathing due to the smoke and went to the stairs and down a couple of flights to
see if he could find help in getting his father out. He encountered some firefighters who went up to try to rescue
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Joseph while he evacuated due to the worsening smoke. Samuel escaped the building at approximately
1:35am but Joseph was not rescued from his flat. Samuel recalled seeing a helicopter but knew it would not
be carrying water and hoped it would not get too close so it did not fan the flames.S157,S430,S427,S428,S429
10.9.3.3

No emergency calls were made by Samuel or Joseph during the fire. Neither had any contact with the police
during the fire and Joseph had no contact with firefighters.

10.9.4

Flats 131, 133, 134, 136

10.9.4.1

The occupants of Flat 131, Richard Fletcher, his wife and daughter, immediately evacuated the building on
realising there was a fire and seeing the lobby filling up with smoke. S149

10.9.4.2

The occupants of Flat 133 (Sener Macit and his wife Hanife) tried to leave almost immediately after realising
there was a fire but were trapped in their flat by thick black smoke. Sener made seven calls to 999. The first
connected to the MPS operator, the next to Northwest Fire Control and the remaining five connected to the
LFB. They were initially instructed to remain in their flat and block the smoke by the LFB operator. However,
in five of the calls he is told they need to escape themselves. Sener repeatedly says they are trapped due to
the smoke although they do eventually escape by going downstairs.S153,S433,S434

10.9.4.3

The occupant of Flat 134, Edward Daffarn, was first alerted to the fire when he heard a smoke alarm. He
opened his front door and smoke billowed in. Another resident then called him telling him to leave immediately.
Edward therefore left immediately, going downstairs. Within just a few minutes the smoke became so thick he
could barely breathe.S156

10.9.4.4

Hamid Wahbi was in Flat 136 when fire broke out. Hamid heard a crackling noise and saw flames rising outside
his window. He immediately left and headed down the stairs. He did not make any emergency calls. S158,S159,S362

10.9.5

Conclusions

10.9.5.1

No conclusions can be drawn as to why Sheila remained in her flat during the fire. It is possible that she was
unaware of the fire until it was too late for her to react.

10.9.5.2

Joseph Daniels remained apparently due to his limited ability to react, despite his son’s efforts to make him
leave. Firefighters were unable to locate him when they tried.

10.9.5.3

Sener and Hanife Macit initially remained because they believed the thick smoke trapped them and because
they were told to remain by the LFB operator.

10.9.5.4

All other residents evacuated immediately on realising the seriousness of the fire.

10.9.5.5

None of those on the 16th floor moved upwards during the fire. None of those who remained, or initially
remained, were encouraged to do so because of any police, or other emergency services, statements or
commentary about helicopters. There was no mention of helicopters in any call recording relating to the 16th
floor. Only Samuel Daniels mentioned helicopters in a statement (paragraph 10.9.3.2). No evidence indicates
anyone on the 16th floor was encouraged to remain due to the presence of a helicopter.

10.10

15th Floor

10.10.1

Nine people were on the 15th floor when the fire began. All escaped the building, with the exception of Steven
Power in Flat 122, who remained and subsequently died.
Name

Age

Resided

Died

Steven Power

63

Flat 122

Flat 122
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10.10.2

Flat 122

10.10.2.1

Steven Power lived with his son Bobby, daughter Rebecca Ross and three dogs. Bobby was out of the tower
on the night. Steven suffered emphysema and often struggled to breathe, requiring asthma pumps and
medications and struggled to walk to the nearby shops.S438

10.10.2.2

Rebecca was woken by Steven and together they witnessed fire spreading on the outside of the building and
people shouting to get out. Rebecca decided they ought to leave but Steven said no. Rebecca called Steven’s
other son Wayne, who shouted at Steven to leave but Steven refused to accept that he needed to. Wayne told
Rebecca to leave Steven if he would not leave. Rebecca continued trying to persuade her father to leave but
he refused to listen and was not answering his phone to incoming calls. Only when a cloud of thick smoke
came into the flat did Steven agree they ought to leave but he was slow getting himself ready. Rebecca began
to struggle to breathe because of the smoke and again spoke to Wayne, who told her to leave without their
father if he was not leaving. Rebecca left, descending the stairs through the smoke. She encountered
firefighters who helped her down and out, while others went to help Steven, although they were unable to
locate him.S438 Neither Steven nor Rebecca made any emergency calls during the fire. Steven had no contact
with any emergency services.

10.10.3

Flats 121, 123, 124, 125, 126

10.10.3.1

The occupants of Flat 121, 123, 125 and 126 immediately left the building on first becoming aware of the fire.
Sied and Nadia from Flat 121 encountered a firefighter in the stairwell who told them to go back to their flat but
they ignored him and carried on down. S160,S162,S164,S167,S168,S685-S687

10.10.3.2

Flat 124 was occupied by Christos Fairbairn. He first noticed smoke coming into the flat and immediately
decided he must leave. However, when he first tried, the smoke in the lobby was thick and choking. Christos
called 999 and spoke to the LFB three times. Each time he was instructed to leave. He tried but repeatedly
said he could not leave because of the thick smoke and returned into his flat. Eventually, as the conditions
worsened, he was forced to go through the smoke to the stairs and go down.S440

10.10.4

Conclusions

10.10.4.1

Of those present on the 15th floor when fire broke out, only three did not leave immediately. Christos Fairbairn
was initially prevented from leaving because of the thick smoke. Rebecca Ross remained initially because her
father was refusing to leave. Steven Power was the only person to remain and his reasons for doing so are
unclear. He refused to leave until the situation was critical, but even then he delayed leaving, forcing his
daughter to evacuate alone.

10.10.4.2

No resident of the 15th floor spoke of helicopters in any emergency call or witness statement (with the exception
of Rebecca mentioning that she saw a helicopter). None of the residents moved upwards during the fire. The
evidence indicates no one was encouraged to remain by any statements or commentary about helicopters or
the presence of a helicopter, or otherwise led to believe there may be a helicopter rescue.

10.11

14th Floor

10.11.1

Eleven people were on the 14th floor when fire broke out. Of those, three immediately left the building on seeing
the fire. Firefighters assembled the remaining eight people in Flat 113, telling them to remain in the flat, having
decided that was the safest place to be at that time. Firefighters subsequently returned to evacuate them but
four people did not leave when the others evacuated. Denis Murphy, Zainab Deen and her young son Jeremiah
Deen perished in the flat and Mohammad Alhajali (alternative spelling of Alhaj Ali) died after jumping or falling
from the building.
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Name

Age

Resided

Died

Denis Murphy
Mohammad Alhajali
Zainab Deen
Jeremiah Deen

56
23
32
2

Flat 111
Flat 112
Flat 115
Flat 115

Flat 113
Ground outside

Flat 113
Flat 113

10.11.2

Flat 111

10.11.2.1

Denis Murphy lived alone in Flat 111. He suffered poor health, including emphysema.S454 Denis made two
emergency calls to the LFB during the fire. During his first 999 call made at 01:24:35am Denis told the LFB
operator there was fire and smoke outside his window on the 14 th floor. However, the operator tells Denis the
fire is on the 4th floor and he should stay in his flat as that is the safest place and firefighters will come to check
on him, but if it is safe for him to leave then he can do so. 202,376,377 During Denis’s second 999 call made at
01:39:32am he told the LFB operator he is trapped in his bathroom by the heavy smoke. The operator gives
him advice about blocking the smoke from coming in. 203,378,379 Helicopters were not mentioned in either call.

10.11.2.2

Firefighters Desmond Murphy and Charles Cornelius attended Flat 111 and spoke to Denis. They decided he
should be moved as the smoke in his flat was very heavy. They took him to Flat 112, joining Mohammad
Alhajali and Omar Alhaj Ali. The firefighters also then relocated Zainab and Jeremiah Deen from Flat 115, and
Mohammad, Omar and Denis from Flat 112 all into Flat 113 with its occupants, as Flat 113 had the least
smoke.S466,S467

10.11.2.3

Throughout the fire, Denis spoke to several members of his family. During these conversations, Denis
repeatedly said he was trapped by the smoke and did not know what to do. He was also exhibiting breathing
difficulties.S453,S454,S456,S457,S459 There is no mention of helicopters in any statement, nor any suggestion Denis
may be rescued from the roof or otherwise by helicopter.

10.11.3

Flat 112

10.11.3.1

Flat 112 was occupied by brothers Omar and Mohammad Alhajali and their friend Mahmoud Al-Karad, who
was out during the fire. Omar and Mohammad first realised there was a fire at about 1am after smelling smoke.
They observed the fire from their window for a short time before deciding they ought to leave. On trying to
leave at about 1:15am they discovered the lobby was in complete darkness and filled with black smoke.
Deciding they could not go through it they called for help from the window, saying they were trapped.
Firefighters on the ground outside called back, instructing them to remain in their flat and said they were coming
to help them. The smoke gradually began to fill their flat making it more difficult for them to see and
breathe.S171,S446

10.11.3.2

A short while later firefighter Nicke Merrion went to Flat 112. Despite Mohammad’s pleas to be rescued,
firefighter Merrion told them to remain, as they would be unable to breathe due to the smoke in the corridor,
showing Mohammad the smoke outside their flat, before leaving, saying firefighters would return again.S461

10.11.3.3

Mahmoud called Mohammad at about 1:56am asking where he was. Mohammad said he and Omar were
trapped inside the flat due to the thick black smoke. Mahmoud recalled Mohammad saying to him,
“We are dying inside. In the name of Allah, help us. Ask the police to send a helicopter, anything.”

Mahmoud then spoke to a police officer outside asking what his flatmates should do. The officer gave advice
to block the smoke entering the flat and stay inside. Mahmoud does not state he mentioned helicopters to the
officer, nor was any advice given to him by the officer about helicopters. Mahmoud passed on the advice to
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Mohammad at about 2am and Mohammad said they had also been told to stay inside by a firefighter who
came to their flat.S449
10.11.3.4

Firefighter Merrion returned to Flat 112 about 10 minutes later with Denis from Flat 111. Denis was left with
them and the firefighter said he would be back again and they should stay there, before leaving. Denis was
struggling to walk and breathe. Another 10 minutes later, a firefighter came back and took the three of them to
Flat 113, where there were five other residents (Zainab, Jeremiah, Oluwaseun, Rosemary and the young
daughter of Oluwaseun & Rosemary).S171,S446,S461 Omar made the following comments about the firefighters
moving them to another flat,
“We thought that there must be fire in the stairs and that they were trying to put it out and that that
was the reason they would not let us leave. We were too scared to try and leave by ourselves.”

Firefighters again told all of them to remain in the flat as it was the safest place to be.S446
10.11.3.5

Mahmoud and Mohammad spoke on the phone a number of times between 2am and 2:46am. Each time
Mohammad said no help had yet arrived but they had been moved by firefighters into Flat 113 with six other
people.S449

10.11.3.6

Sometime after 2:45am Omar saw a helicopter, and made the following comments in his GTI statement on
27th June 2018,
“At this point we could see and hear that there was a helicopter and it was getting very close to
the top of the tower. We thought that the helicopter would have a rope ladder and that it was coming
to rescue us.” S446

10.11.3.7

Mohammad also spoke to his other brother, Hashem, on the phone during the fire. Throughout their
conversations with Mohammad, both Mahmoud and Hashem recall Mohammad repeatedly saying he was
unable to leave the flat because of the smoke and being unable to see. S444,S449

10.11.3.8

Aasem Alhajali, another cousin of Mohammad, repeatedly told Mohammad to go downstairs, irrespective of
what other people were telling him, but Mohammad said he had been advised to stay there and latterly that he
could not leave due to the smoke. S450

10.11.3.9

Firefighters attended Flat 113 to rescue the occupants between approximately 2:30am and 2:50am. During
this rescue only four people (Rosemary, Oluwaseun, their daughter and Omar) left the flat with firefighters.
Omar recalled how the visibility was so poor due to the smoke that the people in the flat became separated
during the evacuation.S446 On realising four people had been left behind, firefighters tried to return to Flat 113
but did not make it due to assisting with other casualties.S470-S475

10.11.3.10 On realising Mohammad had not also evacuated with him, Omar called him and told him to leave. Mohammad

said he was too scared to leave into the smoke-filled stairwell alone and it would kill him.S446 During
Mohammad’s phone conversation with Mahmoud, Mahmoud was trying to persuade Mohammad to leave the
flat but Mohammad said he could not leave the mother and child (Zainab and Jeremiah), being aware that
others had already escaped.S449 Mohammad later died after jumping or falling from the tower.S446
10.11.3.11 Mohammad and Omar made no calls to the emergency services during the fire.
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10.11.4

Flats 114 & 116

10.11.4.1

The occupants of Flat 116 left immediately on realising there was a fire, heading down the stairs and out of
the building. They did not speak to emergency services and left prior to the first helicopter
arriving.S176,S177,S179,S441,S442 The occupants of Flat 114 were out of the country at the time of the fire. S447,S448

10.11.5

Flat 115

10.11.5.1

Zainab Deen lived in Flat 115 with her two-year old son Jeremiah. Zainab made a number of calls to the
emergency services between about 1:28am and 3:16am.

10.11.5.2

01:28am – MPS call from Zainab Deen in Flat 115
Zainab’s first 999 call was connected to the MPS operator due to no request for service being made. During
this call Zainab was screaming and could not be heard clearly but did say that smoke was coming into her
windows before the call cut out. 204,380,381

10.11.5.3

01:37:00am – 999 call from Zainab Deen in Flat 115
During Zainab’s second call, which connected to the LFB, she tells the LFB operator there is fire coming into
her flat from under the front door and the windows and asks how she can get downstairs. Zainab repeats that
she has a young child with her and asks for someone to come and rescue them.205,206,382,383

10.11.5.4

01:47:17am – 999 call from Zainab Deen in Flat 115
Zainab’s call connected to the LFB operator, who she told she is trapped in Flat 115 with her baby and there
is smoke in the flat. The operator tells Zainab the fire is on the 4 th floor, not the 14th floor.207,208,384,385

10.11.5.5

Zainab spoke to her friend Francis Dean several times during the fire, who asked her why they were still in the
building. Zainab told Francis firefighters were already there and she had been told to stay there. In a later call,
Zainab told Francis the smoke was too bad for them to leave.S443

10.11.5.6

02:01:40am – MPS call to Zainab Deen
The MPS police operator called Zainab back. The operator asks Zainab if she is able to get out, to which
Zainab says she cannot. The operator tells her there are firefighters coming up the stairs trying to evacuate
everyone and asks her to try to go down the stairs. Zainab insists she is unable to get to the stairs because of
the smoke. The operator then asks if she can go to the window to wave to the police helicopter. Zainab asks
if there is anyone on the 14th floor. The call is unclear and ends. Zainab does not respond to the instructions
to wave to the police helicopter. 209,380,381

10.11.5.7

At 02:04:40am and 2:07am Zainab called 999 asking for the fire brigade again but the calls ended before being
connected to the LFB.210-212,386-388

10.11.5.8

A short time later firefighters Murphy and Cornelius, having moved Denis from his flat to Flat 112, moved
Zainab and Jeremiah from their flat to Flat 113.S466,S467

10.11.5.9

From within Flat 113, Zainab called 999 at 03:05:21am and spoke to the LFB operator saying they are unable
to leave and the fire is in the flat before the call ends. 216,217,389,390

10.11.5.10 As detailed in 10.11.3.9, firefighters attended Flat 113 to rescue the occupants between approximately 2:30am

and 2:50am. During this rescue operation only Rosemary, Oluwaseun, their daughter and Omar left the flat.
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On realising four people had been left behind, firefighters tried to return to Flat 113 shortly after 3am but did
not make it due to assisting with other casualties. S470-S475 No firefighters made it back to the 14th floor.
10.11.5.11 03:16:38am – 999 call from Zainab Deen in Flat 113

In Zainab’s final call with emergency services the BT operator first tells Zainab she must leave the flat before
connecting the call to the LFB operator who also tells Zainab they must leave immediately, going down the
stairs. Zainab accepts this advice and agrees they will do that before the call ends. 218,219,391,392
10.11.5.12 After Zainab’s last call to 999 she spoke to Francis again, who was outside the tower. Whilst on the phone to

her, Francis handed his phone to firefighter Christopher Batcheldor, who spoke to Zainab for about an hour
and a quarter giving fire survival advice. Throughout the call, he kept reassuring Zainab that firefighters were
coming to rescue her, even after he heard from a colleague that they were unable to get higher than the 10th
floor. Eventually Zainab stopped responding and firefighter Batcheldor believed she had died. S460
10.11.6

Flat 113

10.11.6.1

Flat 113 was occupied by Rosemary Oyewole (spelt Oyewule in the police statement; this report has adopted
the spelling used in the GTI Phase 1 report), her partner Oluwaseun (Seun) Talabi and their young daughter.
Seun woke Rosemary at about 1:30am as he had heard noises outside. They looked out the window and could
see people outside shouting to get out because of fire. They decided to leave immediately but on opening the
front door, found thick black smoke in the lobby. They tried to go through it but lost one another and could not
find the exit so returned into their flat. Seun tried a second time but was again driven back inside by the smoke.
Inside, Rosemary spoke to the LFB operator several times and was told to remain in the flat as it was safest
to place to be because the fire was lower down. Rosemary received several calls from friends telling her to
leave, but unsure what to do, they remained in the flat.S172,S174,S681

10.11.6.2

At about 2:30am firefighter Harvey Sanders came to their door and told them they should remain in the flat as
it was the safest place to be and the fire was lower down. Firefighter Sanders left, saying fire crews would be
back to help them if they needed it. A short time later other firefighters bought Zainab, Jeremiah, Denis,
Mohammad and Omar into the flat, saying it was the safest flat. About 30 minutes later, another firefighter
came to Flat 113 and told them to move to the bedroom. As fire broke into the flat a short time later, Oluwaseun
tried to climb down the outside of the building using a rope made of sheets but firefighters arrived and ordered
them all to leave immediately and run downstairs. Rosemary and Oluwaseun, with their daughter tied to his
back, ran out and found their way to the stairs. Rosemary presumed the others would do the same but did not
see them following as it was pitch black. Omar followed Oluwaseun out and was guided by a firefighter down
the stairs as he could not see anything in front or behind him.S172,S174,S446,S462,S470-S472,S474,S681 Once outside,
Omar realised Mohammad had not followed and called him, asking why he had not come out. Mohammad
said that no one had taken him out of the flat and he was left inside with Zainab, Jeremiah and Denis. S446

10.11.6.3

Firefighters tried to return to rescue those who remained in Flat 113 but did not make it to the 14 th floor again.
Denis, Zainab and Jeremiah all succumbed to the smoke and fumes inside Flat 113, where their remains were
later found. At some point Mohammad jumped or fell from the building. He did not survive the fall and his body
was recovered from the ground outside by firefighters.S418,S463

10.11.7

Conclusions

10.11.7.1

Of the 11 people on the 14th floor when fire broke out, three left immediately on realising there was a fire,
without any contact with emergency services. The remaining eight appear to have stayed in the flats for the
following reasons:
a. They were told repeatedly in person to remain in their flats by firefighters;
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b. The thick smoke in the lobby led them to believe they were trapped;
c. Denis Murphy had breathing and mobility problems that would have made an evacuation on the stairs
very difficult for him;
d. Zainab was further compelled to remain out of a desire to protect Jeremiah;
e. Mohammad felt a sense of responsibility towards Zainab & Jeremiah when they were trapped together.
10.11.7.2

Evidently, the smoke in the lobby worsened in a very short space of time, becoming thick and choking with
near zero visibility in a matter of minutes. Consequently, the first time residents opened their flat doors to leave
they found the smoke was already too thick to go through. Mohammad and Omar were first alerted to a fire in
the building at about 1am but by 1:15am the smoke was already too thick for them to go through.

10.11.7.3

Mohammad made a plea for a helicopter during his call with Mahmoud at about 1:56am and Omar states he
and Mohammad saw a helicopter sometime after 2:45am, which they thought would have a rope ladder to
rescue them. They may, therefore, have developed a belief that a helicopter rescue was a possibility, having
seen it. However, both Mohammad and Omar had stated both before and after seeing a helicopter that they
were trapped because of the thick smoke and they had been told by firefighters to remain in the flat as it was
the safest place to be.

10.11.7.4

Mohammad’s fiancée, Amal Al-Huthaifi, attended the tower sometime after 6am after hearing of the fire. She
did not speak to Mohammad. She was aware of helicopter presence and stated,
“I don’t understand why there was a helicopter there. People inside the tower must have seen it
and thought it was there to help them. If I had been in the tower then I would have tried to get to
the top of the Tower, thinking that the helicopter was going to land on the roof to save people. How
do the police know that this didn’t happen? How do they know that people didn’t’ think the
helicopter was there to save then (sic), when in reality it was just there to take photos? I don’t think
the helicopter helped the situation at all.” S452 (para.56)

10.11.7.5

Despite Amal’s assertions about the police helicopter, and Omar’s comments about a rope ladder rescue, the
evidence does not indicate anyone who remained on the 14th floor did so because of the presence of a police
helicopter. Omar and Mohammad may have believed a helicopter rescue was a possibility but they already
believed they were trapped before forming that belief. They were not encouraged to remain in the building due
to the presence of a police helicopter. They did not move upwards in the building. Furthermore, they were not
encouraged to remain by any police statements or commentary about helicopters.

10.12

13th Floor

10.12.1

When the fire began, all people present on the 13th floor promptly evacuated on being alerted to the fire. No
emergency calls were received from those on the 13th floor during the fire and all left the building prior to the
first helicopter arriving. S181-S200

10.13

12th Floor

10.13.1

Twelve people were on the 12th floor during the fire. Two left immediately on realising there was a fire. The
other 10 people initially remained due to having been told to remain by the LFB and believing they were unable
to escape through the thick smoke that had built up in the lobby very quickly. Firefighters reached them and
evacuated them. None of those who remained moved upwards in the building. None remained due to the
presence of a helicopter or belief there may be a helicopter rescue. There is no evidence that any police
statements or commentary about helicopters influenced their decisions to initially remain. S201-S214
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10.14

11th Floor

10.14.1

When the fire began there were 16 people on the 11th floor. Eleven of those left almost immediately after
becoming aware of the fire. One of those, Ali Yawar Jafari, collapsed whilst making his way down and was
carried out by firefighters. Four remained on the 11th floor and awaited rescue by firefighters. Abdeslam Sebbar
remained and perished in his flat.
Name
Abdeslam Sebbar
Ali Yawar Jafari

Age

Resided

Died

77
81

Flat 81
Flat 86

Flat 81
10th Floor lobby

10.14.2

Flat 81

10.14.2.1

Abdeslam Sebbar lived alone in Flat 81. He made two emergency calls followed by a long call to his son,
Mohamed Sebbar. Abdeslam called 999 at 01:24:52am and was connected to the LFB. Abdeslam tells the
LFB operator that there is a fire in Flat 91 and he is scared because he has previously had flooding from the
same floor. The operator reassures him that the fire brigade are dealing with it. She asks Abdeslam if there is
smoke in his flat but the call ends before he responds.220,393,394 It appears from his son’s statement that
Abdeslam believed the fire originated on the floor above him due to previous problems with those
neighbours.S476 Abdeslam called 999 a second time at 01:32:32am and was again connected to the LFB
operator, saying fire is inside his flat before ending the call.221,395,396

10.14.2.2

Mohamed received a call from his father at approximately 1:45am saying the building was on fire. Mohamed
asked him to leave, knowing that it would be impossible for his father to use the stairs unaided. Mohamed
recalled his father coughing and struggling to breathe as the fire consumed his part of the building before the
call ended at about 2:30am.S476 Abdeslam did not speak to any member of the MPS during the fire. Helicopters
are not mentioned in either emergency call, or in Mohamed’s statement.

10.14.3

Flats 82, 83, 84, 85

10.14.3.1

Flat 82 was occupied by Natasha Elcock, Anthony Smith and their six-year-old daughter. During the fire,
Natasha made 14 calls to 999 and spoke to the fire brigade (LFB & Essex) during 12 calls (two calls terminated
before being connected to an emergency operator). Natasha and her family remained in their flat until they
were rescued by firefighters at approximately 4:40am. This was due to a combination of reasons; the thick
smoke in the lobby with reduced visibility, the advice to remain where they were, faith that the firefighters would
control the fire, fear of the unknown situation in the stairwell, and a desire to protect their young daughter.
Natasha also asked a number of times for a cherry picker to be manoeuvred to their window to allow them to
escape. Helicopters were not mentioned in any 999 call or statement. S218,S464,S465,397-410

10.14.3.2

The sole occupant of Flat 83, Elpidio Bonifacio, initially remained as he was told to by family and because he
required assistance to leave due to being blind and elderly. He was rescued by firefighters, leaving the building
at 8:07am. Mr Bonifacio was the last survivor to be evacuated from the tower.S220,S477

10.14.3.3

The two occupants of Flat 84, Branislav Lukic and Miran Lovsin, initially remained because when they first
tried to leave they found the lobby was filled with thick black smoke and they became disorientated when they
tried to go through it. Branislav also believed fires are ordinarily contained within flats. They recalled seeing a
helicopter and Miran thought it may drop ropes or ladders, although Branislav did not believe that would be
the case (this is not mentioned by Miran). However, despite that thought, they both decided to leave and made
it to the stairs and evacuated to safety, leaving the building at 1:49am. S222,S223,S478
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10.14.3.4

The five occupants of Flat 85 left almost immediately after realising there was a fire. S225,S226

10.14.4

Flat 86

10.14.4.1

Ali Yawar Jafari, his wife Fatima Jafari and two of their daughters, Maria and Nadia were in Flat 86 when the
fire began. They made no calls to the emergency services. Shortly after the fire began, Fatima and Maria went
downstairs to investigate what was going on, having smelt burning and seen the emergency services outside.
Nadia and Ali remained in the flat but prepared themselves to leave. Maria and Fatima left the tower and
outside saw the scale of the fire, so called Nadia’s mobile and the house phone. As there was no answer they
tried to return upstairs but were denied access beyond the third floor by firefighters, so returned outside.S479,S480

10.14.4.2

Inside the flat, Nadia and Ali decided they too were going to leave and within moments the fire reached the
outside of their window and burst through. They left the flat and entered the lift to go down. The lift stopped on
the 10th floor and filled with dark smoke and the lights went out. After a few moments the lift doors closed again
and it continued to the ground floor. Only when the lift reached the ground floor could Nadia see again and
realised that Ali was no longer in the lift, deducing that he must have exited the lift on the 10th floor, which was
the only stop the lift made. S479 Firefighters later recovered Ali from the 10th floor lobby and removed him from
the building.S482,S483 He was declared deceased outside the tower.

10.14.5

Conclusions

10.14.5.1

Of the 16 residents present on the 11th floor during the fire, 11 left shortly after becoming aware of the fire, and
prior to the arrival of the first helicopter. Tragically, Ali Yawar Jafari died after becoming separated from his
daughter on the 10th floor whilst making his way down. Natasha and her family’s reasons for remaining initially
appear to be because of the thick smoke, poor visibility, advice to stay put, belief that firefighters would control
the fire, the unknown situation in the stairwell and the desire to protect their young daughter. Mr Bonifacio in
Flat 83 remained due to his blindness and need for a rescue and the occupants of Flat 84 remained initially
due to the thick smoke. There is no evidence to indicate anyone was led to believe there might be a rooftop or
helicopter rescue, or remained due to the presence of a helicopter or any statements made about helicopters.

10.15

10th Floor

10.15.1

All people present on the 10th floor when the fire began escaped the building and survived. None moved
upwards and none had contact with police prior to their evacuation. None mentioned helicopters in their witness
accounts or 999 calls.

10.15.2

Flat 71 – On realising there was a fire the occupant tried to escape but found the lobby was already dark and
filled with thick smoke but she managed to make it to the stairs and head down, encountering a firefighter who
told her to get out. She made no 999 calls.S229

10.15.3

Flat 72 – The occupant was alerted to the fire by a call from his son. He initially remained in his flat as he was
instructed to by both a firefighter on a ladder outside and the LFB operator. Furthermore, the smoke in the
lobby was too thick to go through. He was subsequently rescued by firefighters.S231,S487,S488

10.15.4

Flat 73 – The four occupants tried to leave their flat immediately on smelling smoke but found the lobby was
already filled with thick black smoke. They made a number of 999 calls to the fire brigade and were initially
advised to remain in their flat, until that advice changed to evacuate. However, due to not knowing where the
danger lay, and if the stairs were safe, they remained until rescued by firefighters.S235-S244
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10.15.5

Flat 74 – The two occupants tried to leave on realising there was a fire but the lobby was already filled with
thick smoke, preventing them leaving. They spoke to the LFB and were advised to remain to await rescue.
They were eventually evacuated by firefighters.S244,S246

10.15.6

Flat 75 – The occupant left her flat immediately on realising there was a fire. Despite the thick smoke she went
down the stairs to safety and did not call 999. S248,S489

10.15.7

Flat 76 – The two occupants left immediately on realising there was a fire without calling 999.S250,S252,S491,S492

10.15.8

Those who delayed leaving the 10th floor did so due to the thick smoke and/or being told to remain by the LFB.
They were not encouraged to remain by either the presence of a helicopter or due to any statements or
commentary about helicopters.

10.16

9th Floor

10.16.1

All people present on the 9th floor when the fire began left immediately on being alerted to the fire and survived.
No one from the 9th floor went upwards in the building and none had any contact with police prior to evacuating.
None were led to believe there may be a rooftop or helicopter rescue. All except the two occupants in Flat 65
left the building prior to the first helicopter arriving. The occupant of Flat 65 was awoken by firefighters banging
on her door, who escorted her and her young daughter out using breathing apparatus. No 999 calls were made
by those on the 9th floor. Flats 61 and 63 were unoccupied on the night.S260,S262,S265,S267-S269,S273,S275,S277 Hanan
Wahabi of Flat 66 first became aware of a helicopter after they had left the building as she heard it but did not
see it, and thought it was there to help people. S281,S282

10.17

8th Floor

10.17.1

Khalid Ahmed of Flat 51 alerted his neighbours on the 8th floor to the fire shortly after it began and consequently
all those present left the building almost immediately, and prior to the first helicopter arriving. 224 No 999 calls
were made from the 8th floor. Many survivors described how the smoke became thick and choking within just
a few minutes of them first detecting a faint smell of smoke.S493-S500,S502-S509 No survivor mentioned helicopters,
except for Amina Mohammed of Flat 51, who later questioned why helicopters were not used to save
people.S496

10.18

7th Floor

10.18.1

All residents of the 7th floor left their flats almost immediately on realising there was a fire, or when instructed
to leave by firefighters, who arrived on the floor shortly after 1am to evacuate everyone. All exited the building
prior to the first helicopter arriving, with the exception of the three occupants of Flat 44. The occupants of Flat
44 left their flat but were forced to turn back when they encountered thick smoke on the 4 th floor. From within
their flat, believing they were trapped, they spoke to the LFB and were instructed to await rescue. They then
evacuated when firefighters arrived and told them to leave, exiting the building at 01:48:04am.S128,S390,S512S544,224
No witness mentions helicopters, with the exception of Michael Sobieszczak of Flat 43, who
subsequently questioned why helicopters were not used to drop water onto the fire.S517

10.19

6th Floor

10.19.1

All people on the 6th floor when fire broke out left immediately on becoming aware of the fire. Firefighters were
also on the 6th floor instructing people to leave. No 999 calls were made from the 6 th floor and all people exited
the building before or shortly after the first helicopter arrived, the last exiting the building at 01:48:22am
according to CCTV. No witness mentions helicopters in their evidence.S139,S545,S553,S556-S558,224
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10.20

5th Floor

10.20.1

All those present on the 5th floor when the fire began left immediately on realising there was a fire or when
instructed to leave by firefighters, with the exception of the two occupants of Flat 23 who believed they were
trapped by the thick smoke and initially remained in their flat. They escaped onto an LFB ladder outside their
window.S563,S572 All escaped the building prior to the first helicopter arriving aside from those in Flat
23.S83,S300,S301,S345,S563-S585

10.21

4th Floor

10.21.1

The fire originated in Flat 16 on the 4th floor. All those present on the 4th floor left promptly on realising there
was a fire and heavy smoke began developing, with the exception of the two people in Flat 12. David Benjamin
in Flat 12 stated he and his girlfriend initially remained because they could not see any fire or smoke at first
and believed the fire would be contained within the flat, and he was also aware of the stay put fire safety advice
in the building. However, they left when the smoke got worse and others told them to leave.S602 All occupants
on the 4th floor left the building before, or shortly after, the first helicopter arrived, the last exiting at 01:46:21am
according to CCTV.224 None make reference to helicopters in their evidence.S588-S612

10.22

3rd Floor

10.22.1

All people present on the 3rd floor at the outbreak of fire left almost immediately on being alerted to the fire,
prior to the first helicopter arriving, with the exception of the occupants of Flat 9.S559-S562,S613-S616,224 The five
occupants of Flat 9 (parents and three children), remained to await rescue by firefighters because Mariko
Toyoshimo-Lewis was in a wheelchair and unable to leave without being carried down the stairs. S617-S620 No
one remained to await helicopter rescue.

10.23

1st and 2nd Floors

10.23.1

The occupants of the flats on the 1st (mezzanine) and 2nd floors promptly left the building on realising there
was a serious fire.S621-S630
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PART III - CONCLUSIONS
11

Conclusions

11.1

The conclusions aim to specifically address the Terms of Reference as detailed in Section 4. Each Term of
Reference is considered individually.

11.2

1. To investigate the complaint made by Nabil Choucair on 19th September 2017, specifically whether:
a. The deployment of the police helicopters encouraged some residents to remain in or move to
the top of Grenfell Tower to rescue by helicopter.

11.3

The evidence indicates that people moved upwards in the building during the fire for a number of reasons:
i.

They believed that the danger, be it smoke or fire, lay beneath them in the building, preventing them
leaving the building by the stairs. Some people saw the fire and smoke rising up the outside of the
building, whereas some had tried to go downstairs and encountered smoke.

ii.

Confusion, panic and/or not knowing where the danger was, caused some people to follow the actions
of others who were going up. Some people who were going up told others to do the same. In the
absence of any other information to indicate what else they ought to do, some followed that advice.

iii.

Some were too young to make independent decisions and were taken upstairs by family.

11.4

The group of 15 people who moved to the 23rd floor from floors 18, 19, 20 and 22 did so before the first
helicopter arrived at 1:44am. They could not, therefore, have been encouraged to move upwards by the
presence of a helicopter. None were informed by emergency services that a helicopter would be attending.

11.5

Folora Neda recalled Sakina Afrasehabi told her she had come up to the 23 rd floor as they had been advised
to go upstairs to await a helicopter rescue. However, Solmaz Sattar’s evidence is that Fatemeh told her she
and Sakina had left their flat intending to go downstairs to leave the building but they met other residents who
told them not to go downstairs as there was fire further down inside the buildingS292(para.14). Fatemeh also asked
Solmaz to ask the emergency services to rescue them with a cherry picker or extended ladder that could reach
the 23rd floor. After Sakina and Fatemeh had relocated to the 23rd floor, Solmaz saw a helicopter and formed
the belief that it may be there to rescue people. She asked Fatemeh if she could hear it but she could not.
Solmaz told Fatemeh it was probably there to rescue her. It is likely Fatemeh shared this information with
Sakina, who in turn said this to Folora Neda at some point. Since the first helicopter arrived after Sakina and
Fatemeh had gone upwards, Solmaz could not have told Fatemeh this before they relocated as Solmaz did
not form this belief until she saw the helicopter. Taken together with the fact they moved upstairs prior to the
first helicopter arriving, this evidence indicates Sakina and Fatemeh moved upwards due to believing they
were unable to go downstairs, as opposed to believing they would be rescued by helicopter. They may have
formed the mistaken belief of a possible helicopter rescue as a result of this information from Solmaz, but had
already moved upwards where they subsequently believed they were trapped.

11.6

The evidence indicates that people remained in the building on their own floors during the fire for a number of
reasons:
i.

They were told to remain by the LFB, usually accompanied by reassurances that inside was the
safest place to be and/or firefighters were coming to them. This advice was received through a
number of methods:
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a.
b.
c.
d.

On the telephone from LFB (or another FRS) call handlers;
On the telephone from firefighters outside Grenfell Tower;
Directly in person from firefighters inside Grenfell Tower;
From firefighters outside calling up to people in the windows.

ii.

The thick toxic smoke and significantly reduced visibility (due to smoke and no lighting) in the lobbies
led people to believe they could not reach the stairs to evacuate down.

iii.

People believed that fire is contained within flats in such buildings through design and, despite the
smoky conditions, the incident would be contained and remaining inside was safe.

iv.

People were aware of advice to remain in their flats in the event of a fire from signs in the building,
or had pre-existing knowledge of such advice generally, or looked it up during the fire.

v.

People went into the lobbies/stairwells and encountered others coming up the stairs saying not to go
down but to go back inside or up. This in turn led to:
a. A belief the danger was below, preventing their escape by going down the stairs.
b. Confusion, panic and/or not knowing where the danger was, which, in the absence of clear
instructions to the contrary, led people to follow that advice and remain. This was sometimes
compounded by receiving conflicting information about the location of the fire.

vi.

Some people were too young to make independent decisions and remained inside with family.

vii.

A compulsion by some to protect vulnerable young children, or other family, from the dangerous
conditions in the lobbies and stairwells.

viii.

Health problems (predominantly physical but also cognitive in the case of Joseph Daniels) inhibiting
their ability to use the stairs or evacuate unaided.

ix.

Encouragement from others to remain (the others remaining for a variety of the reasons above).

11.7

There is evidence that some people trapped in the tower formed the belief that the helicopter was, or may be,
a rescue option. However, the Investigator asserts that this belief formed after those people already believed
they were trapped, and panic and desperation had taken hold. Key examples are detailed below.

11.8

Rania Ibrahim, with her two young children in Flat 203 on the 23rd floor, may have formed the belief there may
be a helicopter rescue due to being told this on the telephone by her sister, Sayeda. However, prior to being
told that, and before the first helicopter arrived, Rania had already stated that they were trapped and could not
get out. This she re-iterated to Munira Mahmud at about 3am, saying they were trapped due to the smoke.
Sayeda also asserted that Rania and her children would have been physically unable to manage the stairs.

11.9

The Choucair family in Flat 193 on the 22nd floor initially remained due to the reasons outlined in paragraph
10.3.4.4 (primarily due to the smoke, advice from LFB to remain and being encouraged to remain by Naomi
and Lydia who joined them). They had tried to escape by the stairs a number of times but were forced back
into their flat due to the smoke. The Choucair family clearly had a desire to escape quickly by the stairs but
were unable to. The first request for a helicopter was made by Nadia Choucair in her call to the LFB at 2:36am.
Nadia had previously made a call at 1:46am and could be heard saying they are not going anywhere.
Helicopters were not mentioned in that call. In later calls to 999, Bassem Choukair repeatedly said they are
trapped by the smoke and asked for a helicopter. Bassem was clearly becoming desperate and believed a
helicopter was the only option as they could not escape any other way, despite the operator repeating that a
helicopter rescue was not an option. This is echoed in a later call, although the identity of the caller is unknown.
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11.10

The conclusion that a helicopter rescue was only requested out of panic and desperation, when all hope of
escaping by the stairs had been lost, is further supported by the evidence of Naomi Li, who was in Flat 193
with the Choucairs. Naomi and her friend Lydia believed they were trapped due to the smoke and decided not
to go downstairs without assurances from the LFB that it was safe to do so. She saw a helicopter but was of
the opinion it was not a rescue helicopter and could not have got near the building in the event. However, in
her call at 2:55am panic and desperation had clearly set in (the call was initially made by Nadia who was
screaming) and she asked for a helicopter because the fire was everywhere. At that stage, Naomi and Lydia
had also witnessed the Choucair family repeatedly trying to leave and having to rush back inside.

11.11

Nura Jemal and Hashim Kedir in Flat 192 also believed they were trapped by the smoke. Their first request
for a helicopter was made by Nura in her call to the LFB at 2:38am. Earlier calls made no mention of a
helicopter. Subsequent calls also re-iterate that they are trapped by the smoke. The operator makes it clear to
Nura that a helicopter rescue is not an option and they must escape by the stairs. It is apparent that the idea
of a helicopter rescue is again borne out of desperation, believing there was no other option for escape.

11.12

The Investigator concludes that a small number of people in Grenfell Tower, who were already of the belief
that they were completely trapped, out of desperation and being aware of helicopter presence, developed the
mistaken belief that a helicopter rescue was a possibility. It is not possible to conclude whether anyone may
have formed this belief had helicopters not been present. This conclusion should not be considered in isolation,
but alongside the other conclusions the Investigator has drawn, in particular the justification for the deployment
of the helicopters (Term of Reference 1d).

11.13

A number of witness outside the tower said they thought the helicopters were there to help, either by dropping
water on the fire or by rescuing people with ropes or ladders. S660,S662,S663,S671,S673,S675 One witness even made
reference to what it is like in the films.S675 This is evidence of public misunderstanding about the role of police
helicopters and their capabilities.

11.14

b. Any police statements of commentary about the police helicopters encouraged some residents
to remain in or move to the top of Grenfell Tower for rescue by helicopter.

11.15

The Investigator has identified no evidence of any statement or commentary by any police officer about the
police helicopters that encouraged, or may have encouraged, any resident to remain in or move to the top of
Grenfell Tower for a helicopter rescue. All police body worn video footage that contains reference to NPAS or
helicopters has additionally been reviewed to address this Term of Reference.

11.16

The Investigator therefore concludes that no police commentary or statement about the police helicopters
encouraged any resident to remain in or move to the top of Grenfell Tower for rescue by helicopter.

11.17

c. The operation of the police helicopters in proximity to Grenfell Tower worsened the fire.

11.18

On the 14th June 2017 there were 13 helicopter deployments to Grenfell Tower in response to the fire. Eleven
were NPAS helicopters and two were media helicopters (Tables 1 & 2). Flight positioning radar data supplied
by NATS allowed accurate analysis to determine if rotor wash from any of the helicopters, media included,
could have impinged upon the fire. The conclusions of the DSTL report by Dr Markiewicz (Section 8) prove
that none of the helicopters were close enough to Grenfell Tower at any time to have had an effect on the fire.
The Investigator has found no alternative or additional evidence to indicate any helicopter may have had an
effect on the fire.

11.19

The Investigator therefore concludes that no helicopter present at the Grenfell Tower fire on the 14th June 2017
worsened the fire.
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11.20

11.21

Of note, the pilots of the NPAS helicopters, all of whom are highly experienced, positioned their aircraft with
consideration to the potential effect of rotorwash on the fire, amongst other considerations, such as crew safety
and noise to people and emergency services on the ground (Section 7).
d. The rationale for the deployment of police helicopters was justified.

11.22

Paragraph 5.3.1 details the various tasks that NPAS helicopters are ordinarily employed to carry out. This
includes providing a live video downlink to emergency services and photographic tasks. They are not search
and rescue assets, are not equipped for search and rescue operations, including winching, are not legally
approved for such operations, nor are the crew trained in such activities (with the exception of rare casualty
evacuations as described in paragraphs 5.3.1.g and 5.3.2).

11.23

NPAS (and previously the MPS ASU) are routinely used to assist the LFB in tackling large fires through
primarily their video downlink, in accordance with a Memorandum of Understanding in existence since 2005.
Such support for Fire & Rescue Services is routinely provided nationwide and is not unique to London. The
helicopters are widely recognised as an invaluable asset in such circumstances due to their unique ability to
capture live views of a fire that cannot be obtained by any other means (although emergency services are
increasingly using remote drones to provide video footage), to locate trapped people who cannot be seen from
the ground with the benefit of high-powered cameras, both daylight and thermal imaging, as well as direct
radio communications to emergency services for verbal commentary. Monitoring the spread of a fire and the
relative positions of trapped people enables a fire brigade to plan and adapt their response and direct efforts
and resources accordingly.

11.24

The actual tasks carried out by NPAS helicopters at Grenfell Tower (paragraphs 6.5.1-3) can be summarised
as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Video downlink to MPS and LFB to react accordingly to fire development (notwithstanding the
difficulties experienced on the night);
Locating trapped people (communicated to emergency services directly via radio);
Monitoring spread and proximity of fire to trapped people;
Monitoring emergency vehicle access routes;
Monitoring potential spread of fire to other buildings caused by burning debris;
Identifying emerging dangerous road traffic situation, ensuring it was responded to by police;
Communication management;
Crime prevention.

11.25

There were technical difficulties with the LFB receiving the video downlink from some of the NPAS helicopters
during the fire due to the signal encryption technology. This was subject to examination in the GTI and the
Phase 1 Report made a recommendation on this topic, at paragraph 33.33. 225 The investigator, whilst
acknowledging this concern, does not seek to draw conclusions on the impact of this, or make
recommendations, which are already addressed by the GTI and fall outside the Terms of Reference for this
investigation. Notwithstanding the technical problems, the purposes of the helicopter deployment remained
the same, including to provide the downlink. The downlink problems encountered do not, therefore, influence
the Investigator’s conclusions in respect of whether the rationale for the helicopter deployments was justified.

11.26

The initial request for a helicopter to attend the fire documented the reason as being ‘overview, scene
management and operational support’. When a helicopter deployment is agreed by NPAS a rationale is not
routinely recorded on the Storm log. Conversely, a rationale is ordinarily recorded when a request is declined.
The evidence of the Operations Centre Manager and Service Delivery & Operations Manager is that the
circumstances of Grenfell Tower meant the deployment decision was clear cut – a major critical incident with
lives immediately at risk and the seriousness spoke for itself. In other words, there would be no need to record
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a rationale when it was so obvious that a deployment was justified. These experienced NPAS officers, as well
as the helicopter crews themselves, were aware of the helicopters’ capabilities and potential usefulness at this
incident.
11.27

The Investigator concludes that the deployment of the helicopters to the incident was justified in the
circumstances.

11.28

3. Further to paragraph 19B of Schedule 3 of the Police Reform Act 2002, if, during the course of the
investigation there is an indication that any person serving with the police may have committed a
criminal offence or behaved in a manner justifying the bringing of disciplinary proceedings (i.e.
whether there are any indications of ‘conduct matters’), and if so, follow paragraph 19B procedure
in relation to special requirements and make appropriate amendments to the terms of reference of
the investigation.

11.29

The Investigator concludes there is no indication that any person serving with the police may have committed
a criminal offence or behaved in a manner justifying the bringing of disciplinary proceedings. No ‘conduct
matters’ have been identified. Consequently, this investigation has at no time become subject to special
requirements.

11.30

5. To consider and report on whether there is organisational learning, including:
a. Whether the incident highlights the need for change in any police policy or practice

11.31

No need for a change in MPS policy has been identified. No need for a change in NPAS operating procedures
has been identified in respect of operating helicopters in proximity to fires. The flight minima stipulated in the
NPAS Operations Manuals (past and present) are adequate in fire situations like Grenfell Tower insofar as, if
applied correctly, would not result in helicopter rotorwash affecting fires. However, the dynamic operational
requirements of policing activities may require NPAS aircraft to deviate to some extent from Operating
Procedures or policy. Such unforeseen scenarios cannot be specifically accounted for in policy or guidance,
but would be subject to aircraft crew’s, in particularly the experienced pilots’, judgement on the safety of any
operations that may be require them to deviate from Operating Procedures or policy.

11.32

In order to reduce to risk of the public being misled by the presence of an NPAS helicopter in fire or other
rescue situations, I recommend that on arrival at such scenarios, NPAS crews be required to inform ground
emergency services of their presence and that they are not a rescue helicopter. This may be by means of a
general radio broadcast or through the control rooms. The purpose of such a communication being to ensure
that any members of the public who enquire with ground emergency services about the helicopter function can
be suitably informed. I recommend that this be a national requirement and be included in NPAS Operations
Manual to ensure compliance.

11.33
11.34

b. Whether the incident highlights any good practice that should be shared.
The Investigator has identified no good practice that should be shared.
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12

Learning & Recommendations

12.1

Throughout this investigation it has become apparent that the public are unaware of the role of police
helicopters and their capabilities. There is of course no reason why they would have an in-depth understanding.
In the context of the Grenfell Tower fire, this unawareness led to some criticising the helicopters saying they
were doing nothing, others requesting they drop water on the fire, and a number people believing they would,
or ought to, launch a rescue using ropes or ladders. Films are likely to have influenced people’s belief in what
the helicopters can do (one witness specifically mentions films in the context of a helicopter rescue). This lack
of understanding appears to also extend to the LFB (and therefore likely other FRS) call handlers, and to a
lesser extent the MPS call handlers. This is apparent in a number of 999 recordings and live evidence from
witnesses at the GTI. Whilst no emergency service call handler specifically told any caller that there would be
a helicopter rescue, or led them to believe there might be, they were often (but not always) unable to respond
to the requests for a helicopter so provided no direct response at all.

12.2

I therefore recommend that a communication be made to the Operations Rooms (call handlers and their
supervisors) of all Fire & Rescue Services (including the London Fire Brigade) and Police Services (including
the Metropolitan Police Service) in England & Wales to explain that NPAS helicopters are not equipped for
rescuing people from fires or rooftops. The details of such a communication should be made in consultation
with NPAS and with consideration to protecting sensitive operational information where necessary.
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13

Glossary
AAIB

Air Accident Investigation Branch

ACPO

Association of Chief Police Officers

ADL

Airborne Data Link

ASU

Air Support Unit

ATSI

Air Traffic Services Investigations

BT

British Telecom

BTP

British Transport Police

CAA

Civil Aviation Authority

CAD

Computer Aided Despatch

DPS

Directorate of Professional Standards

DSTL

Defence Science & Technology Laboratory

DVR

Digital Video Recorder

EHRC

European Human Rights Commission

EON

Electro-Optical Narrow camera lens (also known as a spotter scope)

EOW

Electro-Optical Wide camera lens

FRS

Fire and Rescue Service

GTI

Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry

IOPC

Independent Office for Police Conduct

IPCC

Independent Police Complaints Commission

LFB

London Fire Brigade

MetCC

Metropolitan Police Command & Control

MPS

Metropolitan Police Service

NATS

National Air Traffic Service

NPAS

National Police Air Service

NWFC

North West Fire Control

PA

Public Address system

SOP

Standard Operating Procedure

TfL

Transport for London

TFO

Tactical Flight Officer

TI

Thermal Imaging
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